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Resumen

Esta tesis estudia las similitudes y diferencias entre los flujos turbulentos de pared de

tipo externo e interno, en régimen incompresible, y a números de Reynolds moderada-

mente altos. Para ello consideramos tanto simulaciones numéricas como experimentos de

capas ĺımites con gradiente de presiones nulo y de flujos de canal, ambos a números de

Reynolds en el rango δ+ ≈ 500−2000. Estos flujos de cortadura son objeto de numerosas

investigaciones debido a la gran importancia que tienen tanto a nivel tecnológico como

a nivel de f́ısica fundamental. No obstante, todav́ıa existen muchos interrogantes sobre

aspectos básicos tales como la universalidad de los perfiles medios y de fluctuación de

las velocidades o de la presión, tanto en la zona cercana a la pared como en la zona

logaŕıtmica, el escalado y el efecto del número de Reynolds, o las diferencias entre los

flujos internos y externos en la zona exterior.

En éste estudio hemos utilizado simulaciones numéricas ya existentes de canales y

capas ĺımites a números de Reynolds δ+ ≈ 2000 y δ+ ≈ 700, respectivamente. Para poder

comparar ambos flujos a igual número de Reynolds hemos realizado una nueva simulación

directa de capa ĺımite en el rango δ+ ≈ 1000–2000. Los resultados de la misma son

presentados y analizados en detalle. Los datos sin postprocesar y las estad́ısticas ya

postprocesadas están públicamente disponibles en nuestro sitio web.162

El análisis de las estad́ısticas usando un único punto confirma la existencia de perfiles

logaŕıtmicos para las fluctuaciones de la velocidad transversal w′2+ y de la presión p′2+ en

ambos tipos de flujos, pero no para la velocidad normal v′2+ o la velocidad longitudinal

u′2+. Para aceptar o rechazar la existencia de un rango logaŕıtmico en u′2+ se requieren

números de Reynolds más altos que los considerados en éste trabajo. Una de las conse-

cuencias más importantes de poseer tales perfiles es que el valor máximo de la intensidad,

que se alcanza cerca de la pared, depende expĺıcitamente del número de Reynolds. Esto ha

sido confirmado tras analizar un gran número de datos experimentales y numéricos, cor-

roborando que el máximo de u′2+, p′2+, y w′2+ aumenta proporcionalmente con el log(δ+).

Por otro lado, éste máximo es más intenso en los flujos externos que en los internos.

La máxima diferencia ocurre en torno a y/δ ≈ 0.3–0.5, siendo esta altura prácticamente
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independiente del número de Reynolds considerado. Estas diferencias se originan como

consecuencia del carácter intermitente de las capas ĺımites, que es inexistente en los flujos

internos.

La estructura de las fluctuaciones de velocidad y de presión, junto con la de los esfuer-

zos de Reynolds, se han investigado por medio de correlaciones espaciales tridimensionales

considerando dos puntos de medida. Hemos obtenido que el tamaño de las mismas es gen-

eralmente mayor en canales que en capas ĺımites, especialmente en el caso de la correlación

longitudinal Cuu en la dirección del flujo. Para esta correlación se demuestra que las es-

tructuras débilmente correladas presentan longitudes de hasta O(7δ), en el caso de capas

ĺımites, y de hasta O(18δ) en el caso de canales. Estas longitudes se obtienen respecti-

vamente en la zona logaŕıtmica y en la zona exterior. Las longitudes correspondientes en

la dirección transversal son significativamente menores en ambos flujos, O(δ − 2δ). La

organización espacial de las correlaciones es compatible con la de una pareja de rollos

casi paralelos con dimensiones que escalan en unidades exteriores. Esta organización se

mantiene al menos hasta y ≈ 0.6δ, altura a la cual las capas ĺımites comienzan a organi-

zarse en rollos transversales. Éste comportamiento es sin embargo más débil en canales,

pudiéndose observar parcialmente a partir de y ≈ 0.8δ.

Para estudiar si estas estructuras están onduladas a lo largo de la dirección transver-

sal, hemos calculado las correlaciones condicionadas a eventos intensos de la velocidad

transversal w′. Estas correlaciones revelan que la ondulación de la velocidad longitudinal

aumenta conforme nos alejamos de la pared, sugiriendo que las estructuras están más

alineadas en la zona cercana a la pared que en la zona lejana a ella. El por qué de esta

ondulación se encuentra posiblemente en la configuración a lo largo de diagonales que

presenta w′. Estas estructuras no sólo están onduladas, sino que también están inclinadas

respecto a la pared con ángulos que dependen de la variable considerada, de la altura, y

de el contorno de correlación seleccionado. Por encima de la zona tampón e independien-

temente del número de Reynolds y tipo de flujo, Cuu presenta una inclinación máxima de

unos 10o, las correlaciones Cvv y Cpp son esencialmente verticales, y Cww está inclinada a

unos 35o.
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Summary

This thesis studies the similitudes and differences between external and internal in-

compressible wall-bounded turbulent flows at moderately-high Reynolds numbers. We

consider numerical and experimental zero-pressure-gradient boundary layers and chan-

nels in the range of δ+ ≈ 500− 2000. These shear flows are subjects of intensive research

because of their technological importance and fundamental physical interest. However,

there are still open questions regarding basic aspects such as the universality of the mean

and fluctuating velocity and pressure profiles at the near-wall and logarithmic regions,

their scaling and the effect of the Reynolds numbers, or the differences between internal

and external flows at the outer layer, to name but a few.

For this study, we made use of available direct numerical simulations of channel and

boundary layers reaching δ+ ≈ 2000 and δ+ ≈ 700, respectively. To fill the gap in

the Reynolds number, a new boundary layer simulation in the range δ+ ≈ 1000-2000

is presented and discussed. The original raw data and the post-processed statistics are

publicly available on our website.162

The analysis of the one-point statistic confirms the existence of logarithmic profiles

for the spanwise w′2+ and pressure p′2+ fluctuations for both type of flows, but not for the

wall-normal v′2+ or the streamwise u′2+ velocities. To accept or reject the existence of a

logarithmic range in u′2+ requires higher Reynolds numbers than the ones considered in

this work. An important consequence of having such profiles is that the maximum value

of the intensities, reached near the wall, depends on the Reynolds number. This was

confirmed after surveying a wide number of experimental and numerical datasets, corrob-

orating that the maximum of u′2+, p′2+, and w′2+ increases proportionally to log(δ+). On

the other hand, that maximum is more intense in external flows than in internal ones,

differing the most around y/δ ≈ 0.3–0.5, and essentially independent of the Reynolds

number. We discuss that those differences are originated as a consequence of the inter-

mittent character of boundary layers that is absent in internal flows.

The structure of the velocity and pressure fluctuations, together with those of the

Reynolds shear stress, were investigated using three-dimensional two-point spatial corre-
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lations. We find that the correlations extend over longer distances in channels than in

boundary layers, especially in the case of the streamwise correlation Cuu in the flow direc-

tion. For weakly correlated structures, the maximum streamwise length of Cuu is O(7δ)

for boundary layers and O(18δ) for channels, attained at the logarithmic and outer regions

respectively. The corresponding lengths for the transverse velocities and for the pressure

are shorter, O(δ − 2δ), and of the same order for both flows. The spatial organization of

the velocity correlations is shown to be consistent with a pair of quasi-streamwise rollers

that scales in outer units. That organization is observed until y ≈ 0.6δ, from which

boundary layers start to organize into spanwise rollers. This effect is weaker in channels,

and it appears at y ≈ 0.8δ.

We present correlations conditioned to intense events of the transversal velocity, w′, to

study if these structures meander along the spanwise direction. The results indicate that

the streamwise velocity streaks increase their meandering proportionally to the distance

to the wall, suggesting that the structures are more aligned close to the wall than far from

it. The reason behind this meandering is probably due to the characteristic organization

along diagonals of w′. These structures not only meander along the spanwise direction,

but they are also inclined to the wall at angles that depend on the distance from the wall,

on the variable being considered, and on the correlation level used to define them. Above

the buffer layer and independent of the Reynolds numbers and type of flow, the maximum

inclination of Cuu is about 10o, Cvv and Cpp are roughly vertical, and Cww is inclined by

35o.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Turbulence is a dauntingly difficult subject that represents one of the outstanding

problems of science of this century. Nobel Laureate Richard Feynman once described tur-

bulence as “the most important unsolved problem of classical physics”, and this statement,

that dates from the 1970s, remains true to this day. Despite having a very well-established

and contrasted set of fundamental equations for turbulent flows, the Navier-Stokes (NS)

equations (1845), we can state that we do not have a comprehensive theory of turbulence

yet. This field has fascinated and challenged some of the most brilliant minds of the last

century. Examples of those scientists are: O. Reynolds, Prandtl, T. von Kármán, G. Tay-

lor, L. Richardson, A. Kolmogorov, S. Corrsin, G. Batchelor, A. Townsend, R. Kraichnan,

P. Saffman, to name but a few. The reader can find a complete description of the seminal

contributions of these scientists to the field of turbulence in Davidson et al..32

Leonardo da Vinci (1507) was perhaps the first to attempt a scientific study of tur-

bulence by placing obstructions in water and observing their effect. That resulted in his

famous sketches of a variety of turbulent flows, showing various scales of motion and a

sharp separation between vortices of different sizes. Three centuries later, a Japanese

artist called Katsushika Hokusai (1831) painted his famous “Great wave off Kanagawa”,

depicting turbulent broken waves.22 However, it was not until 1839 when Hagen53 formally

recognized two states of fluid motion: laminar and turbulent. He later designed54 (1854)

an experiment using sawdust to visualize the transition from the laminar to the turbulent

state in a pipe flow. But it was Osborne Reynolds in 1883, who was the first one to show

that for a range of flow velocities, pipe radius and viscosities, the transition from the

laminar to the turbulent state occurred roughly for the same value of the dimensionless

parameter that carry his name,148 the Reynolds number Re = Uδ/ν. Noteworthy is his

famous decomposition of the flow into mean and fluctuating components,149 leading to the
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averaged momentum equations in which the Reynolds stresses appear as unknowns giving

origin to the turbulent “closure problem”. This pioneering work resulted in establishing

the statistical methods to characterize the properties of turbulence.

The difficulties associated in “solving” the problem of turbulence are due to the strong

non-linearities of the NS equation and its non-equilibrium properties. Non-linear instabil-

ities are the root cause of the multiscale nature of turbulence,91 where a range of spatial

and temporal scales coexist in the flow. The conceptual model of an energy cascade across

the multiple scales of turbulence was conceived for isotropic turbulence by Richardson150

(1920), and described in his famous rhyme “big whirls that have little whirls... and so on

to viscosity”. Richardson150 explained that the energy transfer is local in space, injected

at the largest scale of the flow and dissipated at the smallest scales by viscosity. Viscosity

effects are confined in a small region in which Re = O(1), and outside this region the

flow can be considered inviscid and dissipation cannot occur. The only mechanism that

allows the flow to equilibrate is a cascade of energy from the largest and inertial scales to

the smallest and viscous ones via a break-up mechanism, in which energy transfer occurs

only (according to Richardson) among eddies with similar sizes.

However, the quantification of this energy cascade and its functional form had to wait

until 1941, when Kolmogorov91,90 and Obukhov133 formulated the celebrated self-similar

energy cascade for isotropic turbulence, based solely in energy conservation arguments

under the universality hypothesis for the inertial range. This is considered by many

as one of the greatest achievements in turbulence. Kolmogorov showed that the energy

cascades from the integral length of the flow to the Kolmogorov scale η in which dissipation

occurs, transforming kinetic energy into internal energy. Using dimensional analysis,

he showed that the characteristic length and velocity at this region are η = (ν3/ε)1/4

and uη = (νε)1/4, respectively. Kolmogorov conjectured that far away from the source

and the sink of energy, the turbulent properties of the flow only depend on the energy

cascade rate, but not on the particular details of the mechanism of energy injection or

dissipation. Based on that assumption, Kolmogorov91 and Obukhov133 derived the power

law scaling for the three-dimensional energy spectrum in the inertial range, showing that

the only relevant dimensional quantities in that region are ε and k, where k ∼ 1/` is the

wavenumber. As a consequence, the only possible combination for the energy spectrum

is E(k) = Cε2/3k−5/3, where C is the Kolgomorov constant. The Kolmogorov theory was

later proved to be consistent with experimental data of that time.49

Although the above result had an undeniable impact in our understanding of turbulent

flow phenomena, it has certainly not been exempt from all criticism, because it misses
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intermittency effects that produce deviations from the above discussed scaling laws, whose

exponents cannot be obtained anymore by dimensional considerations. A review of this

controversy in connection with the analysis of wall-bounded flows at their logarithmic

layer can be found in the work of Barenblatt & Chorin.13

A special case of turbulent flows are those bounded by solid surfaces, known as wall-

bounded shear flows.172 Those flows are inhomogeneous in one or more directions and

highly anisotropic, such examples include the internal pipe and channel flows, and the

external boundary layers. Wall-bounded flows have been subjects of intensive research

because of their technological importance and fundamental physical interest. For instance,

about 25% of the energy spent worldwide in moving fluids in contact with solid surfaces is

dissipated by turbulence in the very near-wall region. Despite that, and even if these flows

have been studied since the beginning of the turbulent research,53 our knowledge about

them remains still incomplete. This is specially true in the logarithmic region, partly

because of the high Reynolds numbers required to observe a complete separation between

the buffer and outer regions.∗ Even so, our understanding of wall turbulence has increased

substantially in the last thirty years, thanks in part to the proliferation of high-fidelity

direct-numerical simulations (DNS), where all kinematically and dynamically relevant

scales are resolved. It seems fair to state that since the pioneering work of Kim et al.86 in

1987, DNSes have played a fundamental role in our understanding of wall-bounded flows.

When numerical simulations are feasible to perform, they allow an unmatched degree

of detail of the flow, with unique spatial and velocity dynamic ranges. For instance, the

buffer layer of channel flows was the first region to be investigated numerically because

of its low computational requirements compared with the simulation of the logarithmic

layer. It is probably safe to conclude that this region is nowadays fairly well understood,

not only in internal flows, but also in external ones. A recent and detailed review of the

kinematic, dynamic, and structural aspects of the near-wall turbulence in wall-bounded

flows can be found in Jiménez,70 and in the references therein.

Traditionally, DNSes have generally been limited to relatively-low Reynolds number

compared to those of experiments, situation that is currently changing with the present

computational capabilities. A recent introduction to the computational requirements

to simulate and to extract information from high-Reynolds wall-turbulence flows can

be found in the work of Jiménez & Moser,77 under the suggestive title “What are we

learning from simulating wall turbulence?” A summary of the first generation of numerical

∗We arbitrarily define the buffer, logarithmic or outer regions, as y+ < 80, 80ν/uτ < y < 0.2δ, and

y > 0.2δ, respectively.
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Table 1.1: Summary of some available DNS data for channels (CH), pipes (P) and boundary

layers (BL). Lx and Lz are the box dimensions along the streamwise and spanwise axes. The

corresponding physical resolutions are `+x and `+z . The edge of the boundary layer δ, and the

friction velocity uτ are taken at the middle of the box, except for the box-size of the boundary

layer of Schlatter et al.,158 that is measured at its outlet. The Kármán number δ+=uτδ/ν listed

in the table is either the highest of a series of channel and pipe numerical experiments, or the

highest Reynolds achieved within the computational domain in the case of boundary layers.

Case Reference Lx/δ Lz/δ `+x `+z Reθ δ+ Year

CH Kim et al.86 4π 2π 12 7 – 180 1987

CH Antonia et al.9 4π 2π 11 4 – 300 1992

CH Moser et al.124 2.8π 1.2π 7.2 3.6 – 590 1999

CH Abe et al.1 2π 0.65π 8 5 – 640 2001

CH Iwamoto et al.67 2.5π π 17.7 5.3 – 650 2002

CH del Álamo & Jiménez6 8π 4π 8.9 4.5 – 550 2003

CH del Álamo et al.7 8π 3π 7.6 5 – 934 2004

CH Hoyas & Jiménez73,60 8π 3π 8.2 4 – 2003 2006

CH Bernardini et al.15 6π 2π 9.4 6.2 – 4079 2014

CH Lozano-Durán & Jiménez107 2π π 8.5 4.3 – 4179 2014

CH Lee et al.95 10π 3π 5.9 3.5 – 934 2014

P Eggels et al.37 10 – 7 8.8 – 180 1994

P Loulou et al.104 10 – 9.9 5.7 – 190 1997

P Wagner et al.185 10 – 6.6 8.4 – 320 2001

P Wu & Moin193 15 – 8.4 7 – 1142 2008

P Chin et al.24 20π – 6.7 8.4 – 500 2010

P Wu et al.192,12 30 – 10 4.2 – 685 2012

P Ahn et al.3,97 30 – 6.8 5.7 – 934 2013

P Khoury et al.81,82 25 – 5.1 4.9 – 1000 2013

BL Spalart170 – – 20 6.7 1410 650 1987

BL Jiménez et al.164,74 20π 3.3π 6.1 4.1 1968 740 2009

BL Schlatter et al.158 21π π 17.9 9.6 2400 802 2009

BL Schlatter et al.155 – – 9 4 4060 1270 2010

BL Lee & Sung96 5π π/2 12.3 4.9 2500 735 2011

BL Sillero et al.163 21π 3.2π 6.5 3.78 6650 2025 2013
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experiments in turbulent flows can be found in Rogallo & Moin152 and Moin & Mahesh.118

With the increase of computer power, the Reynolds number of simulations has in-

creased steadily in the last decade, specially in the case of channel flows. A compilation

of some of the available DNSes for incompressible channels, pipes, and boundary layers

is presented in table 1.1. As a result of this increase, it is becoming possible to compare

results for different flows at relatively-high Reynolds numbers, δ+ ≈ 1000–2000. At this

Reynolds numbers there is a complete decade of scale separation, δ+/100 ≈ 10 − 20,69

making these simulations very useful to explore the features of genuine fully turbulent

flows, including the kinematic and dynamic aspects of the logarithmic layer. Jiménez69

suggests that a further factor of 5–10 in δ+ would give a range of scales close to 50-100,

enough “to provide all the information required to understand most of the dynamical as-

pects of wall-bounded turbulence”, which could be accomplished within the next decade.

One of the key questions that remains to be clarified is the universality of the mean

and fluctuating velocity profiles in the near-wall and logarithmic regions of internal and

external flows and their scaling. For instance, it has been generally assumed that the

inner layers of internal and external flows presents similar characteristics, exhibiting a

“universal” character independent of the outer flow. The early expectations that the

fluctuation intensities scale strictly in wall units58 were first found to be incorrect by

De Graaf & Eaton33 (2000), and later by several research groups.115,60 In any case, it

was already shown to be unfounded by Townsend,179 who noted that the wall-parallel

velocities should include a Reynolds-number-dependent ‘inactive’ contribution, associated

with outer structures extending down to the viscous sublayer. The question has been

extensively discussed over the last decade, both numerically6,73,21,74 and experimentally,
123,159,64,129,65 but it is still not fully resolved.

Taking advantage of the relatively high-Reynolds numbers of some of the new numeri-

cal experiments listed in table 1.1, we are in a propitious situation to examine the evidence

for the logarithmic profiles of the intensities of the fluctuating velocities and of the pres-

sure,73,65 which were also predicted by Townsend.179 Because there is a footprint of the

outer layer in the near-wall region,179 those profiles have to be examined together with the

question of the differences between internal and external flows, which are predominantly

outer effects.73,21,74,97

The above questions regarding the scaling of the velocity and pressure profiles, and

the differences between internal and external flows, can be attacked using two different

approaches. The first approach is concerned exclusively with the description of turbu-

lence from a statistical perspective, either using one- or two-point statistics. The second
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approach is based on the structural properties of turbulence. While the statistical descrip-

tion of turbulence was originated with the seminal contribution of Reynolds,149 as already

commented, the use of structural models had to wait to get broad acceptance until the

brilliant experiments of Kline et al.89 (1967) to visualize the sublayer streaks in boundary

layers, the experiment of Corino & Brodkey31 (1969) to visualize fluid ejections in a pipe

flow, or the one of Brown & Roshko18 (1974) to visualize the large coherent structures in

a free-shear layer. A complete review of the coherent structures, mainly focused on the

near-wall and outer regions of boundary layers, can be found in Robinson151 (1991). In-

terestingly, Robinson151 classifies the progress in the research of turbulent boundary layer

structures in four eras: the discovery era (1932–59), the flow visualization era (1960–71),

the conditional-sampling era (1972–79), and the computer-simulation era (1980–present).

With the advent of more powerful computers and higher storage capabilities, a new and

promising era emerges in the research of coherent structures in wall-turbulence, the “time-

resolved evolution”39,106,99,108 era (2010-present), in which individual coherent structures

are tracked in time from the very beginning of its creation until its disappearance.

We stated in the beginning of this introduction that “we do not have a comprehensive

theory of turbulence yet”, and we should conclude this section wondering about the

implications of this assertion and how to remedy it. In that regard, and commenting

upon that “new era”, Jiménez & Lozano-Durán76 pointed out that:

Two questions suggest themselves. The first one is whether coherent structures

are more than an observational construct, and whether we should really expect

a theory for them. The second one is whether such a theory would be of any

use.

The above reflexion can be complemented with Saffman153 affirmation:

A theory which cannot be understood without enormous effort would seem to

lack value

Even if very sophisticated tools have been developed to analyze the problem of turbulence,

and even if our knowledge of turbulence has improved substantially in the last few decades,

the resolution of the problem of turbulence suggests itself far from solved and it keeps us

intrigued to this day.
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1.1 Contents and organization of the thesis

The present thesis is organized into four main chapters that are presented in chrono-

logical order of the research tasks developed in the last five years.

Chapter §2 presents the new parallelization of the zero-pressure-gradient turbulent

boundary layer code, including the different stages in the design of the simulation, its

implementation, and the evaluation of the performing capabilities from a computational

perspective. This is the only chapter that does not deal directly with the physic of

turbulence.

The next chapters present the results of the new boundary layer, that is extensively

compared with other canonical turbulent flows such as channels and pipes for a similar

Reynolds numbers range, δ+ ≈ 500− 2000. In chapter §3, one-point statistics results are

presented for boundary layers, channel and pipe turbulent flows, with emphasis in the

effect of the Reynolds numbers in the turbulent quantities and their scaling along the

different regions of the flow. This chapter also addresses the problem of the influence of

the initial conditions for fully turbulent boundary layers. Following this chapter, chapter

§4 presents two-point statistics measurements for the velocities, pressure and Reynolds

shear stresses in boundary layers and channels. In particular, three-dimensional spa-

tial correlations and conditional correlations are presented and interpreted. Chapter §5
complements the previous chapter. Three-dimensional streamwise velocity structures are

extracted from the boundary layer flow and classified according to their sizes and volume

distribution. A chapter of conclusions and future work is finally presented.



Chapter 2

ZPG turbulent boundary layer

simulation ∗

2.1 Introduction

A new hybrid OpenMP-MPI parallel code to simulate turbulent boundary layers is

presented and discussed in this chapter. The code is written in Fortran, and it was

modified from its original MPI parallel version164 with the purpose of performing a new

DNS at higher Reynolds numbers, reaching δ+ ≈ 2000. The code was tested and ran in a

Blue Gene/P (BG/P) supercomputer at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL, USA), using

a maximum of 32768 cores during a period of two consecutive years, and a total allocated

time of 70 million core hours. This was possible thanks to an INCITE award project of

the Department of Energy (DOE) of the United States. The principal investigators of

the projects were Prof. Robert D. Moser (University of Texas at Austin, USA) and Prof.

Javier Jiménez (Polytechnic University of Madrid, SPAIN).

The code was originally developed by Mark P. Simens164 and Javier Jiménez, and later

modified by S. Hoyas to simulate a low Reynolds ZPG-TBL.74 The new version of the code

has been developed by J. Jiménez, G. Borrell and myself. Jiménez changed the underlying

domain decomposition from plane to plane to plane to pencil, which is presented in section

§2.4.2. G. Borrell wrote the global transposes and parallel IO subroutines, presented in

∗Part of the content of this chapter is published in Sillero, J.A., Borrell, G., Jiménez, J. &

Moser, R.D. 2011 Hybrid openMP-MPI turbulent boundary layer code over 32k cores. In Proceedings

of the 18th European MPI Users’ group conference on recent advances in the message passing interface,

pp. 218–227. Springer-Verlag. and Borrell, G., Sillero, J.A. & Jiménez, J. 2013 A code for direct

numerical simulation of turbulent boundary layers at high Reynolds numbers in BG/P supercomputers.

Computers & Fluids 80 (0), 37 – 43.

8
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sections §2.4.3 and §2.7. I added the OpenMP parallel layer to the code, changed the

computational box to two concatenated domains, rewrote the statistical package, ran the

simulation with a customized core mapping (presented in section §2.5), etc. I personally

acknowledge A. Gungor for discovering some subtle bugs in the preliminary code, and

also for finding the reasons behind the original bad collapse of the pressure statistics,52

corrected afterwards.

2.2 Problem formulation

The boundary layer is simulated in a parallelepiped over a flat plate with periodic

spanwise boundary conditions and non-periodic streamwise and wall-normal directions.

Taking advantage of the spansiwe periodicity, a Fourier spectral decomposition is used in

that direction, and dealiased using the 2/3 rule. The components of the velocity vector

u in the streamwise (x), wall-normal (y), and spanwise (z) directions are u, v and w,

respectively, and p includes the constant fluid density. The numerical code solves the

primitive-variable formulation of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with proper

boundary and initial conditions,

∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = −∇p+

1

Re
∇2u (2.1)

∇ · u = 0 (2.2)

A fractional step method85 is used to ensure mass conservation by projecting the non-

zero divergence velocity field u∗, resulting from solving (2.1) without the pressure gradient

term ∇p, over the free-divergence space to satisfy (2.2). The required pressure correction,

∆p, is obtained by solving the following Poisson equation,

∇2(∆p) = ∇ · u∗ (2.3)

imposing homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions.140

Staggered three-point compact finite differences126 are used for the spatial discretiza-

tion of the derivatives in the x and y directions, except for (2.3), in which second-order

finite differences are used with no penalty in the global accuracy on the code, that is

formally second order accurate.164 Uniform grids are used in x (to efficiently solve (2.3)

using an expansion in cosines) and z, but not in y direction, in which a non-uniform grid

is used to cluster points in the near-wall region (see table 2.2 for more details). A sketch

of the grid lay-out in the streamwise (xy) plane is offered in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of the grid lay-out in the streamwise (xy) plane and position of the variables.

The overline stand for interpolated variables. The dashed region is the computational domain

and the dashed lines indicates its boundaries.

The NS equations are marched in time using a semi-implicit three-steps Runge Kutta

scheme,171 in which the convective and viscous terms are treated explicitly, except for the

viscous term in the wall-normal direction, in which an implicit scheme is used to ensure

stability, although at the price of a higher computational cost.

No slip boundary conditions are imposed at the wall, whereas convective boundary

conditions are applied at the exit of the computational box,

∂u

∂t
+ U∞ ·

∂u

∂x
= 0 (2.4)

with minor adjustments to the outflow streamwise velocities to compensate any mass-flux

variations resulting from the time-dependent inflows.164

The inflow boundary condition is generated using a version of the rescaling method

in Lund et al.,109 in which the fluctuating velocities from a reference downstream plane

are used to create the incoming turbulence. The only minor deviation from that method

is to use a y-dependent mapping to rescale the velocities from the reference plane to

the inflow, instead of merging two individually scaled flow fields. The original rescaling

method was found to generate unnatural bimodal fluctuation profiles that delayed the

initial flow recovery.
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The mean pressure gradient is controlled by imposing an x-dependent wall-normal

velocity at the top of the computational box, estimated from the continuity equation

as V∞=U∞dδ∗/dx, where the displacement thickness δ∗ is obtained from the empirical

correlation in Nagib et al..127 The resulting pressure gradient is small, β = δ∗U+
∞∂xU

+
∞ ≈

10−3.

Finally, the u and w velocities satisfy free slip conditions at the top, that is equivalent

to irrotationality, ∂u
∂y

= ∂w
∂y

= 0.

2.3 High-Reynolds numbers DNS setup

Table 2.1 summarizes some of the simulation parameters for the different boundary

layers of our group, which are extensively discussed in the following chapters. The simu-

lation BL2100 was originally presented and analyzed in Jiménez et al.,74 and is included

here for completeness. The simulation BL0 was a first unsuccessful attempt to increase

the Reynolds number up to δ+ ≈ 2000. Its set-up is sketched in Figure 2.2(a). It is

analogous to the older simulation BL2100, but uses about fourteen times more grid points,

over a higher Reynolds number range. The inflow boundary condition is synthesized using

a reference downstream plane located at Xrec ≈ 50δinlet, far enough downstream to avoid

spurious periodicities due to the rescaling feedback.164

Table 2.1: Parameters of the turbulent boundary layers. Lx, Ly and Lz are the box dimensions

along the three axes. `+x , `+y (at the wall) and `+z are the corresponding grid resolutions. Nx, Ny

and Nz are the collocation grid sizes. The momentum thickness θ, the edge of the boundary

layer δ, and the friction velocity uτ are taken at the middle of the box. δ+ is the Kármán

number.

Case Reθ δ+ (Lx, Ly, Lz)/θ `+x , `
+
y , `

+
z Nx, Ny, Nz

BL2100 617-2140 255-740 535,29,88 6.10 ,0.30,4.1 6145,360,1536

BL0 2580-6340 930-1943 534,30,67 6.10 ,0.30,4.15 16385,711,4096

BLAUX 1100-2970 438-1030 481,47,191 12.20,0.30,6.79 3585,315,2560

BL6600 2780-6650 981-2025 547,29,84 6.54 ,0.30,3.78 15361,535,4096

As will be seen in chapter §3, BL0 was found to be too short to develop completely

within the box, especially for the larger flow scales. The problem was solved using the

new computational set-up sketched in figure 2.2(b), consisting of two simulation boxes

with the same spansiwe length running concurrently. The first box, BLAUX, is intended to
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provide a realistic turbulent inflow for the larger scales of the main simulation BL6600, and

creates its own inflow using the same rescaling technique as BL0. A velocity cross-plane

located near the end of this first box is then transferred at each time step to the inlet of

the second one.

Figure 2.2: Sketches of the numerical simulation set-ups, including the Reynolds numbers

achieved, and the nomenclature. Inflow conditions are generated using a recycled downstream

velocity plane {u, v, w} at Xrec, on which a rescaling technique is employed. (a) Single-domain

computational box, used for BL2100 and BL0. (b) Double-domain computational box. The

auxiliary low-resolution simulation BLAUX feeds the main simulation BL6600. A plane located

near the end of the first domain (at Xt) is transferred into the main high-resolution simulation.

The cost of BLAUX is marginal, because its purpose is to allow the development of

the larger scales, and it does not need to be fully resolved. Even a linear factor of 2 in

the two wall-parallel directions, which has very little influence except in the details of

the vorticity dynamics, reduces the computational cost by a factor of 4. For the same

reason, the grid in the wall-normal direction can be made slightly coarser as well, and

its properties are specified in table 2.2 for the the Reynolds number range in each case.

The grid is designed using a set of parameters. The first parameter is the ratio `y/η of

the grid spacing to the local Kolgomorov scale, η, that is set to be of O(1) to resolve the

smallest-scale regions of intense vorticity. The local Kolmogorov length is computed from

the rate of energy transfer as η = (ν3/ε)1/4. The maximum `y/η=`+y (ε+)1/4 is reached at

y ≈ δ/2, at which η+ ≈ 4 for BL6600. Another parameter to be specified is the resolution

at the first grid point, `+y1, and the total number of points that will define the buffer layer.

Finally, we require Ly/δ
outlet > 2.4, to ensure that the free-stream velocity fluctuations

are not constrained by the geometry of the computational box.164
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Table 2.2: Grid properties in the wall-normal direction of the new simulations. See text for

details.

Case Ny `y/η Buffer Points `+y1 Ly/δ
outlet

BL0 711 1.5 50 0.30 2.46

BLAUX 315 3.0 30 0.50 3.90

BL6600 535 2.0 50 0.30 2.46

A further reduction in y is possible, because the boundary layer is thinner in the

upstream part of the simulation, and the top of the domain can be made 25% lower than

in the main box. Even after that reduction, the height ratio at the end of BLAUX is large

enough Ly/δ ≈ 3.9, compared to Ly/δ ≈ 2.5 for BL6600. The resulting computational

cost of the auxiliary simulation is about 8% of the main one.

Unfortunately, the price that needs to be paid for that reduction is the requisite to

compensate for the mass-flux variation, resulting from the new incoming time-dependent

inflow in BL6600. This effect was noted by Gungor et al.52 after the examination of a

first preliminary set of data of BL6600. It follows that for incompressible flows the only

mechanism to adjust the mass is through pressure pulses, that are confined to the largest

flow scales as it was shown by Gungor et al..52 They have wavelengths of the order of the

computational box, and amplitudes ∆p = −ṁi(Lx/Ly), where ṁi is the temporal rate

of change of the mass flow at the inlet. Because the box elongation Lx/Ly is typically

large in boundary layer simulations, those pulses can severely contaminate the pressure

statistics, even if their influence on the rest of the flow quantities is usually negligible

because the pressure gradients involved are very weak. To minimize those pressure pulses,

the mass flux in BLAUX is kept constant by fixing the mean velocity profile at the inflow

to a prescribed empirical one. This profile was derived by matching its inner and outer

approximations across an overlap layer, as in Monkewitz et al.,120 This ensures that the

mass flux at the transfer plane of BLAUX remains constant, but the same is not true at

the inflow of BL6600. That plane is generated by first interpolating the velocities of the

transfer plane to the finer wall-normal grid of the main simulation, and then extrapolating

the free stream to match the height of the new computational box. The first step conserves

mass quite accurately, but the second one introduces small temporal variations because

the velocity of the free stream, even if essentially uniform, varies slightly with time. For

our particular setup the flux variations were less than 1%, but they increased the root-

mean-squared pressure fluctuations by more than 20%. This was avoided by rescaling
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the inflow profile of BL6600 very slightly at each time step to keep its mass flux strictly

constant.

2.3.1 Generation of the turbulent initial condition

The generation of a fully new turbulent initial condition for a ZPG-TBL is one of the

most time consuming operations when setting up a new DNS for few reasons. The first

reason is that the energy residing at the largest scales of the flow, O(δ), must cascade via a

break-up mechanism until the Kolmogorov scale is reached, where the energy is dissipated.

That process involves a time scale, tLS = O(δ/uτ ), that grows with the Reynolds number

as t̃ = tLS/t
+ = O(δ+) when compared to the viscous time scale t+ = tu2τ/ν; assuming

that the characteristic velocity is u′ = O(uτ ). The second reason is that some of the

fluid structures are not in local equilibrium, as a consequence of prescribing a synthetic

turbulent field, and therefore, they must exit the computational domain. That requires at

least one wash-out (WO) or flow-through time, defined as two = Lx/U∞. For BL6600, the

ratio two/tLS is O(4.5− 2), at the inlet and outlet respectively. Finally, there is feedback

mechanism via the rescaling of the velocity fluctuations, which can increase the required

time to achieve a “clean” turbulent initial condition. This problem will be discussed in

detail in chapter §3.

To generate the initial field we started from a flow realization of the previous simulation

BL2100, which at the same time was originally extended from the DNS of Spalart.170 The

first step was to reduce the original flow field to Reθ = 1500 − 2140, shortening the box

size and thus the computational cost to evolve the flow in time. The extensions in each

of the coordinate directions were done gradually to allow the flow to recover from the

prescribed artificial flow field. In addition, the wall-parallel resolutions were made coarser

by a factor of 2 to speed-up the process.

For instance, consecutive extensions in the spanwise direction were performed until

the designed length Lz/δ
outlet ≈ 8 was reached. That extension deforms the vortices

in the spanwise direction, transforming the isotropic vortices into anisotropic ones. A

conservative stretching factor of 1.5 was used each time, letting the fluid structures to

relax and evolve to a realistic turbulent state during a time period of approximately one

wash-out. The ratio to be stretched was Lnewz /Loldz = 3.8 and it was achieved after 4

extensions.

Extensions in the streamwise direction were performed once the designed spanwise

length was reached. For that, x-dependent mean profiles U(y;x) were derived using em-

pirical fittings as in Monkewitz et al.,120 which incorporate low Reynolds number correc-
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tions, from which the mean wall-normal velocity V (y;x) was derived using the continuity

equation (2.2). The spanwise mean velocity W was set to zero, and the velocity fluctua-

tions were copied from a plane located close to the original outlet to the rest of the new

domain. This operation was required to prevent the code from diverging, which happened

when setting those fluctuations to zero. Using this methodology, a first extension was car-

ried out to obtain a flow field with Reynolds numbers in the range of Reθ = 2140− 3270.

After this first extension the box was made taller, to keep the ratio Ly/δ
outlet ≈ 2.4, and

extended again to reach Reθ = 5200. Note that the extensions in the y-direction are rela-

tively cheap, since the flow is extended throughout the potential flow region, and Reynolds

stresses need little adjustment. The same is not true when increasing the Reθ number,

where the turbulence needs to propagate from the first extended streamwise location to

the outlet. In this region the Reynolds stresses must be adjusted until the equilibrium

with the mean profile is reached,182 at the same time that the feedback mechanism be-

tween the large and small scales adjusts the mean profiles as well. This is specially costly,

since the structures are advected with a speed close to their local mean velocity (except

near the wall), requiring to at least one wash-out to clean the domain. This is true for all

but the largest-scales, which travel with a more uniform speed proportional to their bulk

velocity5 (assuming that boundary layers behave as channels).

Similar extensions to the ones described above were performed until the final size,

specified in table 2.1, was reached. The wall-parallel resolutions were switched back to

the finer case afterwards.

2.4 The numerical code

Modern parallel programming paradigms are used in current cutting-edge multi-core

computer clusters, combining the Message Passing Interface (MPI) paradigm50 for cross-

node communications with the Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP)135 for on-node ones.

This is commonly known as hybrid OpenMP-MPI. The use of a hybrid methodology

has some important advantages with respect to the traditional use of MPI: it is easy to

implement through the use of directives, it has low latency and high bandwidth, it uses

implicit communications at node level, etc.

Previous TBL codes by our group were developed using exclusively MPI.164 That

choice was justified at that time, because of the computer architectures and the relatively

low number core count. Nevertheless, using tens or hundreds of thousands of cores with

just MPI might impact negatively on the code scalability and thus on its performance.
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That was one of the reasons, back in 2009, to modify the original version of the BL2100

code to a new hybrid OpenMP-MPI. Despite that, the main reason to port the code was

the relatively low memory per core of the architecture used to run the simulation BL6600,

a BG/P. The available memory was 512 MB per core, compared to the 2 GB available

in Mare Nostrum (MN) at the Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC, Barcelona) at

that time. The previous simulation BL2100 was run on MN facility under the RES (Red

Española de Supercomputación) project. The use of an extra level of parallelism using

OpenMP arose naturally as the simpler solution to overcome those limitations. With the

choice of OpenMP, some of the communication overhead associated with the use of MPI

within the node is avoided. However, other problems such as locality132, false sharing,176

or data placement131 need to be now considered and addressed to obtain a code which

scales almost perfectly like ours.79

2.4.1 Computational setup

For the problem here considered, both spectral methods and compact finite differences

are tightly coupled operations. The code is constructed in such a way that only single

data lines, along one of the coordinate directions, have to be accessed globally. However,

the three directions have to be treated in every sub-step of the simulation.

The code uses single precision in the I/O operations and communications, and double

precision arithmetic in the differentiation and interpolation operations where the implicit

part of the compact finite differences can cause loss of significance. Compared to other

highly scalable DNS/LES codes like FrontTier, Nek5000 or PHASTA, this code is specifi-

cally designed and tuned for a single purpose: to solve a zero-pressure-gradient turbulent

boundary layer over a flat plate. In any case, our code is more similar (although with

a different formulation) to the software package SIMSON of Chevalier et al.,23 that im-

plements an efficient spectral integration technique to solve the NS equations for both

incompressible channel and boundary layer flows.

As it was shown in Figure 2.2, the new simulation is split in two concatenated domains

with their respective boundary conditions. Each of these two boundary layers is mapped

to an MPI group. The first group runs the auxiliary simulation at coarse resolution and

it consists of 512 nodes whereas the second MPI group comprises 7680 nodes and runs

the main one in high resolution. Some characteristic parameters are listed in table 2.3,

including the computational cost to complete a wash-out in each of the domains. A block

diagram of the implementation adopted is presented in Figure 2.3.

MPI groups communicate with each other only twice per sub-step by means of the
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Table 2.3: Computational setup for the auxiliary BLAUX and main BL6600 boundary layers.

Nt is the total number of degrees of freedom in Giga points. Time/DoF is the amount of total

CPU (core) time spent to compute a degree of freedom for every step. Tstep is the average time

spent by the simulation to march the code one step. ∆t+ is the average viscous time advanced

per time step normalized using the value at the middle of the box. The time required for each

case to run one wash-out is expressed in millions of core hours.

Case Nodes Cores Nt (Gp) Time/DoF Tstep(sec) ∆t+ Mh per WO

BLAUX 512 2048 2.89 13.98 µs 20.38 0.16 0.18

BL6600 7680 30720 33.66 18.01 µs 20.36 0.13 5.32

communicator MPI COMM WORLD, while communications within each group occur via a local

communicator defined at the beginning of the program. The first global operation is

a MPI ALLREDUCE to set the time step for the temporal Runge-Kutta integrator, thus

synchronizing both groups. The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number of both schemes

was set to CFL = 1.2. The second global operation is a SEND/RECEIVE of the recycling

plane at Xrec (see Figure 2.2), from BLAUX to BL6600. The work done by each group must

be balanced to minimize the time in which the MPI processes remain idle. The worst

case scenario is when the auxiliary simulation slows down the main one. Since the size of

BL6600 is fixed, a series of customizations were done to BLAUX, including the optimization

of the communications using a customized node topology described in section §2.5. With

the proposed setup both of our domains are properly balanced, as demonstrated from the

almost identical average time step spent in each of the two domains (see Tstep in table

2.3).

2.4.2 Domain decomposition

The parallelization distributes the simulation space over the different nodes, and to

avoid global operations across nodes, it does a global transpose of the whole flow field

twice every time sub-step (back and forth). The domain decomposition is sketched in

Figure 2.4 and can be classified as a plane to pencil domain decomposition. This strategy

is motivated by the limited amount of memory in the BG/P nodes. Only transverse planes

ΠZY fit in a node, and longitudinal planes ΠXY must be further decomposed in x-lines,

i.e, pencils PX .

Each node contains Nx/N cross-flow planes, where N is the total number of nodes.
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of the solution to implement a generic boundary layer code using two

different MPI groups. Explicit synchronizations occur only twice per time step, denoted by the

red arrows.
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Figure 2.4: Partition of the computational domain for OpenMP-MPI for N nodes and four

threads. Top, ΠZY planes; bottom, PX pencil

The different MPI tasks are mapped to the nodes, and OpenMP is applied within each of

those nodes, splitting the sub-domain in a number of pieces equal to the available number

of threads, four in BG/P, in which each individual thread is mapped to a physical core.

The variables are most of the time allocated in memory as ψ(Nk, Ny, Nx/N ), where

Nk is the number of dealiased Fourier modes in the spanwise direction (2/3Nz). Each

thread works in the same memory region of the shared variables using a first-touch data

placement policy,111 maximizing the data locality and diminishing the cache missed,131

thus improving the overall performance of the code.

The most common configuration that a team of threads can find is presented in Fig-

ure 2.4, in which each thread works over a portion of size [Nk(Nx/N )]Ny/Nthreads with

static scheduling along the wall-normal index, where Nthread is the total number of threads.

This scheduling is defined manually through thread private indexes, which maximizes

memory reuse. A more detailed discussion is offered in section §2.4.4. In that way, each

thread always works in the same portion of the array. Nevertheless, when loop depen-

dencies are found in the wall-normal direction, for instance in the resolution of the LU

linear system of equations, threads work over portions of Nk instead. For such loops,

blocking techniques are used, putting the innermost loop index to the outermost part,

which maximize data locality since strips of the arrays fit into the cache at the same time

that threads can efficiently share the work load. The block size was manually tuned for
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the BG/P architecture after comparing the performance of several runs.

In this ΠZY configuration, operations in the y- and z-direction are performed. For op-

erations along the x-direction global transposes are used to change the memory layout of

the variables to ψ(Nx, NkNy/N ). At that point, each node contains a bunch of NkNy/N
pencils and OpenMP threads work concurrently over a packet of (NkNy/N )/Nthread pen-

cils. As in the previous domain decomposition, workload is statically distributed among

threads using thread private indexes.

A comparison of the memory footprint of this new decomposition and the original

one is presented in table 2.4. According to the values reported in table 2.3 for the size of

BL6600, transverse planes weigh 11 MB, longitudinal planes 63 MB, and pencils 117 KB. A

total number of sixteen double precision buffers are required by our code, or equivalently,

128 bytes per degree of freedom. The memory node occupation is close to the 30% for

the new domain decomposition, and it exceeds the total available memory in the old case

if no further parallelization is considered. The old MPI version of the code uses a plane-

plane decomposition (ΠZY − ΠXY ) to distribute the work among the available number

of cores. With this decomposition, the maximum number of cores that can be used is

Nmax = 2880 = 233251, that is the closest number to Nk = 2Nz/3 if we are restricted

to a fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm supporting radix-2, 3 and 5 numbers. The

memory footprint can be reduced by a factor of 4 if OpenMP is added, but for this case

the code would be considerably slower due to the relatively low core count. It is clear

from the table that the current simulation would be hard to run in the Blue-Gene/P

architecture without any of the modifications just presented.

Table 2.4: Memory requirements for the old plane-plane (pure MPI and hybrid MPI-OpenMP)

and the new hybrid plane-pencil domain decompositions. ΠXY and PX apply for the old and

new cases, respectively. #planes is the number of zy-planes per node. #pencils
planes is the maximum

number of xy-planes or pencils per node. ΠZY , ΠXY , and PX are the sizes of one single plane

or pencil expressed in MB. The superscript T stands for the total size per node. Mp/Node is

the number of million points per node.

Setup Nodes ΠZY #planes ΠT
ZY ΠXY ,PX #pencils

planes ΠT
XY ,PTX Mp/Node

Old-MPI 720 11.75 24 4514 62.70 4 4012 32.84

Old-Hybrid 2880 11.75 6 1128 62.70 1 1003 8.21

New-Hybrid 7680 11.15 3 538 0.117 191 474 2.92
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2.4.3 Global transposes and collective communications

Roughly 40% of the overall execution time is spent transposing the variables from

planes to pencils and back, therefore it was mandatory to optimize the global transpose

as much as possible. Preliminary tests revealed that the most suitable communication

strategy was to use the MPI ALLTOALLV routine and the BG/P torus network, twice as

fast than our previous custom transpose routine based on point-to-point communication

over the same network.

The global transpose is split into three sub-steps. The first one changes the alignment

of the buffer containing a variable and casts the data from double to single precision to

reduce the amount of data to be communicated. If more than one ΠZY plane is stored in

every node, then the buffer comprises the portion of contiguous data belonging to that

node in order to keep message sizes as big as possible. The speed of this reordering is

limited by the memory bandwidth of the node, since during this step the only action is

to move memory from one place to another within the node. The use of multiple threads

during this operation improves the overall time until the bandwidth is saturated (see table

2.6). The second sub-step is a call to the MPI ALLTOALLV routine. It was decided not to

use MPI derived types because the transpose operations that change the data alignment

and the double to float casting are parallelized with OpenMP. The third and last sub-step

transposes the resulting buffer, aligning the data PX-wise. This last transpose has been

optimized using a blocking strategy because the array to be transposed has many times

more rows than columns. The whole array is split into smaller and squarer arrays that

are transposed separately. The aspect ratio of those smaller arrays is optimized for cache

performance using collected data from a series of tests. Finally the data is cast to double

precision again.

The procedure to transpose from PX pencils to ΠZY planes is similar and is split in

three sub-steps too.

2.4.4 Data locality and false sharing

Data locality and false sharing are key factors when programming for tightly-coupled

shared-memory machine with NUMA (Non-Uniform Memory Access) architecture. Both

of these questions are related with the layout of the simulation data and how the memory

registers are accessed during execution time. This can be an important issue for variables

that are frequently updated or written, such as the global variables used in our code. The

way in which data is placed in memory was carefully studied a priori to maximize its
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locality (allowing faster memory access) while avoiding false sharing.

False sharing occurs in any cache-coherent shared memory system. It happens when

several threads fall in the same cache line, so just one thread at a time can write at that

line, while the other threads must remain idle until it is safe to write, meaning that the

code has been serialized. This issue can be easily removed by increasing the granularity

of the program (directly related with the schedule employed) or even being completely

removed if data is placed at least one cache line away.

A first solution to the above problems is to schedule the loops in a static fashion

(coarse granularity, as presented in section §2.4.2), so the frequency in which threads

fall in the same cache line is minimized. This approach is particularly well suited for

our simple geometry, which always involves the same amount of data once a particular

decomposition is chosen. False sharing can only occur then at the boundaries between two

OpenMP threads, which is marginal. On the other hand, since a static schedule blocks

together as many elements as possible for a single thread, it will create more optimally-

allocated pages than any other work distribution.

Regarding locality, our strategy is as follows: each thread owns the same portion

of the data array during execution time (except when the global transposes are done

or blocking techniques are employed) maximizing the locality of the data. Since each

thread owns always the same cache pages, it minimizes any possible page invalidation

to maintain the coherence of the cache memory content. This is directly related to the

first-touch page placement,131 because the first thread that touches a cache page owns it.

As already mentioned, we manually schedule our loop decomposition to ensure that each

thread works always in the same portion of a given array variable. For that, we define

private indexes to each thread using the OpenMP directive !$omp threadprivate, hence

mapping specific portions of the array to the thread, as it was shown in Figure 2.4.

2.5 Blue Gene/P mapping

Mapping virtual processes onto physical processors is one of the essential issues in

parallel computing, being a field of intense study in the last decade. Proper mapping

is critical to achieve sustainable and scalable performance in modern supercomputing

systems. For these reasons, it was taken into account when designing the new simulation.

BG/P has a torus network topology, except for allocations smaller than 512 nodes, in

which the torus degenerates to a mesh. Therefore, each node is connected to six nodes

by a direct link. The location of a node within the torus can be described by three
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coordinates [X, Y, Z]. Different physical layouts of MPI tasks onto physical processors are

predefined depending on the number of nodes to be allocated. The predefined mapping

for a 512 node partition is a [8, 8, 8] topology, while for 8192 nodes it is [8, 32, 32], as shown

in Figure 2.5. Users can specify their desired node topology by using the environment

variable BG MAPPING and specifying the topology in a plain text file.

Figure 2.5: Predefined (left) and custom (right) node mapping for a 8192 node partition in a

[8, 32, 32] topology. The predefined mapping assigns to BLAUX (BL1) the nodes in a [8, 32, 2]

sub-domain. Custom mapping assigns the nodes to a [8, 8, 8] sub-domain. BL6600 is mapped to

the rest of the domain till complete the partition. Symbol • stand for an arbitrary node, and

(red) • for a neighbor node connected by a direct link.

Changing the node topology completely changes the graph embedding problem and

the path in which the MPI message travels. This can increase or decrease the number of

hops (i.e. one portion of the path between source and destination) needed to connect one

node to another, and as a result, alters the communication time to send a message. Fine

tuning for specific problems can considerably improve the time spent in communications.

Table 2.5 shows different mappings that were tested for our specific problem size. Our

custom mapping reduces the communication time for BLAUX by a factor of 2. The work

load for BLAUX is projected using this new communication time, whereas the load for

BL6600 is fixed as already mentioned. Balance is achieved minimizing the time in which

either BLAUX or BL6600 are idle during execution time.

The choice of a user-defined mapping was motivated due to the particular distribution

of nodes and MPI groups. The first boundary layer BLAUX runs in 512 MPI processes

mapped onto the first 512 nodes, while BL6600 runs in 7680 MPI processes mapped on the

remaining nodes, ranging from 513 to 8192. Note that at the moment that the communi-

cator (denoted as C) is split such that CBLAUX
∪ CBL6600=MPI COMM WORLD, neither CBLAUX

nor CBL6600 can be on a 3D torus network anymore. As a consequence, the communication
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Table 2.5: Time spent in communication during global transposes. Different node topologies

are presented for 10 time steps and for each boundary layer. Times are given in seconds.

Case Topology Nodes Comm BLAUX Comm BL6600

Predefined [8, 8, 8] 512 27.77 —

Predefined [8, 32, 32] 8192 160.22 85.44

Custom [8, 32, 32] 8192 79.59 86.09

will take place within a 2D mesh with sub-optimal performance. The optimum topology

for our particular problem would be the one in which the number of hops within each

MPI group is minimum, since collective communications occur locally for each group.

For a single 512 node partition the optimum is the use of a [8, 8, 8] topology, in which

the MPI messages travel within a single communication switch. We found that a better

mapping for BLAUX was a [8, 8, 8] sub-domain within the predefined [8, 32, 32] domain, as

shown in the right side of Figure 2.4. BL6600 is mapped to the remaining nodes using the

predefined topology. No other mappings were further investigated.

Note that a [8, 8, 8] topology was used in analogy to the single 512 node partition and

the measured communication time found is substantially greater. The reason is that the

512 node partition (named midplane) is a special case having a different type of network,

a global collective tree.4 This network is characterized by presenting a higher-bandwidth

for global collective operations than the 3D-torus network, which explains the profiling

time obtained.

The methodology to optimize communications for other partition sizes would be similar

to the one just described: mapping virtual processes to nodes that are physically as close

as possible, thus minimizing the number of hops.

2.6 Scalability results in Blue Gene/P

Some tests were run in a 512 node configuration after porting the code to OpenMP.

The results are shown in table 2.6. These samples suggest that almost no penalty is paid

when the computations are parallelized with OpenMP. In addition, the problem size per

node and the MPI message size can be increased by a factor of 4 while using all the

resources at node level. The efficiency of the transposes is relatively low due to memory

contention, since two or more threads try to read items in the same block of memory at
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the same time.

Table 2.6: OpenMP scalability test performed on 512 nodes. Three efficiencies (E) are given:

one based on the computation time (Comp. T ), another based on the transpose time (Trans. T.),

and a last one based on the total time (Total T.). Times are given in seconds.

Nthreads Nx, Ny, Nz Comp. T Ec Trans. T. Etr Total T. Eto
1 1025,801,4608 60.820 1 6.73 1 70.528 1

2 1025,801,4608 30.895 0.984 4.83 71.7 38.951 0.905

4 1025,801,4608 16.470 0.923 4.75 70.6 24.438 0.721

Table 2.7: Data collected from the profiled test cases. Time/DoF is the amount of total CPU

(core) time spent to compute a degree of freedom for every step; Nt is the size in GB of a

buffer of size Nx, Ny, Nz; Comm, Transp and Comp are the percentage of the communication,

transpose and computation time respect to the total time.

Nodes Nx, Ny, Nz Nt Time/DoF Comm. Transp. Comp. Symbol

512 1297, 331, 768 0.33 10.6 µs 17.9% 8.29% 73.8% I

1024 3457, 646, 1536 3.43 17.6 µs 44.7% 7.52% 47.8% J

2048 6145, 646, 1536 6.10 17.4 µs 46.0% 5.31% 48.8% N

4096 8193, 711, 1536 8.94 17.6 µs 44.6% 5.23% 53.2% H

8192 8193, 711, 2048 11.93 19.4 µs 37.4% 8.30% 57.6% �

8192 16385, 801, 4608 60.47 19.3 µs 39.7% 8.41% 51.9% �

Extensive data about MPI scalability was collected during the test runs in a BG/P

system. The most relevant cases are listed in the table 2.7 for the BG/P architecture. All

the simulations tested show a weak linear scaling up to 8192 nodes (32768 cores). The

code was expected to scale further in other platforms without introducing any relevant

modification. This turned out to be true, since as date of April 2014 the code has shown

almost perfect scalability using 1.835.008 compute threads (four threads per core) in a

Blue Gene/Q supercomputer.∗ More information can be obtained on the website of Jülich

Supercomputing Centre (JSC).79 There are few factors that can impact negatively on the

scalability of the present code. Firstly, the computation of the Fourier transforms does

∗The simulation cases were setup by Guillem Borrell and tested by Siwei Dong
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not scale linearly, but as O(Nz log2Nz) for a radix-2 number. For the present simulation

it accounts for ≈ 20% of the total time. Secondly and more important, it is mandatory

to keep the data in the L1 cache as much as possible in order to take advantage of the

single-instruction, multiple-data (SIMD) instructions. This is because the L1 cache is

only 4 cycles away from its 850 MHz CPU in a BG/P, whereas the L2 and L3 caches are

respectively 12 and 50 cycles away. As a result, to benefit from the SIMD the size of the

FFT should be as big as 32KB to fit in the L1 cache, or equivalently: double precision

lines of at most Nz = 4096. The latter was precisely the chosen size for our problem.

Figure 2.6(b) shows that the communications time is typically 40% of the total run

time, and that both computation and communications do scale as expected. The global

transpose implementation shows an excellent scalability in all the test cases as shown

in Figure 2.6(a). It is important to mention that in the BG/P architecture, the linear

scaling is kept even when the estimated message size is about 1kB in size. All our previous

implementations of the global transpose broke the scalability near the 3kB estimated

message size limit.
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Figure 2.6: Latency analysis (a) and scalability of the total and communication time for

different test cases (b). Solid lines are linear regressions computed before taking the logarithms

of both axes.
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2.7 Parallel I/O and data storage

2.7.1 Parallel I/O

Intermediate stages of the simulation in the form of flow fields (velocities and pressure)

are an important result and are saved even more often than what checkpointing would

require. Another mandatory feature to maintain the scalability with a high node count

is the support for parallel collective I/O operations when a parallel file system is avail-

able. A handful of alternatives have been tested, mainly upon GPFS, like raw posix calls

enforcing the file system block size, sionlib (developed at Jülich Supercomputing Centre)

and parallel HDF5.

HDF5 is a more convenient choice for storing and distributing scientific data than

the other alternative methods tested. Even though the latter have better performance,46

they require translation of the resulting files in to a more useful format. Unfortunately,

sufficient performance could not be achieved without tuning the I/O process. HDF5

performance depends on the availability of a cache in the file system. The observed

behavior in the BG/P systems was that writing was one, and sometimes two orders of

magnitude slower than reading, because in the GPFS file system the cache was turned

off. To overcome this issue, when the MPI I/O driver for HDF5 is used, the sieve buffer

size parameter of HDF5 can be set to the file system block size. As a result, the write

bandwidth for 8192 nodes was increased up to 16 GB/s, similar to the read bandwidth

22 GB/s and closer to the estimated maximum.

2.7.2 Data storage requirements and distribution

To obtain converged turbulent statistics it would be desirable to run the simulation

for at least 10 wash-outs, and to store enough independent flow realizations as possible to

allow the computation of any other turbulent quantity in the future. This is costly, not

only computationally, but also in terms of storage resources.

In particular, some of the one- and two-point statistics are collected every ten time

steps (∆t+ ≈ 1.3, see table 2.3) to obtain data with low uncertainty levels. These statis-

tics, together with snapshots of the {u, v, w, p} flow variables are saved approximately

every ∆t/two ≈ 2.2%. The BL6600 database consists of a total of 212 flow realizations

stored in single precision, each of size 4(NxNyNk) ≈ 335 GB and total size of 70 TB.

Roughly a 10% of the total database is publicly available for downloading at our web-

site,162 in which the peer-to-peer (P2P) BitTorrent protocol is used as an efficient tool to
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Figure 2.7: Statistics for BL6600 database based on the geographical location. Data provided

by Google Analytics between October 2013 and June 2014.

distribute the data. Some statistics are shown in Figure 2.7.

Another challenge was the moving of such a large amount of data out of ANL to

the final destination, in this case to the University of Austin at Texas (USA) and to

the Polytechnic University of Madrid (SPAIN). The entire database is mirrored in two

different locations for security reasons against possible loss of data. Different strategies

were considered to transfer the files: Unix commands like scp gave poor rate transfers of

the order of 10 MB/sec and 400 kB/sec when moving files from ANL to Texas and Madrid,

respectively. Two main alternatives were suitable at that time for our purpose: bbcp and

GridFTP. The first choice is bbcp, a point-to-point network file copy application written

by Hanushevsky, A. at SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory.55 The second choice is

GridFTP,184 which is considerably harder to setup than bbcp, together with the need of

setting up personal certificates in both centers to be able to operate within the TeraGrid

network. It was decided to use the first and simpler option. The transfer rates obtained
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and the required human time to move the whole simulation BL6600 are presented in

table 2.8. Because of the relatively large size of the database, the files were progressively

migrated from disk to a tape archival system.

Table 2.8: Transferring files with bbcp over Internet. T. Rate is the average transfer rate,

“Image T” is the time to move a 335 GB image; “Simulation T” is the time to move the entire

simulation (70 TB).

Case T. Rate (MB/sec) Image T. (h) Simulation T. (days)

ACL to Austin 70 1.4 12

ACL to Madrid 16 5.9 52



Chapter 3

One-point statistics ∗

3.1 Introduction

Internal and external wall-bounded turbulent flows have been subjects of intensive re-

search because of their technological importance and fundamental physical interest and,

since the pioneering work of Kim et al.,86 direct numerical simulations have played a

fundamental role in our understanding of their properties. With the increase of com-

puter power, the Reynolds number of simulations has increased steadily, although initially

mainly for channels. The Reynolds number of numerical boundary layers has increased

more slowly because of the difficulties posed by their streamwise inhomogeneity and the

need for high-quality inflow conditions. The same is true for pipes because of the chal-

lenge of finding a suitable representation for the flow near the pipe axis. Nevertheless,

it is becoming possible to compare results for different flows at relatively high Reynolds

numbers. In this chapter we present some of the one-point statistic results of the new ZPG-

TBL simulation, presented in the previous chapter §2. The Reynolds number reached is,

Reθ ≈ 6600 (δ+ ≈ 2000), comparable to those of the largest available channels.60 The

results are compared as well with the available experiments and simulations of internal

and external flows.

To correlate different flows we use the Kármán number, δ+=uτδ/ν, based on the

kinematic viscosity ν, on the streamwise-dependent friction velocity uτ , and on the flow

thickness δ, which is taken to be the half-width in channels, the 99% thickness in boundary

layers,73 and the radius in pipes.129 The ‘+’ superscript denotes normalization with uτ

∗Part of the content of this chapter is published in Sillero, J. A., Jiménez, J. & Moser, R. D.

2013 One-point statistics for turbulent wall-bounded flows at Reynolds numbers up to δ+ ≈ 2000. Phys.

Fluids 25 (10), 105102.
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and ν. The Reynolds number Reθ = U∞θ/ν is defined for boundary layers in terms of

the momentum thickness θ and of the free-stream velocity U∞.

Our first goal is to characterize the initial development of the velocity statistics in

experimentally or numerically tripped boundary layers. In the careful study by Erm &

Joubert40 of the effect of different experimental tripping devices, the authors conclude

that the differences observed in the mean velocity profile disappear beyond Reθ ≈ 3000.

Likewise, Schlatter & Örlü157 analyze the effect of different low-Reynolds-number trips

on their DNS statistics, and show that a well-established boundary layer is attained at

Reθ ≈ 2000. On the other hand, Simens et al.164 proposed that the turnover length,

defined as the distance Lto = U∞δ/uτ by which eddies are advected during a turnover

time δ/uτ , provides a better description than the Reynolds number of how fast boundary

layer simulations recover from synthetic inflow conditions. They found that at least one

eddy-turnover is required for most flow scales to decorrelate from the inlet. Figure 3.1

shows an estimate of the integrated turn-over distance with the Reynolds number Reθ,

based on the empirical correlations proposed in Nagib et al.,127 for each of the boundary

layers of our group.
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Figure 3.1: Integral turn-over length x̃ =
∫ x

[ dx/(δU+
∞)] as a function of the Reynolds number

Reθ for the different boundary layers cases. Symbols are: • BL2100, � BL0, N BLAUX, and H

BL6600.

Using the new data, we will compare the relative merits of the Reynolds number and

of the turnover length as indicators of recovery, and we will show that the recovery length

of the largest scales is considerable longer than the decorrelation length mentioned above.

Our second goal is to examine the universality of the mean and fluctuating velocity

profiles in the near-wall and logarithmic regions, and to inquire on the similarities and

differences between internal (channels and pipes) and external (boundary layers) flows.
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The universality of the velocity fluctuations in the inner layers has been analyzed be-

fore. The early expectations that the fluctuation intensities scale strictly in wall units58

were eventually found to be incorrect,33,115,60 and had, in any case, been shown to be

unfounded by Townsend,179 who noted that the wall-parallel velocities should include a

Reynolds-number-dependent ‘inactive’ contribution, associated with outer structures ex-

tending down to the viscous sublayer. The question has been extensively discussed over

the last decade, both numerically and experimentally, but it is still not fully resolved.

While most researchers find an increase of the near-wall intensities with the Reynolds

number,6,123,73,21,74,129,159 in agreement with Townsend179 argument, one particular group

does not, even at the highest Reynolds numbers experimentally available.64,65 The steady

increase of the Reynolds numbers of the simulations, which generally have fewer statis-

tical and resolution uncertainties than experiments, will allow us to update the data on

that point and, in the process, to examine the evidence for the logarithmic profiles of the

intensities of the fluctuating velocities and of the pressure,73,65 which were also predicted

by Townsend.179

Because these near-wall effects are connected with outer structures,179 they have to

be examined together with the question of the differences between internal and external

flows, which are predominantly outer effects. Jiménez & Hoyas,73 after examining a wide

range of experiments and numerical simulations, identified differences in the fluctuations

of the transverse velocities and of the pressure. Those differences were confirmed by

Buschmann & Gad-el-Hak21 using additional data, and Jiménez et al.74 later used DNSs

of boundary layers and channels at δ+ ≈ 400−700 to show that they could be explained by

the effect of the large-scale intermittency in external flows. They found that the largest

differences between the two kinds of flows are located just above the logarithmic layer

(y/δ ≈ 0.3− 0.5), where y is the distance to the wall, but their limited Reynolds numbers

prevented them from establishing the scaling of that distance. Similar results have been

obtained more recently by Lee & Sung,97 who compared DNSs of boundary layers and

pipes at δ+ ≈ 930. We will extend them to the higher Reynolds numbers of the present

simulations, and clarify the behavior of the streamwise velocity fluctuations, which was

unclear in previous studies.

The chapter is organized as follows. The next section briefly presents the new boundary

layer simulations used in this study. Section 3.3 examines the streamwise development

length required for the initial recovery of boundary layers, while Section 3.4 discusses

one-point statistics, and compares them to existing numerical and experimental boundary

layers, channels and pipes. Conclusions are offered in Section 3.6.
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3.2 Numerical experiments

Table 3.1 summarizes the simulation parameters of interest for the different boundary

layers used in this chapter. The simulation BL2100 was discussed in Jiménez et al.,74 and

is included here to allow comparison with experiments at lower Reynolds numbers. The

rest of the simulations were discussed in chapter §2.

Table 3.1: Parameters of the turbulent boundary layers discussed in the chapter. Lx, Ly and Lz

are the box dimensions along the three axes. `+x , `+y (at the wall) and `+z are the corresponding

grid resolutions. The momentum thickness θ, the edge of the boundary layer δ, and the friction

velocity uτ are taken at the middle of the box. L̃x =
∫ Lx

0 dx/(δU+
∞) is the dimensionless length

measured in eddy turn-overs. T is the total time over which statistics are compiled.

Case Reθ δ+ (Lx, Ly, Lz)/θ `+x , `
+
y , `

+
z L̃x Tuτ/δ

BL2100 617-2140 255-740 535× 29× 88 6.10 ,0.30,4.1 3.25 21

BL0 2580-6340 930-1943 534× 30× 67 6.10 ,0.30,4.15 2.57 6.9

BLAUX 1100-2970 438-1030 481× 47× 191 12.20,0.30,6.79 2.61 27.6

BL6600 2780-6650 981-2025 547× 29× 84 6.54 ,0.30,3.78 2.68 11.5

3.3 The initial development of the mean velocity pro-

file

Experimental and numerical turbulent boundary layers are often tripped to avoid the

slow natural transition from laminar flow, and measurements can only be performed after

the flow has relaxed to its asymptotic state. In experiments, the trip is usually a physical

device at a relatively low Reynolds number, while in simulations it more often takes the

form of a synthetic inflow condition at Reynolds numbers that can be manipulated more

freely. In this section, we study the minimum distance required for turbulent boundary

layers to fully recover from the inflows and trips typically found in the literature.

Figure 3.2(a) displays the evolution of the friction coefficients of our boundary layers,

Cf = 2/U+2
∞ , as functions of Reθ. For comparison, it includes numerical and experimental

data in the same range of Reθ, as well as the empirical correlation proposed in Monkewitz

et al..120 A finely resolved large-eddy simulation (LES) of a ZPG-TBL by Eitel-Amor

et al.38 has been included in the figure. The resolution of this simulation is slightly
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#38. Lines are: BL2100 and BL6600; BL0; BLAUX; fit from Monkewitz

et al..120
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coarser (`+x = 18 and `+z = 8 measured at Reθ = 2000) than BLAUX, and it includes

a subgrid-scale model to compensate for the limited dissipation at the smallest scales.

The LES simulation (cyan #) should be compared directly with the DNS of Schlatter

& Örlü156 (blue #) to asses its quality, since it is an extension of the latter at a lower

resolution. It is seen in Figure 3.2(a) that, after a relatively short transient in which Cf

increases rapidly, all the simulations tend to converge to the empirical fit. In particular,

the ‘production’ simulation BL6600 agrees well with both numerical and experimental

data, while the recoveries of the feeder simulation BLAUX, and specially of BL0, are

barely complete within their computational boxes. Note that a similar initial behavior

is found in many experiments in which the friction coefficient increases during transition

to later decrease slowly. Although simulations and experiments are very different, that

similarity can be traced to a common mechanism that is also found in simulations of

decaying isotropic turbulence from random initial conditions.137 As turbulence becomes

organized from the artificial perturbations introduced either by the trip, the inflow, or the

initial conditions, dissipation first grows to a maximum, that can be identified as the first

moment in which the flow is truly turbulent,40 and subsequently decreases as turbulence

decays or the boundary layer thickens.

Figure 3.2(b) shows that the shape factor, H = δ∗/θ, is more scattered and recov-

ers more slowly than Cf , both in simulations and in experiments. In our simulations,

H decreases at the beginning of each computational box, and recovers slowly thereafter.

The auxiliary simulation BLAUX, and especially BL0, are not fully relaxed by the end of

their computational boxes, but BL6600, which benefits from the relaxation of its feeder

simulation BLAUX, is always within the experimental scatter and matches the empirical

correlation in the second half of its box. In the lower-Reynolds-number case BL2100, whose

inflow is at Reθ ≈ 615, the recovery is masked by the natural transition to turbulence,

but it is probably also fully relaxed in the last third of the box.74 Other experiments59,40

and simulations show similar trends, and the figure suggests that some of the simulations

available in the literature83,44 might not be fully converged by the end of their computa-

tional boxes. The difference between the recovery rates of Cf , which measures a near-wall

property, and H, which represents the whole velocity profile, suggests that the problem

is the slow convergence of the larger outer scales.

It was argued in Simens et al.164 that the proper length scale to characterize the

recovery is the turnover length, Lto=U
+
∞δ, which measures how far eddies are advected

during a large-scale turnover time δ/uτ . An effective dimensionless ‘turnover distance’

can thus be defined as x̃ =
∫ x

dx/(δU+
∞), integrated from the numerical inflow or from
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some other location characterizing the transition to turbulence. It is more common in

experiments to base the relaxation criterion on the boundary layer thickness,27 such as

in x̃δ=
∫ x

dx/δ. The two criteria differ by a factor O(U+
∞), which changes by less than

20% over the range of Reynolds number in Figure 3.2, so that x̃δ/x̃ ≈ 21–25 at low

Reynolds numbers, but x̃ has a clearer physical interpretation. Note that the boundary

layer thickness increases by a factor of about 4 over the recovery distances discussed below,

x̃ ≈ 4–5, so that the thickness used for normalization becomes important. For example, if

the relaxation distance is expressed in terms of the inflow boundary layer thickness, instead

of the running average used above, the recovery criterion becomes x/δin ≈ (50–60) x̃.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the initial evolution of (a) the maximum Reynolds stress τ+max, (b)

shape factor H, (c) δ/θ, and (d) wake intensity Π. Plotted against Reθ on the left, and against

the number of eddy turn-overs x̃ on the right. Quantities are normalized with empirical fits to

remove as much as possible the drift with Reynolds number. Symbols are: experiments #40,

F 138, and DNS �156. Lines are: BL2100, BLAUX, BL6600, BL0, and

chndot empirical fits.

Whether the scatter with respect to the empirical correlations in Figure 3.2 is an

effect of the low Reynolds numbers or of an incomplete recovery is tested in Figure 3.3,

which shows the evolution of several variables in terms of Reθ and of x̃. It includes the

simulations in table 3.1 and other experimental40,138 and numerical156 boundary layers for
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which the relevant data are available. The maximum Reynolds stress, τ+max = −〈uv〉+max,
displayed in Figure 3.3(a), is a near-wall quantity attained at y+max = O(δ+

1/2
),88 and is

therefore presumably related to the relatively small scales near the wall, but the other

three variables, H, δ/θ and the wake intensity Π, are outer-layer properties linked to

larger scales.

The wake strength is estimated from the usual profile representation,28

U+ = B +
1

κ
ln(y+) +

Π

κ
W (y/δ) (3.1)

applied at y = δ, where the wake function is defined as W (1) = 2, and the Kármán and

intercept constants are taken respectively as κ = 0.41 and B = 5.

All the quantities have been normalized by empirical fits that approximate their evo-

lution with Reθ, but which should be seen as aids intended to amplify the differences

among cases rather than as theoretical models. The fits used for H and δ/θ are those in

Monkewitz et al.,120 and that for Π is from Huffman & Bradshaw.63 The model for the

maximum Reynolds stress in Figure 3.3(a) is obtained by assuming that the total stress,

∂U+/∂y+ + τ+, is equal to 1− y/δ, and that the maximum of τ is within the logarithmic

mean velocity profile. The first assumption is only strictly true in pipes and channels,

although it is also a reasonable approximation in boundary layers (see Jiménez et al.74

and Figure 3.4b), while the second is questionable at low Reynolds numbers and should

only be considered as a modeling artifice. The result is

τ+fit ≈ 1− 2(κδ+)−1/2, at y+max ≈ (δ+/κ)1/2. (3.2)

To unify the definition of the turnover distance, we have used the initial maximum

of the friction coefficient as the origin for the integral defining x̃. In the experiments

for which that point is reported,40 and in simulations forced at low Reynolds numbers to

mimic a physical trip,156,157 the maximum friction coefficient is typically attained at Reθ=

400–600. In experiments in which that point is not reported,138 we have approximated it

by Reθ = 500. In our simulations with synthetic inflows, the maximum of Cf is available

and depends on the inflow Reynolds number.

It is clear from Figure 3.3 that x̃ collapses the initial recovery much better than

Reθ, especially for the fairly wide range of inflow Reynolds numbers of the simulations.

Experiments are more scattered than simulations, but all the results tend to collapse to

a common behavior at roughly the same x̃.

Simens et al.164 found that the relaxation of most flow scales requires at least x̃ = 1,

in agreement with the results for the maximum Reynolds stress in Figure 3.3(a), but
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the other three variables in Figure 3.3(b–d) reveal that larger scales relax more slowly.

The shape factors H and δ/θ do not converge in our DNSs until x̃ ≈ 3–4 (x̃δ ≈ 90, or

x/δinlet ≈ 200), and Π, which depends on the profile far from the wall and may therefore

be expected to represent even larger scales than the shape factors, only recovers after

x̃ ≈ 4–5 (x̃δ ≈ 120, or x/δinlet ≈ 250).

Similar trends apply to experiments once the different trips have been taken into

account by using the Cf peak as reference. For example, Erm & Joubert40 tested several

tripping devices inducing transition around Reθ ≈ 500, and concluded that their effects

persist to Reθ ≈ 1500, roughly x̃ ≈ 3.5. The numerical simulations in Schlatter & Örlü156

and Schlatter & Örlü,157 which are tripped at Reθ = 180 and peak at Reθ ≈ 420, recover at

Reθ ≈ 1000 (x̃ ≈ 4), and a recent re-analysis of those data and of new simulations tripped

at Reθ = 300 concludes that some differences persist up to Reθ ≈ 2000 (x̃ ≈ 5).157

Those relaxation lengths are similar to those of BLAUX + BL6600, even if the inflow

of that simulation is at a higher Reynolds number than the trips of the experiments, so

that it only reaches its Cf peak at Reθ ≈ 1100 and x̃ = 4 at Reθ ≈ 4800. Its agreement

with the lower-Reynolds-number cases reinforces the use of the turnover distance, x̃, as a

recovery criterion.

Unfortunately for the cost of simulations, Lto/δ increases with Reθ, and simulations

become increasingly expensive. For example, the computational box of the high-Reynolds

number case BL0 has roughly the same Lx/θ as the lower-Reynolds-number case BL2100,

but its x̃ is 20% shorter. Correspondingly, as shown in Figure 3.2, it does not reach

equilibrium within its box.

3.4 One-point statistics

We next examine the one-point statistics of our boundary layers, and compare them

to channels and pipes at similar Reynolds numbers. In particular, we will use numerical

channels from our group at δ+ = 181 (CH180), δ+ = 550 (CH550),6 δ+ = 934 (CH950),7

δ+ = 2003 (CH2000)60 and δ+ = 4200 (CH4200)107 to remove some of the ambiguities

of previous studies at lower Reynolds numbers.74,21 For completeness, we will also use

data from the recent channel simulations at approximately the same Reynolds numbers

by Bernardini et al.15 and at δ+ ≈ 930 by Lee et al..95 We also include pipe simulations at

moderate Reynolds numbers by Wu & Moin,193 Khoury et al.81 and Ahn et al..3 It should

be noted that the computational box of CH4200, Lx × Lz = 2πδ × πδ, is smaller than

those of the other four channels and, although large enough to contain the full spectra
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of the wall-normal and spanwise velocities,45 it is marginal for those of the streamwise

fluctuations.107 That could suggest some depletion of the fluctuations of the streamwise

velocity, but it has been noted before that the longest scales are not really missing, but

aliased into infinitely long structures,7 with negligible effects on the one-point statistics

for boxes of this size.45 For example, Moser et al.124 used a similar computational box for

a channel at δ+ = 590 whose fluctuations are known to agree well with larger boxes, and

the same is true for test simulations in our group at δ+ = 2000.107
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Figure 3.4: Mean streamwise velocity profiles in inner (a) and outer velocity-defect form (b).

Symbols are: • CH2000; ♦159 experimental channel at δ+ ≈ 2000; #114 experimental pipe at

δ+ ≈ 2000; experimental boundary layer �138 at Reθ=5230 and �139 at Reθ=5156; BL6600

at Reθ=5160; 5 + log(y+)/0.41 (a); 3.3− log(y/δ)/0.41 (b). (c-d) Profiles of Reynolds

stresses at Reθ=5230. BL6600: u′2+, v′2+, w′2+, 〈uv〉+. Symbols are

the experiment from Osaka et al.138 at the same Reynolds number.

The mean streamwise velocity in both, inner and outer velocity-defect form,80,172 is

presented in Figure 3.4(a-b) for BL6600 at Reθ=5160, along with experimental boundary

layers at Reθ ≈ 4980–5230 (δ+ ≈ 1565–1625), and numerical60 and experimental159 chan-
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nels and pipes114 at δ+ ≈ 2000. The agreement among the boundary layers is satisfactory,

and the weaker wake of the internal flows is evident, specially in the channel case.128 The

wake intensity of the boundary layers, Π ≈ 0.57, is already close to the classical asymptotic

value Π = 0.55.28,125 Since it was shown in Jiménez et al.74 that the wake is a reflection of

the entrainment of irrotational fluid at the edge of the boundary layer, this suggests that

the entrainment has reached equilibrium at these Reynolds numbers.125 The profile has

about a decade of visually logarithmic behavior (inferred from the simultaneous overlap

of the inner and outer form of the profile), although it is known that the parameters of

the logarithm only reach their asymptotic values at Reynolds numbers at least an order

of magnitude higher than those considered here.117

The mean-squared fluctuations of BL6600 are presented in Figure 3.4(c-d) compared

with experimental results at the same Reynolds number.138 The abscissae of Figure 3.4(c)

is linear, highlighting the outer region, whereas the abscissae of Figure 3.4(d) is logarith-

mic, emphasizing the near-wall and logarithmic regions. The agreement of the data is

satisfactory, even if the experimental layer appears to be slightly thicker than the simu-

lation, or if the maximum intensity of the streamwise fluctuations slightly lower.

Figure 3.5(a-d) shows semilogarithmic plots of the intensities, emphasizing both the

region near the wall, and the logarithmic behavior of some of the fluctuation profiles

farther away. That behavior was predicted by Townsend178,179 and, although it has been

mostly analyzed in the context of a particular eddy model,141,142,93 it is a general property

of any self-similar hierarchy of attached eddies. In essence, ‘active’ eddies of size O(y) are

assumed to be responsible for the tangential Reynolds stress in a logarithmic band of wall

distances around y. Since the stress is O(u2τ ) from momentum-conservation arguments,

this implies that the velocity fluctuations are O(uτ ). Their contribution to the tangential

stress is damped closer to the wall, but their wall-parallel velocities are not. Approaching

the wall therefore results in the accumulation of energy originating from a progressively

wider range of wall distances, which also corresponds to a wider range of wall-parallel

sizes.178,71,69 The scales corresponding to structures whose active cores are above the

observation point are ‘inactive’ in the sense of not carrying Reynolds stresses,17,60 and the

ratio between the energy and the stresses, which is the intensity expressed in wall units,

grows as the wall is approached (see Fig. 3.5). It follows from the self-similar structure

in y that the accumulated intensity is logarithmic in y,179 and admits143 a k−1 power

law (see pag. 320 in Davidson et al.32). Such power law behavior has been tentatively

identified for the streamwise velocity by Bernardini et al.15 in numerical channel flows,

and by Pirozzoli & Bernardini145 in compressible numerical boundary layers, as emerging
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at δ+ ≈ 4000 and observed at the vicinity of the wall.

The first clear evidence for logarithmic intensity profiles probably came from w′2 and

p′2 in simulations of channels73 and boundary layers74, and it is evident for those two

variables in Figures 3.5(c,d). The parameters of the logarithmic fits for our channel sim-

ulations are included in the figures, as indicated in the corresponding captions. This fit is

a good approximation for all the cases here considered, except for the channel δ+≈4070

of Bernardini et al.,15 that deviates from their lower Reynolds number simulations and

presents a slightly higher intercept constant. Substantial differences are observed between

the different DNS experiments, specially in the case of the pressure fluctuations in turbu-

lent pipes. That was already noted in the study of Khoury et al.81 after surveying three

additional pipe DNSes, concluding that the differences observed should be attributed to

the numerics rather than to the physic of the problem. For example, all the pipe simula-

tions in Figure 3.5 use second-order finite difference methods to solve the NS equations,

with the exception of the DNS of Khoury et al.81 that uses a high-order element spectral

method instead. Note that even if the domains are large enough to contain the largest

scale of the flow (Lx > 25R,24 see table 1.1) the grid resolutions in the majority of the

simulations are kept as those in spectral methods, which might impact negatively in cap-

turing the physic of the problem,3 because of the resolution properties of the different

spatial discretization schemes.100 A very good collapse is observed in p′2+ if we consider

pipes at δ+ ≈ 180 –for which all the above simulations use finer grids (see table 1.1)–

showing that the pressure fluctuations are higher than channels but lower than boundary

layers. However, this tendency is no longer observed at higher Reynolds numbers, ex-

cept for the pipe that uses a spectral code, suggesting that new experiments with better

resolution properties are required to clarify this particular question.

The logarithmic behavior of the streamwise velocity fluctuations, although easier in

principle to measure, is contaminated by strong viscous effects near the wall and has taken

longer to demonstrate experimentally,65,113 although earlier indications were available

from atmospheric flows.93 Figure 3.5(a) presents all the available simulations, and includes

the logarithmic fit proposed in Marusic et al.,113 which, for the highest-Reynolds-number

case at δ+ ≈ 4100, should apply between the two open circles added to the dashed line.

Although that fit is quite convincing over the much wider range of Reynolds numbers

in the experimental publications,65,113 it is harder to discern in the present simulations,

highlighting the experimental difficulties involved.

Figure 3.5(b) presents the fluctuations of the wall-normal velocity, which are not ex-

pected to have a logarithmic range because they are blocked by the wall.179 They do not
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Figure 3.5: Mean-squared profiles of: (a-c) the velocity, and (d) pressure fluctuation intensities

for wall-bounded flows in the range δ+ = 180 − 4000. Boundary layers are in black, channels

in red and magenta, pipes in blue and cyan. (a-c) Boundary layers at: δ+=550 from

BL2100, δ
+=950,156 δ+=2000 from BL6600; highly resolved LES at δ+ ≈ 2120.38 Pipes

at: δ+ ≈ 685, 1140,193 δ+ ≈ 550, 1000,81 and δ+ ≈ 544, 934.3 Channels at:

CH550-CH4200, (magenta) δ+ ≈ 550, 1000, 2020, 4070,15 and (red) δ+ ≈ 930.95

Fits for the logarithmic region of u′2+ and w′2+. (a) Fit for u′2+ as in Marusic et al.:113

u′2+ = 2.3− 1.26 log(y/δ). The open circles mark the region 3δ+
1/2

< y+ < 0.15δ+ of CH4200.

(c) Fit w′2+ = 0.8−0.45 log(y/δ). (d) Profiles of the pressure fluctuations intensities p′2+. Data

as in (a-c), plus boundary layers166 at δ+=173 and δ+=280 and pipes at δ+ ≈ 180.81,3 Channels

are CH180–CH4200. Error bars are included for BL6600. Fit for p′2+ = 0.1−2.75 log(y/δ).
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behave logarithmically in the figure, and their slight growing trend towards the wall can

be absorbed by normalizing them with the local mean tangential total stress, instead of

with a global friction velocity.182 Since the total tangential stress decreases linearly in

channels with the distance to the wall, but not in boundary layers, at least near the wall,

v′2 is correspondingly much closer to being constant in the latter than in the former.

The most interesting aspect of Figure 3.5 is the comparison between boundary layers,

channels and pipes for a variety of DNS experiments from different research groups. It

has been known for some time that the transverse velocity components and the pressure

are more intense in boundary layers that in channels,74 and Figure 3.5 confirms that the

difference is between internal and external flows,21 since pipes follow the same trends

as channels. The figure also shows that the differences between the two kinds of flows

concentrate in a ‘hump’ around y/δ = 0.3–0.8, which appears to saturate for the highest

Reynolds numbers. This is also the case for the LES simulation of Eitel-Amor et al.38 at

a similar Reynolds numbers than BL6600, δ
+ ≈ 2120. Even the pressure fluctuations seem

to be developing such a hump in the outer layer, which was not present at the Reynolds

numbers in Jiménez et al.,74 and which is neither found in the internal flows. That hump

is subtle, but it is probably real, because it is present at the highest Reynolds numbers,

which originate from different groups and different simulation codes, and is much stronger

than the uncertainties of the data. The error bars added to BL6600, defined as in Hoyas

& Jiménez,61 are comparable to the thickness of the line.

The difference between internal and external flows is less obvious for the streamwise

velocity fluctuations,74,21 and it was unclear in previous studies whether there was any

difference at all. It turns out that the problem is a representation artifact due to the

different magnitudes of the three velocity components, which hide increments in Figure

3.5(a) that are of the same order as those in the other figures.72

This is shown in Figure 3.6, which documents that the differences between boundary

layers and channels are very similar for u′2 and v′2, while only those of w′2 are slightly

larger. The maximum differences occur at y/δ ≈ 0.35 for the transverse velocities and at

y/δ ≈ 0.5 for u′2, which is in the same general range as the hump in p′2. The two effects

are presumably related, and the fact that the velocity differences are roughly isotropic,

rather than having the same fractional increments, is consistent with the idea that they

are due to the rotational-irrotational intermittency at the edge of the boundary layer. An

isotropic acceleration suggests the effect of pressure, which is the only force able to act

on the irrotational flow being engulfed from the free stream into the turbulent layer.74

Figure 3.6(a) contains two Reynolds numbers that agree well, and Figure 3.6(b) shows that
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Figure 3.6: (a) Difference of the squared intensities between boundary layers and channels,

∆u′2+=u′2+BL − u′2+CH , for the three velocity components. Lines without symbols are BL6600

(δ+=1900) compared with CH2000 (δ+=2000); and those with circles are Schlatter & Örlü156

(δ+=1000) compared with C950 (δ+=935). (b) Maximum difference of the squared intensities

between boundary layers and channels. 4BL2100; # Schlatter & Örlü;156 Lines without symbols

BL6600. The tick mark at the horizontal axis near δ+=950 is the order of magnitude of the error

made in interpolating CH950 from CH550 and CH2000. In both panels: u, v,

w.

the maximum differences for the three velocity components are essentially independent

of the Reynolds number. If we admit that the wake component of the mean velocity, the

pressure hump, and the fluctuation excesses are all consequences of the entrainment of

irrotational fluid, Figure 3.6(b) is consistent with the observation that the wake component

has reached its asymptotic value at the Reynolds number of BL6600, and suggests that

the same should be true for the magnitude of the pressure hump.

A consequence of the logarithmic behavior of the attached flow variables is that they

reach their maximum values near the wall, and that those maxima increase with δ+.

The logarithmic increase of the maximum streamwise velocity u′2+max, which is at-

tained at y+ ≈ 15, was first documented experimentally in De Graaf & Eaton,33 and

has been confirmed since then as the Reynolds numbers of experiments and simulations

have steadily increased.115,116,112,60,129 Figure 3.7(a) is a compilation of the latest available

data for the three canonical flows. A similar compilation for the pressure at the wall is

given in Figure 3.7(b), which shows both the logarithmic trend with δ+ and the different

additive constants for internal and external flows.

Unfortunately, the experimental confirmation of the logarithmic trend of u′2
+
max has

not been free from controversy, most likely because of the difficulty of measuring so
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and blue (pipes), while external flows (boundary layers) are colored in black. Filled symbols

stands for numerical simulations and empty ones for experiments. Channels: •6,7,60, N124,

H62, �15, �130, #188, ♦159, �129. Boundary layers: �166, •156, J170, �138, #33, �40, 4168,

�42, O19, ?154, ♦181, (highly resolved LES) •38. Pipes: �193, •104, J81, I3, �64,65, �129,

4175, ♦94. Solid lines are the numerical boundary layers BL2100 and BL6600. Fits for

numerical channels CH180–CH4200: u′2+max = 3.63 + 0.65 log(δ+) and p′2+w = −9.5 + 2.31 log(δ+).
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close to the wall. The simulation data represented by heavy lines or by solid symbols

in Figure 3.7(a) follow the logarithmic trend very well, while the open symbols of the

experiments are very scattered, falling mostly below the simulations as the boundary

layer LES38 does as well. Note that the resolution of the LES improves as we move in the

downstream direction because uτ decreases, and as a consequence the maximum of their

fluctuations become closer to the DNS case, as observed in the figure. This suggests that

the problem is likely due to instrumental limitations brought about by sensors that filter

part of the energy. The problem has long been recognized by experimentalists101 and it

is common to apply corrections to try to compensate for it, some of which may introduce

new errors. This, for example, may be the case for the highest-Reynolds-number cases

included in Figure 3.7(a), which are the pipe-flow measurements65 represented by the open

blue squares around δ+ = 104. They initially exceed the DNS trend line, and later fall

below it as they stay independent of the Reynolds number, but they have been corrected

to compensate for sensor size.169 In fact, a previous experiment by the same group, using

the same facility at somewhat lower Reynolds numbers, had found uncorrected intensities

that were also independent of δ+, but that were lower than their higher-Reynolds-number

ones.64 Those data are included in Figure 3.7(a), in the range δ+ = 700–3000, using the

same symbols as for the high-Reynolds number case. The two sets differ by about 20%

when they overlap around δ+ ≈ 3000 and, although some reconciliation can be achieved

by either correcting the low-Reynolds-number cases or uncorrecting the high-Reynolds-

number ones, substantial differences remain. It is also interesting to note that, when the

low-Reynolds number pipe cases were repeated by a different group in a different facility,129

they were found to increase logarithmically with the Reynolds number, although at a

slightly lower level than the simulations (� in Figure 3.7a), and that the open circle

at δ+ ≈ 104 in Figure 3.7(a) is an experimental boundary layer that follows well the

logarithmic trend. Although it is possible that different flows have different near-wall

behaviors, and that pipes are different from other flows, the logarithmic profile mentioned

above for u′2 was identified in pipes,65 and it would have to fail near the wall for the

maximum fluctuations to be independent of the Reynolds number. It is precisely near the

wall where the flow dynamics are expected to be less dependent of the type of flow. In

summary, it is probably safe to conclude that the inner streamwise-velocity peak increases

logarithmically with the Reynolds number, as predicted by the theory,178 and that the

experimental scatter is due to measurement limitations.

In fact, if the location of the maximum fluctuations is known, the logarithmic profiles

as a function of y can be directly related to the evolution of the maximum intensity
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as a function of δ+. Thus, the pressure profile for channels in Figure 3.5(d), p′2+ =

0.1 + 2.75 log(δ/y), is approximately consistent with the behavior of the pressure at the

wall in Figure 3.7(b), p′2+w = −9.5 + 2.31 log(δ+), if we assume that the wall pressure

is reached at a constant y+ ≈ 50, which has been independently confirmed. A similar

identification can be made for the spanwise velocity component, because in both cases

the coefficient of the logarithm in the formula for the profile as a function of y and in the

one for the peak intensity as a function of δ+ are roughly equal.
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Figure 3.8: Inner peak of the streamwise velocity fluctuations, in wall scaling and subtracting

the maximum for each case. Each line is restricted to y+ ≤ 3δ+
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, marked by a circle. The

Reynolds number increases in the direction of the arrow. , Numerical channels CH550–

CH4200; , BL6600 at δ+ = 1200 and 1900; 4 , experimental boundary layer at δ+ = 4338.33

The case of u′2
+

is more interesting because the coefficients on the logarithmic terms

in fits for u′2+max ∼ 0.65 log(δ+) (see Fig. 3.7) and u′2+ ∼ 1.26 log(δ/y),113 differ roughly

by a factor of two. Applying the argument above would in this case suggest that in the

limit of high δ+, the maximum intensity is reached at y+ ∼ δ+
1/2

. This is obviously not

true, since experiments and simulations show that the maximum is reached near y+ = 15,

independent of δ+. But it is consistent with the tentative conclusion in Marusic et al.113

that the logarithmic fluctuation profile is only found above a ‘mesolayer’ extending from

the edge of the viscous region to y+ ≈ 3 δ+
1/2

.

The value of u′2
+

at the outer edge of this mesolayer must thus scale like 0.63 log(δ+)

for large δ+. This accounts for the variation of u′2+max with δ+ if we assume there is a

roughly Reynolds number independent additive contribution to the u′2
+

profile below the
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mesolayer outer edge. To test this hypothesis, u′2
+ − u2+max is plotted in Fig. 3.8, where

the outer edge of the mesolayer is indicated with a circle for each curve. The profiles for

all cases collapse reasonably well, except for near the outer edge of the mesolayer, where

the increase with δ+ of the width of the mesolayer, in wall units, must be accommodated.

Note in particular that the value of u′2
+−u2+max at the outer edge of the mesolayer (circles

in Fig. 3.8) varies much less with Reynolds number than u2+max. The three kinds of flows

collapse extremely well in this very-near-wall region. Marusic et al.113 suggests that, at

extremely high Reynolds numbers, the upper end of the mesolayer develops an outer peak

of u′2, which is absent in Figure 3.8. But, the Reynolds number of the simulations are

too low to say anything about that possibility, and the resolution limits discussed above

for those experiments recommend caution.

The reason for the behavior of u′2+ in the mesolayer is not clear. It was originally

proposed to extend below the location of the maximum Reynolds stress,103,88 because the

viscous stress has to be taken into account in that region. While that is clearly true for

the mean profile, it is harder to understand how fluctuations can be directly influenced by

viscous accelerations. Consider an eddy of sizeO(y) and intensityO(uτ ), which undergoes

accelerations of order u∇u = O(u2τ/y) due to forces per unit mass of the same order. The

ratio of those forces to the mean viscous force, ν∂yyU ≈ νuτ/κy
2, is O(y+), implying

that the mean viscous force, even if important for the mean profile, is probably always

negligible for the fluctuations above the buffer layer. Smaller eddies suffer even higher

accelerations.

An explanation could be that the mesolayer effect on the fluctuations is simply the re-

flection of a different scaling velocity, once the average tangential Reynolds stress decreases

below u2τ . The structure of the flow could still be the same, but the logarithmic argument

ceases to hold once the requirement that −〈uv〉 should be proportional to u2τ is removed.

For example, it can be shown that the stress-structure coefficient, cuv = −〈uv〉/u′v′, which

can be taken as an indication of the momentum-transferring mechanism of the active ed-

dies, does not change appreciably over the mesolayer, and neither does w′2
+

, suggesting

that the structure of the eddies does not change. It is also suggestive that the edge of the

mesolayer is always close to the maximum of v′2, but attempting to scale v′2 with 〈uv〉
works poorly.

Any further understanding of this region will have to wait until either detailed experi-

mental measurements or simulations become available at Reynolds numbers high enough

for the mesolayer, if it indeed exists, to become longer and more noticeable than at present.
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3.5 The probability density functions

In the previous sections we have presented first- and second-order one-point statistics

of the turbulent velocity and pressure fluctuations. Even if those quantities are very

useful to characterize the behavior of turbulence, further insight can be obtained from

their Eulerian probability density functions (p.d.f.s). A p.d.f. of a statistical variable

contains all its information (except for the turbulent timescale146) from which one can

compute any order moment. Higher order moments are of great importance in engineering

applications. For instance, Reynolds-averaged NS equations (RANS) are generally used to

solve more complex problems than the simple geometrical domains of turbulent boundary,

pipe and channel flows. However, RANS needs of turbulence closures, whose adequacy

must be contrasted using DNS results. The p.d.f.s of the velocity and pressure fluctuations

can be found in our website162 for BL6600 at different Reynolds numbers.

The cumulative distribution function (c.d.f) of the velocity and pressure fluctuations

as a function of the distance to the wall is presented in Figure 3.9 for several probability

values, ranging from 0.1% to 99.9%. These contours illustrate the behavior of the p.d.f.

tails and their departure from Gaussianity. The figure includes the boundary layer BL6600

at δ+ ≈ 1300 and 2000, together with our channels CH950-CH4200.

Figures 3.9(a-b) present the distribution of u′+ from the viscous to the outer layer.

The scaling of the velocity is tested in Figure 3.9(a) in wall-units and in Figure 3.9(b) in

outer units. Along the viscous sublayer, y+ < 5, u′+ collapses very well in inner units.

Note that in this region there are velocity incursions which are of the order of the free-

stream velocity. The grayed region in the left side of the figure corresponds to zones of

reverse flow, whereas the grayed region in the right side corresponds to zones in which

u′+ > U+ ∝ y+. This behavior was reported for channel flows CH550-CH2000 by Jiménez

& Hoyas.73

As we move into the buffer layer u′+ fails to scale in wall units, increasing its value

proportionally to the Reynolds number. This is visible as a widening of the velocity

tails, specially the one associated with high-speed velocity events. At the same time,

channel flows exhibit shorter tails than boundary layers, which agrees with the second-

order moments reported in Figure 3.6. Note that we show results for the scaling of the

fluctuating velocities, defined as the deviation from their mean velocity profiles. The mean

is not necessarily the most probable value unless the distribution is zero skewed, which is

generally not the case. Jiménez & Hoyas73 studied instead the behavior of the p.d.f. of the

total velocity centred around its modal value for several channels along their logarithmic

and outer layers. They found that the Reynolds effects were confined to the low-velocity
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Figure 3.9: Constant probability contours of the velocity and pressure fluctuations as a function

of the distance to the wall. Left column, inner scaling. Right column, outer scaling. (a,b) u′+;

(c,d) v′+; (e,f) w′+; (g,h) p′+; The shaded region correspond to |u′+| > |±U+|. In all the panels

lines are BL6600 at (red) δ+ ≈ 1300 and (black) δ+ ≈ 1990. Symbols are: (red) • CH950, (black)

• CH2000, and (gray) • CH4200. The contours are from left to right: 0.1, 1, (10:20:90),

99 and 99.9%. The horizontal dashed line marks the location of the edge of the boundary layer,

at y = δ.
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tails, whereas the high-velocity tails collapsed very well. This was explained using the

velocity defect law, that states that the difference between the velocity at a given height

and the maximum velocity at the centreline or the free-stream region is independent of

the Reynolds number.

The c.d.f of v′+ is shown in Figure 3.9(c,d). It scales in inner units along the viscous

and buffer layers, and in outer units along the outer region. It can be shown that the

distribution is negatively skewed for 6 < y+ < 30, and positive elsewhere. At the viscous

layer v′+ << u′+ = O(w′+) because of the impermeability of the wall, and as a conse-

quence channels and boundary layers behave as a two-component flow in the wall-parallel

planes. The distribution of w′+ is presented in Figure 3.9(e,f), which must be statistically

symmetric with respect to its zero mean value because of the symmetry in the NS equa-

tions along the spanwise direction.86 This implies that the skewness is strictly zero. As

in the case of u′+, the value of w′+ when scaled in inner units depends on the Reynolds

numbers along the buffer and logarithmic layers, reflecting its attached character.

The c.d.f of the pressure fluctuations p′+ is presented in Figure 3.9(g,h). This distribu-

tion is negatively skewed across all the flow thickness, presenting a minimum at y+ ≈ 30

responsible for the peak on its variance p′2+ (see Fig. 3.5). That minimum is probably due

to the high-velocity core regions of the quasi-streamwise vortices at the near-wall region.

3.5.1 Quadrant analysis of the Reynolds shear stress covariance

The relation between the streamwise and wall-normal velocity can be studied using

the classical quadrant analysis,187,191 in which the instantaneous Reynolds shear stresses

are classified according to the sign of the u and v velocity components. The present

analysis is carried in wall-parallel planes distributed along the buffer, logarithmic and

outer regions of channel and boundary layers. Independently of the analysis method,

either in two-187,74 or three-dimensions,105 it is known that fourth-quadrant sweep (Q4)

and second-quadrant ejection (Q2) motions carry most of the Reynolds shear stress in

wall-bounded flows. The similarities and differences between internal and external shear

flows were discussed in detail by Jiménez et al..74 An extension of that study to boundary

layers at higher Reynolds numbers is presented next.

The fractional quadrant contribution to the average Reynold shear stress is shown in

Figure 3.10(a), confirming the trends observed for these flows at lower Reynolds num-

bers.187,74 In the viscous sublayer, the main contribution to the Reynolds shear stress is

coming from Q4s (high speed fluid splatting into the wall), whereas the contribution of

the Q2s is roughly compensated by the Q1 outwards motions. That is, the local trans-
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fer of energy from the flow to the structures (Q2) equals to that of the structures to

the flow (Q1) while being transported away from the wall. As we move into the buffer

layer the fractional contribution of the sweeps diminish as a consequence of the increasing

number of ejections. At the location of the maximum kinetic energy production,86,110,61

y ≈ 12+, the relative contribution of the Q2+Q4 motions to −〈uv〉 is the largest, and

Q4s carry approximately as much Reynolds shear stress as the Q2s.86 Further into the

buffer and logarithmic regions, the contribution of Q2s becomes slightly larger than the

Q4s, remaining approximately constant along the logarithmic layer.
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Figure 3.10: Quadrant Reynolds shear stress decomposition. (a) Fractional quadrant contri-

bution to −〈uv〉 across channel and boundary layers. Positive values are (red) Q2 ejections and

(black) Q4 sweeps. Negative values are (red) Q1 ejections and (black) Q3 sweeps. Lines stand

for boundary layers at δ+ ≈ 1300 and δ+ ≈ 1990. Open symbols stand for # CH950,

and � CH2000, whereas solid symbols stand for the position of the edge of the boundary layer.

(b) Contours of constant covariance integrand ξuv=uvP (u, v) by quadrant at y ≈ 0.6δ. Lines

are: (black) boundary layer at δ+ ≈ 1990, (red) CH2000. Contours range from

(−0.4 : 0.05 : 0.1) excluding the zero value.

These results suggest that channel and boundary layers are essentially equal up to the

logarithmic layer, and that the effect of the Reynolds number is weak. Differences start

appearing towards the end of the outer region,74 where the fractional contributions differ

most. For instance, close to the channel centreline the quadrants get aliased because

of the change in the sign of v, corresponding to turbulent structures that cross from

one half to the other half of the channel.74,105 This effect is absent in boundary layer,

however, as the edge of the boundary layers is approached (marked with H) we observe

that: the ratio Q2/Q4 reaches a relative maximum, the Q2s become the main source of

Reynolds shear stress, and the counter-gradient Q1s and Q3s remain fairly constant. That
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maximum appears as a consequence of the decrease of the Reynolds shear stress carried

by structures that are transported from the potential free stream into the turbulent flow

(Q4 events). Further into the potential region the Q2s and Q4s increase monotonically,

which must be compensated by an increasing number of Q1 and Q3 events. Note that

even if each of the quadrant contribution diverges, the net Reynolds shear stress in this

region is negligible. The easiest explanation is that at the irrotational region there is only

random background turbulence, and therefore, the probability of belonging to a particular

quadrant equals.

More information can be extracted by considering the weighted joint probability den-

sity function (j.p.d.f), ξuv=uvP (u, v), often referred as “covariance integrand”.186 This

is shown in Figure 3.10(b), for channels and boundary layers at δ+ ≈ 2000 and y ≈ 0.6δ.

The integration of ξuv over each of the quadrants leads to the fractional contribution to

the Reynolds shear stress presented in Figure 3.10(a). As discussed previously for the

outer region, the main contribution to the Reynolds shear stress for this particular height

comes from the second-quadrant Q2 ejection motions, as it can be observed. What is

more interesting is that in the two flows ξuv reasonably collapse, as long as the ejections

or sweeps move respectively towards the outer layer or the wall region with moderate ve-

locity, −1/2 < v+ < 1, for this particular Reynolds number. Hereby, the contribution of

these events to the Reynolds shear stress is essentially the same in both flows. Differences

are found, however, for the events with higher wall-normal velocities corresponding to the

tails of its probability density function. For those motions, boundary layers carry more

Reynolds shear stress than channels, as displayed in the figure.

3.5.2 Quadrant analysis of the velocity-pressure covariance

The correlation between the pressure and velocity fluctuations 〈uip〉 gives place to

the pressure transport, appearing in the pressure-diffusion tensor of the kinetic energy

budgets.58 † We analyze these terms using a quadrant decomposition as well.

The fractional contributions to 〈up〉 and 〈vp〉 are shown in Figures 3.11(a-b) and their

associated mean profiles in Figure 3.11(c). The fractional contributions to 〈wp〉 are not

presented, for it was discussed this correlation must be statistically zero. The quadrant

contributions to the pressure transport 〈up〉 and 〈vp〉 are qualitatively very similar. In

boundary layers the main events correspond to the first and fourth quadrants, that are

those with positive velocity and arbitrary pressure. In the case of 〈up〉, the two compo-

†The kinetic energy budgets of BL6600 can be consulted on our website.
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Figure 3.11: Quadrant decomposition for 〈uip〉. (a-b) Fractional quadrant contribution across

channels and boundary layers for 〈up〉 and 〈vp〉. Negative values: (red) Q2, (balck) Q4. Positive

values: (red) Q1 , (black) Q3. Lines stand for boundary layers at δ+ ≈ 1300 and δ+ ≈
1990. (c) Profiles of 〈uip〉+ as a function of the height. Lines stand for: (black) 〈up〉+, (red)

〈vp〉+, and (blue) 〈wp〉+. For all the panels: open symbols stand for CH2000.

nents are positively correlated,181 whereas for 〈vp〉 they are negatively correlated. Despite

that, the magnitude of these quantities are smaller than their fractional contributions Q1

and Q4, which present a hump around y ≈ 0.2δ, that is visible in Figures 3.11(a-b).

On the other hand, the scenario in channels is quite different, even if the net contribu-

tion follows very well to those of boundary layers as shown in Figure 3.11(c). The most

obvious difference in the streamwise and wall-normal pressure transport terms is the ab-

sent hump around y ≈ 0.2δ− 0.3δ, due to the pressure fluctuations and as a consequence

of the entrainment of irrotational fluid in boundary layers,74 as shown in section §3.4.

Nonetheless, the Q2 and Q3 events are very similar for both flows.

Contours of constant integrand covariance, ξuip, are shown in Figure 3.12. The co-

variance integrand of the velocities with the pressure at the buffer layer, y+ ≈ 15, which

collapse well as long as the fluctuations are normalized by their standard deviations are

presented in Figure 3.12(a-c). This reveals that at the buffer layer of our wall-bounded

flows, both the velocity and pressure fluctuations interact in a similar way, independent of

how intense those fluctuations are. This is not so surprising for the velocities, because the

dynamic at the near-wall region is independent of the outer layer.78 It is more curious that

the interaction of the pressure, which is expected to behave globally, with the velocities is

the same for both flows. This emphasizes the dual character of the pressure fluctuations,

which contains both local and global contributions.73 As we move further away from the

wall, the collapse of ξuip between both flows worsen.
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Figure 3.12: Constant covariance integrand ξuip=uipP (ui, p) by quadrant at several heights:

(a-c) y+ ≈ 15. (d-f) y ≈ 0.1δ. (g-i) y ≈ 0.6δ. Left column, ξpu; middle column, ξpv; right

column, ξpw. Lines are: boundary layer at δ+ ≈ 1990; channel at δ+ ≈ 2000.

Contours range from ±(0.01− 0.8) with increments of 0.015

3.6 Conclusions

A new direct numerical simulation of a zero-pressure-gradient boundary layer in the

range Reθ=2780 − 6680 has been presented and compared with corresponding channel

and pipe flows in the comparable Reynolds-number range δ+ ≈ 1000− 2000.

We have shown that the eddy turn-over length164 x̃ is the appropriate scale to char-

acterize the recovery of the different flow-scales after the initial trip, rather than Reθ.

Parameters linked to the large-scales, such as the shape factor or the wake parameter

of the mean velocity profile, only relax to its asymptotic state after x̃ ≈ 4 − 5, which

is equivalent to 100–120 mean boundary-layer thickness, or to 250 boundary-layer thick-

nesses measured at the inflow. Shorter distances x̃ ≈ 1 are needed for the parameters
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related to small-scales, such as the maximum Reynolds stresses. Since the eddy turn-over

length increases with the Reynolds number, simulations initiated at higher Reynolds num-

bers become increasingly expensive. To avoid this penalty, we used a double-simulation-

box strategy to maximize x̃ within reasonable cost, concluding that all the scales in our

simulation are correctly represented for Reθ > 4800.

One-point statistics, represented by the mean velocity profile and velocity fluctuations,

agree well with the boundary layers surveyed in this chapter. For Reynolds numbers

δ+ ≈ 2000, clear evidence of the existence of logarithmic fluctuation profiles are found

for w′2+ and p′2+, both in boundary layers and in channels. An attempt was made to

confirm the logarithmic profile proposed by Marusic et al.113 for the streamwise velocity

fluctuations, using channels up to δ+ ≈ 4000, but even that Reynolds number seems too

low to corroborate or reject its existence. One of the consequences of the logarithmic pro-

files of these attached variables is that the maximum value of their fluctuation intensities

depends on the Reynolds number and is reached near the wall. We have confirmed that

the maximum of u′2+ and the value of p′2+ at the wall are proportional to log(δ+). The

same is true for w′2+max. In some of those cases, such as in the logarithmic growth of p′2+w

and w′2+max with δ+, the behavior is consistent with a fixed location for the maximum at

some fixed value of y+. On the other hand, the maximum of the streamwise velocity fluc-

tuations can probably only be understood by accepting the conclusion in Marusic et al.113

that the logarithmic fluctuation profile only exists above a mesolayer88 extending up to

y+ = 3 δ+
1/2

. In agreement with previous observations,73 no evidence of a logarithmic

profile is observed for the wall-normal velocity.

Comparison of external and internal flows confirms that the transverse velocities and

pressure fluctuations are more intense in boundary layers, as originally found by Jiménez &

Hoyas,73 and we have shown that the same is true for the streamwise velocity fluctuations.

The excesses of the three velocity components with respect to channels are of the same

order, and reach a maximum around y/δ = 0.35–0.5, essentially independently of the

Reynolds number. This has been argued to be consistent with the notion that those

differences originate as a consequence of the entrainment of irrotational fluid in boundary

layers,74 which is absent from internal flows.



Chapter 4

Two-point statistics ∗

4.1 Introduction

The presence of large-scale motions in wall-bounded flows has received considerable

attention since the late fifties, when Townsend177 and Grant48 realized that the long

tails of time-delayed streamwise velocity autocorrelation43 implied the existence of large-

scale structures carrying a substantial part of the kinetic energy. These structures are

fully three-dimensional and complex, such as the velocity streaks,89 the Reynolds shear

stress structures,105 and the bulges in the outer region of turbulent boundary layers.92,125

The best-known among them are the velocity streaks of the buffer layer of wall-bounded

flows, corresponding to alternating high- and low-momentum structures. They were first

visualized and described in the experiments of Kline et al.,89 Bakewell & Lumley,11 and

Corino & Brodkey.31 Examples of those streaks are presented in Figure 4.1, together

with a three-dimensional high-momentum structure that is born at the buffer layer. Such

structures will be characterized in chapter §5. The near-wall region of wall-bounded flows

is fairly well understood nowadays,70 but the organized pattern of alternating high- and

low-speed fluid is not restricted to the buffer layer, and extends to the logarithmic region

with dimensions of the order of the flow thickness.174 A complete review of the coherent

structures, mainly focused on the near-wall and outer regions of boundary layers, can be

found in Robinson.151 Our understanding of the kinematic and dynamic aspects of these

structures is still limited, even though different structural models have been proposed over

time, with varying levels of success.179,142,174,8

∗Part of the content of this chapter has been submitted to Phys. Fluids under the title: Two-point

statistics for turbulent boundary layers and channels at Reynolds numbers up to δ+ ≈ 2000. The paper

is coauthored by Jiménez, J. & Moser, R. D.

57
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Figure 4.1: Streamwise velocity streaks in a ZPG-TBL at δ+ ≈ 1800 and y+ ≈ 15. The

low-velocity streaks u′+ < −2 are in black and the high-velocity u′+ > 2 streaks in white. The

three-dimensional structure represents a high-momentum region of value u′+=2. Flow goes from

left to right, and the wall-parallel plane has a dimension of Lx=2.6δ and Lz=2.1δ.

In this chapter we present complete three-dimensional spatial two-point statistics for

the new zero-pressure-gradient turbulent boundary layer up to Reθ ≈ 6600 (δ+ ≈ 2000),

and compare them to turbulent channels at similar Reynolds numbers.7,60 To some ex-

tent, this chapter can be considered a continuation of the previous one, in which one-point

statistics of the velocity and pressure fluctuations were presented and discussed. Incom-

pressible boundary layers and channels are chosen to represent canonical external and

internal wall-bounded flows respectively, and to correlate them the Kármán number is

used as explained in chapter §3. We often classify results as relating to the buffer, loga-

rithmic or outer regions, arbitrarily defined as y+ < 80, 80ν/uτ < y < 0.2δ, and y > 0.2δ,

respectively.

Even though this study is based on a traditional tool to study turbulence as it is the

correlation between two variables, it is novel in the sense that for the first time, it presents

a detailed analysis of 3D spatial correlations over a moderate range of Reynolds numbers,

δ+ ≈ 500 − 2000, and relatively large domain sizes. Our first goal is to characterize the

average structure of the velocity fluctuations and of the Reynolds shear stress along the

buffer, logarithmic, and outer layer of our flows of interest; with special emphasis on the

last two regions. We will analyze in detail the correlation functions and their characteristic
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sections to investigate the similarities and differences between internal and external flows.

Historically, after the one-dimensional correlation obtained by Grant48 to investigate

the presence of large-scale structures in boundary layers, Tritton180 extended those by

measuring new velocity correlations and by comparing them with the channel flow exper-

iment of Comte-Bellot.30 The new experimental results revealed no significant differences

between the two flows at the near-wall region, contradicting the original measurements

of Grant.48 In addition, Tritton observed that the correlation length of the streamwise

structures clearly exceeded the local distance of the structures to the wall, in agreement

with the attached-eddy model formulated by Townsend178 a few years before. Tritton

also showed that in boundary layers the streamwise structures decrease their correlation

length throughout the outer region.47,96,144,66 A similar effect was later found for internal

flows as well,20,26,97 but in this case the streamwise structures start to decrease its length

beyond the middle of the outer region.

The reasons for these differences are still unclear, and several explanations have been

proposed over the years. For instance, Ganapathisubramani et al.47 computed the veloc-

ity correlations at several heights in an experimental boundary layer at δ+ ≈ 1000, and

found differences with respect to those in channel flows.26 Those differences were essen-

tially related to the extent of the streamwise structures in the flow direction. They argued

that the mean velocity profile in channel flows exhibits a logarithmic behavior through

a significant part of the outer layer, in contrast to boundary layers, in which a stronger

“wake” region emerges to match the speed of the potential free stream.73 This would ex-

plain, in principle, the location of the maximum correlation lengths and also the presence

of longer structures in channel flows. Hutchins & Marusic66 suggested that the differences

in the length of the correlations might indicate that the meandering of these structures

is somehow more constrained in the spanwise direction of internal flows than in external

flows. The authors reported lengths of O(20δ) for these structures in a high-Reynolds

number experimental boundary layer. Such structures were identified at the logarithmic

region by visual inspection, and the comparison of their lengths with those inferred from

either the correlation or the energy spectra revealed a drastic reduction to O(6δ). In the

present chapter we will further clarify this effect by analyzing the causality between the

spanwise and streamwise velocity fluctuations using correlations conditioned to intense

events of the former.

Accurate experiments and simulations of the largest scales at the logarithmic region

have only become feasible in the last decades, partly because of the high Reynolds numbers

required to observe that region.172 Nowadays, spatial flow-reconstructions are commonly
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obtained experimentally by particle image velocimetry (PIV), although rarely outside of

planar sections. For instance, Adrian et al.2 conducted measurements of a turbulent

boundary layer at δ+ ≈ 2000, and found streamwise velocity structures as long as 2δ that

were tilted from the wall57 by about 12o. The existence of these ramps was explained using

the hairpin vortex paradigm,173,2 in which a collection of hairpins of size O(δ), “hairpin

packets”, align themselves and propagate with small velocity dispersion. As a result, they

create the longer streamwise structures of length O(10δ-20δ) that have been detected

from spectral measurements, both experimentally and numerically.6,60,66,69 Nevertheless,

del Álamo et al.8 instead modeled these long conditional low-momentum structures as

“wakes advected by the mean velocity profile and diffused by the eddy viscosity of the

mean flow”. This behavior was shown to be consistent with a cone tangent to the wall

along the streamwise direction, similar to the conical eddies in the eddy attached model

of Townsend.179

Liu et al.102 compiled two-dimensional spatial correlations in an experimental turbu-

lent channel at δ+ ≈ 1400 to examine the structure of the velocity fluctuations and of

the Reynolds shear stress. They observed correlation lengths of at least O(2δ − 4δ) for

the streamwise velocity structures along the flow direction, and much shorter ones for

the wall-normal velocity, of O(0.4δ). The linear interaction of the streamwise and the

wall-normal velocities, described by the cross-correlation, revealed that the long struc-

tures carried a significant fraction of the Reynolds shear stress, but little energy in the

wall-normal component. Other experimental investigations on the structure of the tur-

bulent velocities using spatial correlations are those of Ganapathisubramani et al.47 and

Wu & Christensen196 for boundary layers. Unfortunately, all of the above PIV experi-

ments are restricted to fairly short windows of streamwise size O(δ). To overcome this

limitation, alternative techniques have been employed such as hot-film,87,51 multisensor

hot-wire anemometry,66,122,183,10 or PIV in conjunction with Taylor hypothesis,36 which

allow two- and three-dimensional flow-reconstructions over larger extents. In our study

the velocity and pressure correlations are computed within fairly large domains O(20δ),

to allow the fluid structures to fully decorrelate and to observe the largest scales present

in the flow.

At the same or even at higher Reynolds numbers than in experiments, two-point

spatial correlations of the velocity and pressure fluctuations have been reported in direct

numerical simulations of internal and external wall-bounded flows. DNSes provide high-

quality databases with unique spatial and velocity dynamic ranges. In the seminal works of

Kim et al.86 and Spalart,170 velocity correlations were reported for a channel at δ+ ≈ 180
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and for a boundary layer reaching Reθ=1410. Since then, DNSes of channel, pipe and

boundary layers have been performed by various groups. A compilation of these DNSes

was listed in table 1.1. Some DNSes of channel flows including velocity correlations or

their spectra are those of Antonia et al.9 at δ+ ≈ 300, Abe et al.1 at δ+ ≈ 640, del

Álamo & Jiménez6 at δ+ ≈ 550, del Álamo et al.7 and Ahn et al.3 at δ+ ≈ 935, Jiménez

& Hoyas73,60 at δ+ ≈ 2003, and Bernardini et al.15 and Lozano-Durán & Jiménez107 at

δ+ ≈ 4000. Velocity correlations (or spectra) are found for boundary layers in the work of

Jiménez et al.74,164 at Reθ ≈ 1970, Lee & Sung96 at Reθ ≈ 2560, and Schlatter et al.155 at

Reθ ≈ 4300. At similar Reynolds numbers those correlations can be found for pipe flows

in the work by Eggels et al.37 at δ+ ≈ 180, Chin et al.24 at δ+ ≈ 500, Wu et al.192,12 at

δ+ ≈ 685, Lee & Sung97 at δ+ ≈ 935, Khoury et al.81,82 at δ+ ≈ 1000, and Wu & Moin193

at δ+ ≈ 1140.

Using a DNS of a boundary layer, Lee & Sung96 reported correlation lengths as long

as O(6δ) for the streamwise velocity structures at the upper edge of the logarithmic

region, inclined away from the wall by an average 15o−20o. They extended their analysis

to numerical pipe flows at similar Reynolds number,97 finding longer structures than in

boundary layers. The largest differences were located, as in the case of the channel, near

the middle of the outer region.

The second objective of this study is to document detailed two-point statistics for

the pressure fluctuations across the flow, which are generally more complicated to obtain

experimentally than the velocities, especially away from the wall. Even in the case of

DNSes, the available data is scarce compared to the velocity fluctuations. Correlations

and power spectra of the pressure fluctuations were reported in numerical simulations by

Kim,84, Choi & Moin,25 Jiménez & Hoyas,73 and Jiménez et al..74 Important works on

the experimental side are those of Willmarth & Wooldridge,190 Farabee & Casarella,42

and Tsuji et al.181 for boundary layers at high Reynolds numbers. To our knowledge,

the three-dimensional correlations presented in this thesis are the first available within

literature.

The chapter is structured as follows: The next section briefly describes the numerical

experiments and defines the post-processing procedures. The two-point correlations for

the velocity fluctuations are discussed in §4.3, those for the Reynolds stresses in §4.4, and

those for the pressure fluctuations in §4.5. Section §4.6 describes conditional correlations,

and §4.7 provides a summary and conclusion.
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4.2 Numerical databases and methods

Table 4.1 summarizes the parameters of the direct numerical simulations used in this

paper. In particular, we use previously published channels from our group at δ+ = 934

(CH950),7 and δ+ = 2003 (CH2000),60 together with a turbulent boundary layer in the

same range of Reynolds numbers δ+ ≈ 980− 2025.163

Table 4.1: Parameters of the numerical simulations used in the text. Lx, Ly and Lz are the

box dimensions along the three axes. The corresponding resolutions, measured at the middle

of the computational box, are `x, `y (measured at y = δ) and `z. Nf is the number of fields

used to accumulate statistics, T is the time spanned by those fields, and Ncor is the number of

wall-normal locations at which correlations are compiled. The boundary layer properties, δ and

uτ , are taken in the middle of the box.

Case Reθ δ+ (Lx, Ly, Lz)/δ `+x , `+y , `+z Nf Ncor Tuτ/δ

CH950 - 934 8π, 2, 3π 7.6, 7.6, 3.8 74 112 12

CH2000 - 2003 8π, 2, 3π 8.2, 8.9, 4.1 233 34 11

BL6600 2780–6650 980–2025 21π, 3.5, 3.2π 6.5, 10.2, 3.8 212 22 11.5

The numerical code for channels integrates the Navier–Stokes equations in the form of

an evolution problem for the wall-normal vorticity ωy and for the Laplacian of the wall-

normal velocity, ∇2v, as in Kim et al..86 The spatial discretization uses fully dealiased

Fourier expansions in the wall-parallel directions. CH950 uses Chebychev polynomials in

the wall-normal direction, whereas CH2000 uses seven-point compact finite differences.

Numerical details can be found in the original publications. The time marching is semi-

implicit three-step Runge–Kutta.171 The details of the numerical code in the case of

boundary layers can be found in Simens et al.164 and in chapter §2.

4.2.1 Two-points statistics

Three dimensional spatial two-point correlations are used to describe the average spa-

tial organization and structure of the flow. For convenience, correlations are computed

in Fourier space for all the homogeneous directions, and transformed to physical space to

compare different flows. For instance, the covariance for boundary layers is defined as

R̂BL
ψφ (x, x′, y, y′, kz) = 〈ψ̂(x, y, kz)φ̂

∗(x′, y′, kz)〉 (4.1)
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where ψ and φ are generic variables of zero mean, ψ̂ stand for a Fourier transform in

the spanwise direction, the asterisk stands for complex conjugation, 〈·〉 is the expected

value, kz is the spanwise wave number, and (x′, y′) is the location of the reference corre-

lation point. In channels, due to the streamwise homogeneity, the covariance reduces to

R̂CH
ψφ (x-x′, y, y′, kz). The covariance in physical space can then be obtained by its inverse

transform, obtaining RBL
ψφ (x, x′, y, y′,∆z); where ∆z is the distance between two points in

the homogeneous spanwise direction.

Figure 4.2: Sketch of the methodology to compute the covariance, Rψφ(r, r′), at a given ref-

erence section at x′ and height y′. The corresponding Reynolds number is δ(x′)+. The yellow

shaded region represents the domain where Rψφ is computed. The gray shaded region is the

streamwise region over which covariances are averaged for constant height y=y′, delimited by

the two open symbols #.

The covariances are accumulated over a number of flow field realizations, specified

in table 4.1. Since boundary layers are not homogeneous in the streamwise direction,

correlations are computed at three different x′-reference stations, δ(x′)+=1313, 1530 and

1990. A sketch of the procedure for one of those stations is presented in Figure 4.2.

A range of size x′ ± 10δ is considered in the streamwise-direction, except for the highest

Reynolds number, in which the computational box ends at x′end ≈ x+2δ. Inspection of the

velocity and pressure correlations in those domains reveals that they decorrelate to values

that are under a few percent and of the order of their statistical uncertainty. This suggests

that the largest scales of the flow107,69 are properly captured. Streamwise averaging of

the boundary layer correlations for constant x − x′ is performed in a x′ = x′nom ± δ/2

window around the nominal reference positions x′nom. As a result, smoother correlations

are obtained, while the error in the computed statistics is marginal.74 Correlations in

channel flows are computed over the whole computational box, x′ ± 4πδ, which is similar

in extension to the domain considered for the boundary layer. For all cases, a number of
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different reference heights distributed along the inner, logarithmic, and outer regions are

used to compute the correlation functions (see table 4.1).

The autocorrelation coefficient,

Cψφ(r, r′) =
Rψφ(r, r′)

σψ(r)σφ(r′)
, (4.2)

is obtained by normalizing the covariance with the product of the standard deviation at

the two points involved in its measurement, denoted by r′ for the reference point and r

for the moving one. This definition seems to be more consistent with the fact that mea-

suring quantities at two locations in which the turbulent intensities can vary significantly

as a consequence of the presence of either wall boundaries, or a potential free stream re-

gion. The above normalization is generally adopted by most researchers,180,102,47,196,144,96

although the normalization of the covariance by σψ(r′)2 is used occasionally.183,35
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Figure 4.3: Effect of the normalization in the covariance Ruu. (a) Ratio Φ=σu(y′)/σu(y) as a

function of y at δ+ ≈ 2000 and heights: 0.1δ and 0.6δ. Lines without symbols stand

for the boundary layer, and those with open circles for CH2000. Vertical lines are drawn for

the two selected heights. (b-c) CH2000 streamwise velocity autocorrelation Cuu(x, y,∆z=0) at

y′ ≈ 0.1δ and y′ ≈ 0.6δ, respectively. The contours are the 0.05, 0.2, and 0.5 of the correlation.

Normalized using: two-point and one-point location. For all the panels the symbol

� is the fixed reference point, r′.

A comparison of the covariances using both normalizations is shown in Figure 4.3,

showing small differences for the size of the autocorrelation and its inclination angle in

relation to the wall. The ratio between the two normalizations, Φ=σu(y
′)/σu(y), is shown

in Figure 4.3(a) at two heights and Reynolds number δ+ ≈ 2000. The ratio Φ is higher

or lower than unity for heights above or below the reference correlation point, since u′

monotonically decreases with the height through the logarithmic and outer regions. The

autocorrelations at those heights are shown in Figures 4.3(b-c). Ratios Φ > 1 lead to

larger correlation lengths than in the one-point normalization case, whereas ratios Φ < 1
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lead to shorter ones. Similar effects are also found for the transversal-velocities (Cvv,

Cww) and pressure correlations (Cpp). From now on, we will refer to the autocorrelation

coefficient defined in (4.2) as correlation, unless otherwise stated.

4.3 Velocity Correlations

One of the “advantages” of numerical simulations over experiments is that the stream-

wise extent over which the three-dimensional correlations are recorded is not a limiting

factor, rather, it is set to the minimum domain size while containing the largest turbulent

structures. This will allow us to characterize turbulent structures with lengths of the

order of O(20δ), that are frequently reported in wall-bounded turbulent flows.66,121

Figure 4.4 is a three-dimensional representation of Cuu for the boundary layer, cen-

tered at the outer region y′=0.6δ at Reynolds number δ(x′)+=1530. The domain displayed

extends over 6δ×1.2δ×2δ in the streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise direction, respec-

tively, and it is 50 times smaller than the original dataset, of size 20δ × 3.4δ × 10δ. For

the isosurface Cuu = 0.09, there is a positively correlated region extending over Lmx ≈ 4δ

between its farthermost points in the streamwise direction, from 3δ upstream to δ down-

stream. In the wall-normal and spanwise directions it has a size of Lmy ≈ δ and Lmz ≈ 0.5δ,

respectively. Two negatively correlated regions flank the positive one, separated from each

other ∆z ≈ δ. The Cuu = −0.09 isosurface extends for Lmx ≈ 1.7δ, and is also smaller than

the positive one in the wall-normal and spanwise directions: Lmy ≈ 0.55δ and Lmz ≈ 0.35δ

respectively. Both positive and negative regions are slightly inclined in relation to the

wall, which will be quantified in section §4.3.2.

In the following sections, a simpler yet clearer representation is adopted in order

to show the characteristic features of the different turbulent structures, in which two-

dimensional sections of the correlation object are extracted at zero-distance: x=x′, zy-

plane; y=y′, xz-plane; and ∆z=0, xy-plane. Two such xz- and zy-planes are included in

Figure 4.4, together with an extra zy-plane at ∆x/δ=-2.2.

As originally shown by Townsend,179 it follows from the condition of incompressibility

that the covariance must satisfy ∂jRji(r, r
′)=0, where ∂j is the derivative in the j coordi-

nate direction of the j component velocity. Integrating over the whole space, and noting

that the covariance vanishes either at large |r−r′| or when r is at a no-slip wall, it follows

that x
Ruu dz dy =

x
Rvv dx dz =

x
Rww dx dy = 0, (4.3)

where the integration is over a complete plane normal to each velocity component, either
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Figure 4.4: Three-dimensional representation of the correlation of the streamwise velocity

fluctuations, Cuu, for a boundary layer at δ+=1530 and y′/δ=0.6. The flow goes from left to

right. Several isosurfaces are shown at Cuu =−0.09 (white), +0.09 (turquoise), +0.4 (yellow)

and +0.8 (blue). For the last three isosurfaces a transparency of 40% is set. In the planes going

through the correlation origin, the contour lines of positive and negative correlation values are

colored red and white respectively, ranging from 0.09 to 1.0 and from -0.04 to -0.1. The contour

lines of the zy-plane at ∆x/δ = −2.2 range from 0.03 to 0.1 ,and from -0.02 to -0.06. Cuts

are colored by the correlation value, ranging from red (most positive) to white (must negative),

passing through blue (zero).

from (-∞,∞) in the case of x and z, or from one wall to the other in the case of a channel,

or from the wall to the potential free stream region in the case of a boundary layer.

As a consequence, the functional form of the correlations over those sections is not

completely arbitrary. For instance, any instantaneous correlation flux over any plane

orthogonal to a given velocity component must be strictly zero, which necessarily implies

the coexistence of positive and negative correlation regions within that plane. As an

example, this can be seen in Figure 4.4 for any of the zy-planes of Cuu. Note that (4.3)

does not require the plane to pass through the origin, but it does not extend strictly to

the correlation coefficient in inhomogenous flows, because of the spatial dependence of

the standard deviations.

Figure 4.5 displays the three-dimensional correlations of the transversal velocities,

Cvv and Cww, taken at the same height and Reynolds numbers than in Figure 4.4. The
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Figure 4.5: Three-dimensional representation of the correlation of the wall-normal velocity fluc-

tuations, Cvv, and of the spanwise velocity fluctuations, Cww, for a boundary layer at δ+=1530

and y′=0.6δ. The flow goes from left to right. Several isosurfaces are shown at C = −0.09

(white), +0.1 (turquoise), +0.2 (yellow) and +0.6 (blue). For the last three isosurfaces a trans-

parency of 40% is set. In the planes going through the correlation origin, the contour lines of

positive and negative correlation values are colored red and white respectively, ranging from

0.1 to 1.0 for both correlations, from -0.01 to -0.02 in Cvv, and from -0.02 to -0.08 in Cww. A

transparency of 40% is set for these planes. Cuts are colored by the correlation value, ranging

from red (most positive) to blue (most negative), passing through white (zero).

domain displayed in the figure is shorter than in figure Figure 4.4, but not much narrower:

δ × 1.2δ × δ for Cvv, and 2δ × 1.2δ × 1.5δ for Cww.

Cvv is a tall structure, elongated in the wall-normal direction. In the xz-plane, the

section of the positively correlated region is elliptical, with the major axis aligned in the

free stream direction and axes sizes of ax ≈ 0.55δ and az ≈ 0.4δ for Cvv=0.1. Weak

negative correlation regions are found outside the ellipse with axes length ax ≈ 1.5δ

and az ≈ 0.8δ, that correspond to the lowest threshold displayed, Cvv=−0.01. The most

intense anticorrelated regions form a quadrupole centered at ∆z≈±0.4δ and ∆x ≈ ±0.5δ,

which, as we will see later, is specific to this wall distance.

The spatial organization of Cww is particularly interesting. It consists of a positively

correlated region inclined at a positive angle in relation to the wall, higher than the

one of Cuu, flanked by four negatively correlated regions. The strongest anticorrelated

regions are found right above and below the positive one. Those are the white isosurfaces

Cww=−0.09. Beside these two intense anticorrelated regions there are another two objects
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located side by side in the spanwise direction, represented by the white contour in the

zy-plane. The intersection of the positive correlation with the xz- and zy-plane leads to

square-type shapes rather than elliptical ones, which are found only when intersecting Cww

with the xy-plane. For instance, the dimensions of Cww=0.1 along the xz- and yz-planes

is Lx ≈ Lz ≈ 0.65δ and Ly ≈ 0.35δ. The length of the negative objects for Cww=−0.09 is

Lmx ≈ 0.5δ for the object located at the top, and Lmx ≈ 0.65δ for the one at the bottom,

both with roughly the same wall-normal size, Lmy ≈ 0.3δ.

Note that the spatial organization of the two velocity correlations in Figure 4.5, with

negatively correlated regions above and below the origin for w, and located spanwise for

v, suggests that, at least at this distance from the wall, the dominant structure of the

velocity is a quasi-streamwise roller inclined to the wall, rather than a spanwise one.

Characteristic sections of the velocity correlations

Two-dimensional sections of the velocity correlations are discussed next. We consider

correlations centered at the middle of the logarithmic layer y′ ≈ 0.1δ and at the outer

region y′ ≈ 0.8δ for Reynolds numbers reaching δ+ ≈ 2000.

Streamwise (xy) sections of Cuu and Cww are shown in Figure 4.6. At y′ ≈ 0.1δ, for

instance, the correlation Cuu is shorter in boundary layers than in channels, and in both

cases longer than Cww. The size of Cww = 0.05 is approximately equal for both flows at

this height, Lx ≈ 2δ. For Cuu = 0.05, boundary layers extend over Lx ≈ 8δ, and longer

in channels. Figures 4.6(e-h) are of more interest, which are further from the wall. They

show that Cuu clearly extend farther in channels than in boundary layers, in accordance

with published spectra.74 It is important to highlight that, while the correlation between

two variables can always be computed, the same is not true for their spectra, which

might not even exist. Consider an homogeneous isotropic turbulent flow, it follows that

the energy spectra, lets say Euu, is the Fourier transform of the covariance Ruu and vice

versa. The spectra provides information regarding the distribution of the energy along

a range of scales of wavelength λ, whereas the covariance provides information regarding

the locality of the fluid structures in physical space, r − r′. For wall-bounded flows, in

which one or more directions are inhomogeneous, the correlations are no longer the inverse

transform of the spectra, which does not exist mathematically along those directions. This

is the case along the wall-normal coordinate in boundary layers and channels, and also

along the streamwise coordinate of the former. Therefore, the correlations contain “real”

information with regards to the three-dimensional spatial structure of wall-bounded flows.

However, as mentioned, correlations mix all the scales. As a result, for boundary layer
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Figure 4.6: Streamwise (xy) sections of the correlations at y′/δ=0.1 (a-d) and y′/δ=0.8 (e-h).

Left column, Cuu; right column, Cww. (a-b,e-f) Boundary layers. (c-d,g-h) Channels. Positive

contours (black) are (0.05:0.1:. . . ), and negative ones (red) are (-0.05:-0.05:. . . ). Solid lines stand

for boundary layers and channels at δ+ ≈ 2000. Dashed lines stand for the boundary layer at

δ+=1313 and the channel CH950. The symbol # is Cuu = 0.05 at y = 0.8δ for y′ = 0.1δ (a,c),

and y = 0.1δ for y′ = 0.8δ (e,g). Note that the aspect ratios are not equal. The flow goes from

negative to positive x-values.

and channel flows, the streamwise (xy) section of the correlations can be expressed as a

function of the integrated one-dimensional spanwise spectra,

Rψφ(x, x′, y, y′) ≡ Rψφ(x, x′, y, y′,∆z = 0) =

∫
R̂ψφ(x, x′, y, y′, kz) dkz, (4.4)

Consider the two-dimensional correlations Cuu and Cww. Their lengths extend consid-
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erably further upstream and downstream from the reference point than in the case of

just considering the y=y′ section, that is the information provided by the integrated two-

dimensional spectra (which is approximated along the streamwise direction in boundary

layers74). For Cww = 0.05 at y′ = 0.8δ, those lengths are Lx ≈ 2.5δ and Lx ≈ 0.7δ, re-

spectively. In the case of the two-dimensional Cuu, the extend is of Lx ≈ 6δ for boundary

layers and of Lx ≈ 15δ for channel flows. Along the wall-normal direction, Cuu spans the

whole flow thickness, from very close to the wall to either the potential free stream or to

beyond the channel centerline, whereas Cww is flatter and thinner. Both correlations are

positively inclined in relation to the wall, most probably because of the shearing of the

velocity structures by the mean streamwise velocity. As shown in Figure 4.5, Cvv remains

essentially aligned in the wall-normal direction.

Very long meandering features have been reported in the logarithmic and outer regions

of wall-bounded flows under different names such as “largest”,68 “very large”,87 “super-

structures”,66 or “global”.6,7 There is more or less an established consensus regarding the

range of lengths of these structures, Lx ≈ O(4δ − 5δ) for Cuu in the case of boundary

layers and of O(9δ − 20δ) in the case of pipe and channel internal flows. Interestingly,

Hutchins & Marusic66 presented visual evidence for boundary layers u-streaks extending

the entire experimental domain, Lx ≈ 20δ. They suggested that inferring the length of

these structures from either two-point correlations or premultiplied energy spectra might

result in shorter lengths due to the meandering of the structures.

A comparison between the boundary layer correlations at both heights reveals minor

differences for their streamwise extend, in accordance with the fact that the large-scales

coming from the outer region penetrate deep into the sublayer.73 At the near-wall, Cuu

extend further downstream than upstream. As one moves further from the wall the

coherence of Cuu changes, decreasing in the upstream direction while increasing in the

downstream. This is related to the symmetry in 4.2, C(x, x′, y, y′)=C(x′, x, y′, y), implying

that if a correlation centered in the near-wall region extends into the outer layer, then

the correlation centered in the outer layer will extend into the near-wall region with

similar streamwise dimensions. This is illustrated by the symbols # in Figure 4.6. For

instance, comparing Figures 4.6(a,c) with 4.6(e,f) shows that this is approximately true

in boundary layers, because of the inhomogeneity in streamwise direction, and exact in

channels. Another consequence of this symmetry is that a correlation that is biased

downstream near the wall, will be reflected to a backward-biased one far from the wall.

The spatial organization of the correlations in the cross-flow (zy) plane is however

qualitatively similar for both flows, as displayed in Figure 4.7. These correlations are
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shown side-by-side because of the symmetry in the spanwise direction, in the left-half

boundary layers, and in the right-half channels. Additional heights have been added,

intermediately of those in Figure 4.6.

The characteristic streaky pattern of the u-structures is revealed in Figure 4.7(a), in

which the alternating low- and high-momentum regions observed seem to be organized

at δ-scale,174 because of the good collapse of the different Reynolds considered (solid

and dashed lines), separated over a factor of 1.5. As discussed in the previous section,

this organization is a direct consequence of the continuity equation. As in the case of

the streamwise sections, Cuu is also the correlation for which channels differ more from

boundary layers, with the longer streaks of the channels associated to somewhat wider

and taller cross-sections. Note that the width of the streaks grows with the wall-normal

distance, but slower proportional to y′. The location of the correlation minimum is marked

with the + symbol, showing that it is reached roughly at the same wall-normal height,

y ≈ y′. As a result, one-dimensional spanwise sections are presented in the right-hand

side of Figure 4.9 for all the available heights y = y′.

Very weak alternating upwash and downwash velocity events are shown in Figure

4.7(b) for the v-structures at the logarithmic and outer layer. The width of Cvv is narrower

than that of Cuu in the near-wall region, but of the same size at the outermost height.

From Figures 4.7(b:i-iv) it can be inferred that Cvv is not attached to the wall, since the

contours in Figure 4.7(b:i) do not extend into the outer layer, and those in Figure 4.7(b:iv)

do not extend down to the wall.

The cross-section of Cww is shown in Figure 4.7(c). This corelation is more compact

than that of Cuu or Cvv, in the sense that the positive correlated region does not reach

deep into the near-wall or the outer region, but it spans the whole flow thickness when

the attached regions are incorporated. The positive region of Cww is flanked by negative

correlated regions located primarily either on the top of the positive correlation, Figure

4.7(c:i), or underneath, 4.7(c:iv). The top/down location of the negative lobes at the

near/far wall is a consequence of the symmetry of the correlations previously discussed.

The observed pattern can be explained if we incorporate some of the information lost as a

consequence of considering a reduced space of the original three-dimensional correlations,

that was displayed in Figure 4.5. Even with no further information, we know that the

flux of Rww over any streamwise (xy) plane must be zero according to (4.3). Therefore,

one can expect to find negatively correlated zones as large as the positive ones, which

was shown to be true in Figure 4.6. It is precisely the intersection of these negative lobes

with the cross (zy) plane that leads to the pattern shown in figure 4.7(c). Note as well,
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Figure 4.7: Cross-flow (zy) sections of the correlations at y′=0.1δ (i), 0.3δ (ii), 0.5δ (iii), and

0.8δ (iv). (a) Cuu; (b) Cvv; (c) Cww. For each panel: left, boundary layer; right, channel.

Positive and negative contours are colored in black and red, respectively. Contours range from

±(0.05-1.0) with spacing of 0.1 for positive contours and 0.05 for negative ones. Solid lines stand

for boundary layers and channels at δ+ ≈ 2000. Dashed lines stand for the boundary layer at

δ+=1313 and the channel CH950. The + symbol is the location of the correlation minimum at

δ+ ≈ 2000.
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that the total size of the positive plus negative correlation hardly changes with the height,

indicating that Cww can be considered an attached variable. The wall-normal distance

between the fix correlation point and its minimum, marked by +, is roughly constant,

Ly ≈ 0.5δ.

The global picture suggested by Figure 4.7(b-c) is that the flow is organized in quasi-

streamwise rollers of sizeO(δ), of constant height Ly ≈ 0.5δ and variable width, Lz=O(y).

This scaling is justified considering the range of Reynolds numbers considered in the figure.
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Figure 4.8: Wall-parallel (xz) sections of the correlations at (a,b) y′/δ=0.1, and (c,d) y′/δ=0.8.

(a,c) Cuu; (b,d) Cvv. For each panel, top are channels, and bottom are boundary layers. Positive

contours (black) are (0.05:0.1:. . . ). Negative contours (red) are (-0.01:-0.05,. . . ) for Cuu, and

(-0.01:-0.01:. . . ) for Cvv. In all panels: , δ+ ≈ 2000; , boundary layer at δ+=1313,

and CH950. Note the different aspect ratios of the two columns of panels. Flow is from left to

right.

Sections of the correlations Cuu and Cvv in the wall-parallel (xz) plane are presented

in Figure 4.8, in which we have made use of the spanwise symmetry to plot the channel

flows on the half-top, and in the half-bottom the boundary layer. For the structures

in boundary layers, the extent of Cuu = 0.05 in the streamwise direction agrees with

the values previously reported in the literature for that threshold,66,183,96 Lx ≈ O(4δ −
5δ). Larger lengths are observed in channel flows, as repeatedly discussed. Overall,
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the organization of Cuu is consistent with spanwise alternating velocity streaks. The

organization of Cvv is more interesting. At the logarithmic layer Cvv reflects the quasi-

streamwise organization of the flow, with alternating upwash and downwash aligned in the

spanwise direction, but away from the wall Cvv changes to a configuration that is roughly

annular in channels, and to a configuration in which the anticorrelated regions are located

mainly upstream and downstream from the reference point in the boundary layer. This

would suggest that at the outermost region the flow is organized forming spanwise rollers

instead of the quasi-streamwise ones observed at the near-wall region. Although not

shown in Figure 4.8, there is an intermediate height at which Cvv transitions from one

configuration to the other, in which the negative regions of Cvv form a quadrupole. That

is clearer in boundary layers than in channels, and a three-dimensional representation of

Cvv was presented for the former in Figure 4.5 at y′ ≈ 0.6δ.

Another question that still needs to be addressed is how Cvv satisfies the constraint

imposed by continuity in (4.3), that requires that the flux of Cvv over any wall-parallel

plane to vanish. The answer is that the return lobes of v are weaker and wider than those

of either u or w, but when Cvv is integrated over the wall-parallel (xz) plane it indeed

vanishes, as it must. Therefore, v can be seen as a compact central core surrounded by

diffuse counter-flow, in contrast to the u and w structures, formed by strong alternating

positive and negative coherent regions.

A complete overview of the one-dimensional correlations along the buffer, logarithmic,

and outer region is presented in Figure 4.9. As before, we use the exact or approximate

symmetries to present the data in a compact form. The correlations along the upstream

direction (∆z=0) are presented in the left-half panel, and those along the spanwise direc-

tion (∆x=0) in the right-half spanwise direction panel, with channels in the top row and

boundary layers in the bottom one. Note that, even if boundary layers are not strictly

symmetric along the streamwise direction, it was checked to ensure there are no qualitative

differences with its downstream part, as seen in Figure 4.8.

Different interesting aspects of the correlations are revealed by this compilation. First,

the behavior of the correlations in the buffer and logarithmic layers are qualitatively differ-

ent from those at the outer region at y′/δ ≈ 0.2− 0.3. At the first region, the correlations

grow wider and longer, and in the second region they either remain of the same size or

they decrease slightly. Across all the heights, Cuu in boundary layers are shorter than

in channels, with coherence lengths that reach their maximum at different wall-normal

locations. For the former, the maximum is attained towards the end of the logarithmic

layer, whereas for the latter it is reached past the beginning of the outer region.47 Cvv and
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Cww are roughly similar in their core regions (C > 0.2), increasing their coherence length

as we move further away from the wall, whereas significant differences can be observed

for the low correlation contours in the near-wall region. For instance, the growth of the

v structures is constrained by the impermeability of the wall, and decorrelates within

distances of O(y). On the other hand, u and w structures stay unaffected outside the

viscous layer, and decorrelate in distances of O(δ).
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Figure 4.9: Single-height (y= y′) sections of the velocity correlations as functions of y′/δ for

channels (in the top row) and boundary layers (bottom). δ+ ≈ 2000. The left half of each panel

is the upstream streamwise section (∆z = 0), and the right half is the spanwise one (∆x= 0).

(a,d) Cuu. (b,e) Cvv. (c,f) Cww. For all panels, the shaded contours are positive correlations,

(0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9). For Cuu and Cww, the negative line contours are (-0.02:-0.03:. . . ).

For Cvv, they are (-0.01:-0.01:. . . ).

Note that it is in the viscous layer where Cvv reaches its minimum value, Cvv ≈ -0.25

at ∆z+ ≈ 25; although barely visible on the plot. This minimum was identified by Kim

et al.86 to correspond to the mean diameter of near-wall counter-rotating vortices.151 As we

move farther from the wall, the mean diameter and spanwise separation of these vortices

increase, at the same time they progressively decorrelate from each other. At y′+ ≈ 100,

the vortices are already randomly distributed, with a minimum correlation value of Cvv≈
-0.05, that supports the notion that the v structures are not organized at large-scale.151,71
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Cww also presents a maximum for its length in the near-wall region, corresponding to

structures that are weakly correlated and visible as a “nose” in Figures 4.9(c,f). We will

see later, when comparing channel and boundary layers at several Reynolds numbers, that

this is a viscous feature, peaking around y′+ ≈ 15 and scaling in wall units. Following the

discussion of Figure 4.7, this would suggest that it is associated with the quasi-streamwise

vortices.

Secondly, a transition takes place around the boundary layer interface at y′ ≈ δ for

Cuu, Figure 4.9(d), and around y′ ≈ 0.6δ for Cvv, Figure 4.9(e). In the case of Cuu

the streaks alternate in the spanwise direction up to the interface, where they switch

to an upstream/downstream configuration. This effect is not observed in channel flows,

most probably because of the different nature of their core regions at y′ ≈ δ. On the

other hand, Cvv also switches its configuration as Cuu, but it takes place at a lower

location. A similar but weaker effect is observed for the channel, Figure 4.9(b), in which

an incomplete transition takes place around y′ ≈ 0.8δ. This phenomenom was already

noted when discussing the wall-parallel (xz) sections in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.10: Single-height (y=y′) sections of the velocity correlations as functions of y′/δ for

channels (upper left) and boundary layers (bottom right) at δ+ ≈ 2000 and ∆x=∆z=0. The

figure is symmetric respect to the diagonal y=y′. (a) Cuu, (b) Cvv, (c) Cww. For all panels, the

shaded contours are positive correlations (0.1,0.2, 0.3:0.2:0.9). For Cuu and Cww, the negative

line contours are (-0.02:-0.03:. . . ). For Cvv, they are (-0.01:-0.01:. . . ).

One-dimensional correlations C(y′; y) at x=x′ and ∆z=0 are shown in Figure 4.10,

which are symmetric in relation to the diagonal. Correlations for the u and v struc-

tures were already shown for the CH950 in Jiménez et al.74 for wavelengths larger than

(λx, λz)=(3, 1.5)δ. In the present study the Reynolds number is increased to δ+ ≈ 2000,
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boundary layer correlations are included, and no spatial-filtering is applied a priori. Tall

structures are found for Cuu and Cvv. For instance, flow structures at y′ ≈ 0.3δ are

correlated through the entire layer for C = 0.1. For y′ > δ, these structures cross the

channel centerline while they keep their coherence, especially in the case of Cvv. A strong

antisymmetric region is developed for Cuu in the second half of the channel, reaching

the opposite wall. Those are the corresponding counter-sign streaks to the ones gener-

ated at the opposite wall to preserve continuity.74 Similarly, Cuu in boundary layers are

negatively correlated through the potential flow region for the same reason. A different

scenario is observed for Cww. As already discussed, the positively correlated region in

Cww is flanked by several negative correlation zones. As we move further from the wall,

its transversal size and inclination increases, and hence, the anticorrelated region moves

from a top/down position, Figure 4.6(b,d), to a left-right one, Figure 4.6(f,h), in relation

to the correlation center. At y′ ≈ 0.5δ, the anticorrelated region has already moved out

of the cross-flow (zy) plane in channel flows, and therefore not intersected. On the other

hand, boundary layers remain anticorrelated throughout the potential zone, because the

small rotational scales die rapidly above the turbulent interface, and the larger potential

structures predominate.

4.3.1 The effect of box size and Reynolds number

Figures 4.6 to 4.8 contain data from the two extreme Reynolds numbers of the present

boundary-layer data set, which differ by a factor of 1.5. In general, they agree well,

showing that the correlations scale in outer units at the two chosen wall distances.66,183

More complete scaling results can be obtained by redrawing Fig. 4.9 for a wider range of

Reynolds numbers. Although not shown here to avoid clutter, this was done for all the

available channel simulations from our group (δ+ =350− 2000),6,7,60 and for six stations

of the present and earlier74 boundary-layer simulations, covering δ+ =450− 1950. Where

appropriate, they were supplemented by results from channels at δ+ = 4200 in a smaller

box, and at δ+ =550 in a very large one.107 The results are summarized next.

The kink in the streamwise correlations of Cvv occur at the top of the logarithmic layer,

y/δ= 0.15, for boundary layers and channels, and scales well in outer units. Above the

kink, the correlation length at Cvv=0.1 stabilizes at Lx ≈ 0.7δ. As already mentioned, the

near-wall nose in Cww is a viscous feature, scaling in wall units. The spanwise correlation

Cuu generally scales in outer units, except for y+ . 30, where both boundary layers and

channels have a width L+
z ≈ 100, clearly related to the sublayer streaks.167 The streamwise

sections of this correlation collapse near the wall in mixed units, Lx/δ vs. y+, but they
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are different for the two flows. The boundary layers keep growing up to y/δ ≈ 0.15, where

they stabilize at Lx/δ ≈ 1.5 for Cuu=0.1. The channels are roughly twice longer than the

boundary layers at the same height, even in the buffer region, and keep getting longer up

to y/δ ≈ 0.5.
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Figure 4.11: Streamwise (xy) sections of Cuu at y′/δ=0.6 for channel flows in computational

boxes of lenght Lx/δ=8π. Symbols are placed at the farthest upstream and dowstream locations

of each countour, and stand for Reynolds numbers at: B, δ+ ≈ 350; 5, δ+ ≈ 550; � δ+ ≈ 950;

and #, δ+ ≈ 2000. Closed symbols are Cuu=0.05, and open ones are Cuu=0.4.

The longitudinal sections of Cuu in channels are the exception to the scalings in the

previous paragraph, in that they do not scale in outer (or wall) units even far from the wall.

Figure 4.11 presents streamwise (xy) sections of Cuu for channels in the range δ+=350-

2000 and for a low and a high countour value. For example, reducing the Reynolds number

by a factor of two, from δ+=2000 to δ+=950, reduces the length of Cuu=0.05 by 20% (see

also Fig. 4.6e). The trend of shorter Cuu at lower Reynolds numbers continues for all

the channels down to δ+=350. Liu et al.102 also found that the length of Cuu in channels

depends on the Reynolds number (δ+ = 300–1400), but their results are different from

ours. They find that increasing the Reynolds number leads to longer structures near the

wall, and to shorter ones farther away, while the trend in our case is to longer correlations

everywhere.

A failure in the Reynolds-number scaling of the streamwise velocity fluctuations far

from the wall has been noted before.33,7,73 At its simplest level, it manifests itself as

an increase of u′+ measured at a fixed y/δ as the Reynolds number increases, at least

for δ+ . 104. The references just cited include several kinds of wall-bounded flows.

Later measurements in boundary layers and pipes at much higher Reynolds numbers65,113

suggest that this could still be a low-Reynolds-number phenomenon, but the question is

still unsettled and the effect should be present at the Reynolds numbers discussed here.

It has been shown before that the problem is related to the longest structures, because it
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mostly disappears when the spectra are filtered beyond λx/δ ≈ 6, both in numerics and

in experiments.7 This is also the case here. Figure 4.12(a) shows Cuu for the two channels

used in Fig. 4.6(e), with their kx = 0 modes removed by a sharp Fourier filter that only

retains wavelengths λx/δ ≤ 8π. Most of the discrepancies have disappeared.

However, Fig. 4.6(e) is also the only one in which our correlations extend over dimen-

sions comparable to the computational box, and it is important to clarify whether the

effect is real or numerical.
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Figure 4.12: Effects of the Reynolds number and computational box size on Cuu at y′/δ=0.6

in channels. (a) Filtered Cuu. A low-pass sharp Fourier filter is applied in the streamwise

direction, with cut-off λcox /δ = 8π. Positive contours (black) are (0.02:0.1:. . . ), and negative

ones (red) are (-0.02:-0.05:. . . ). , CH2000; , CH950. (b-d) Single-height (y = y′)

streamwise (∆z = 0) correlations. Symbols stand for Reynolds numbers: 5 (red), δ+ ≈ 550;

�, δ+ ≈ 950; #, δ+ ≈ 2000; 4, δ+ ≈ 4200.107 Lines stand for the length of the simulation box:

, Lx/δ = 2π; , 8π; , 60π.107 (b) No windowing. Different simulation boxes, and

δ+=550 and 2000. (c) Same cases as in (b), with a data window of size 2πδ. (d) With a window

of size 8πδ. δ+ = 550− 4200. The symbol + is the Blackman-Harris56 data window.

Consider Fig. 4.12(b), which shows several one-dimensional streamwise correlations,
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Cuu from channels at δ+ = 950 and δ+ = 2000, with simulation boxes ranging from 2π

to 60π. There is a substantial difference between the correlations from the different box

sizes at the same Reynolds number, including the two boxes at δ+ = 550 with Lx/δ =

8π (red solid line) and Lx/δ = 60π (chain-dotted), even if both boxes are much longer

than the range of separations shown in the figure. The simplest solution is to damp

the edges of the data with a streamwise data window, W (x− x′) similar to those used in

computing modified periodograms.189 It is easy to see that this is equivalent to windowing

the correlation with W (∆x). Figure 4.12(c) displays the result of applying a Blackman–

Harris data window56 extending from ∆x/δ=−π to π. It cures the problem, including

the correlations in boxes of length 2πδ, which are minimal with respect to that window.

The collapse of the two Reynolds numbers also confirms that there is little Reynolds

number dependence for wavelengths below λx/δ ≈ 2π.7 Encouraged by this result, we

apply a ∆x/δ=±4π window to the correlations of all our channels with box lengths 8πδ.

The result is in Fig. 4.12(d), and recovers the trend in Fig. 4.6(e) to wider correlations at

higher Reynolds number. Note that we have added to this figure a channel with δ+ =4200

and box length Lx = 2πδ, for completeness. It follows the same trend as the other three

Reynolds numbers, although it should be emphasized that the experiments in Fig. 4.12(c)

do not necessarily imply that its correlations can be trusted in this wider window.

4.3.2 Three-dimensional geometric properties

We have already mentioned that the lengths in the previous section, measured at

y=y′, do not necessarily represent the largest correlation dimensions, because the struc-

tures are typically inclined in relation to the wall. The three-dimensional geometry of the

correlations is discussed in this section using different measures. The largest dimensions

along the three coordinate axes are defined in Figure 4.13(b) for the generic correlation

sketched in Figure 4.13(a). To characterize the size of the correlations we measure dis-

tances relative to the reference correlation point. We define the lengths Lux and Ldx as

the extent in the upstream and downstream direction, and Lmx as the total upstream to

downstream. Similarly, we define Lby and Lty as the extent below and above the reference

point in the wall-normal direction, and Lmy to its total length. Finally, the total width of

the correlation is Lmz , with semi-widths of size Lhz .

The results for Cuu are presented in Figure 4.14, with the channel flow in the top row

and the boundary layer in the bottom. Several correlation thresholds are used to highlight

the behavior of the flow structures at large and short distances relative to the reference

correlation point. The highest Reynolds number of this figure should be compared with
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Figure 4.13: Sketch of the three-dimensional geometrical properties of the isocontours of given

correlation function. (a) Streamwise (xy) section of Cuu. The flow is in the direction of the arrow.

(b) Dimensions of the bounding box of a given correlation threshold. • Reference correlation

point.

Figure 4.9(a,d) and Figure 4.10(a), that contain the correlation lengths along the three

coordinate directions when Cuu is restricted to the one-dimensional case.

The coherence length of Cuu in channels is roughly independent of the height between

y′/δ = 0.2-0.8 for Cuu = 0.1, meaning that we are observing the same large-scale correlated

through the entire flow thickness, from the outermost region to the the near-wall layer.

For the CH2000 Cuu extend Lmx ≈ 10δ, whereas for the CH950 Lmx ≈ 8δ. As we move

further away from the wall, Lux increases and Ldx decreases, in such a way in which Lmx

remains approximately constant. This behavior seems to be related to the global modes

(λx, λz) > (5h, 2h) identified in del Álamo et al.,7, that do not change their scale as they

approach the wall. This can be seen more clearly in Figure 4.14(b), that shows the extend

of the correlation in the wall-normal direction. For all the heights in that range, Cuu=0.1

entirely fills half of the channel. The same is true for boundary layers in Figure 4.14(e),

at least below y′/δ=0.5. As briefly discussed at the end of §4.3.

In contrast to Lmx , the scaling of Lmy with δ is very good, and the CH950 and CH2000

fall on top of each other. The good collapse of Ly seems to be a consequence of the

continuity, that blocks the growth of positively correlated structures in the wall-normal

direction, as shown in Figure 4.10. That could explain as well the good collapse ob-

served along the spanwise direction for Lz in Figure 4.14(c). This was already discussed

when commenting on the cross-flow (zy) sections in Figure 4.7, in which we concluded

that firstly, the width of the u streaks increases slowly with the wall-normal height, and

secondly, that the width scales in outer units, as was the case here. As the correlation

threshold is increased the length of Cuu diminishes, and the contribution of the large-scale

global modes weakens. Consider the Cuu = 0.3 correlation value, now Lmx is no longer

independent of the height, nor does Cuu remain entirely correlated across one half of the

channel.

To further characterize the coherence of the turbulent structures, an integral length
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Figure 4.14: Three-dimensional maximum correlation size for Cuu along the streamwise (a,d),

wall-normal (b,e), and spanwise (c,f) directions for channels (top) and boundary layers (bottom).

The contours are the (0.10, 0.2, 0.3:0.2:0.9). For all the panels, the shaded contours are CH2000

and BL6600 at δ+ ≈ 2000, and solid lines are CH950 and BL6600 at δ+ ≈ 1300. The dashed

lines in (b,e) mark the positions of the wall, y=0, and of y=δ.

scale can be defined based on the correlation function as follows,14

Λj,ψ =

∫ ∞
−∞

Cψψ(r, r′)drj (4.5)

where rj is the coordinate direction in which the integration is performed. Several defini-

tions have been proposed to compute this quantity over the years. O’Neill et al.134 noted

that it is not possible to assess how accurate the different methods are. For instance, if the

number of samples is not big enough to have a good statistical description, the integration

of the correlation tails can lead to errors of the same order as the quantity measured. For

this reason, (4.5) is often evaluated for some cut-off value of Cψψ, for example the zeros

of the correlation function or some other value. Since it is not guaranteed that Cψψ pos-

seses a zero along some coordinate directions (as the wall-normal), we perform the above

integration over the regions in which Cψψ > 0.05. We define the integral length in the

wall-parallel directions as Λx and Λz, and along the wall-normal direction as Λy. In the

last case, the upper integration limit of (4.5) is set to extend to y=δ at the most, to avoid

correlation with the potential flow in boundary layers and allow comparison with channel
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flows. A consequence of this choice is that Λ does not reflect a property of the correlation

as a whole, but only of its central positive peak, and tends to track the behaviour of the

one-dimensional intersections in Figure 4.9. On the other hand, since similar procedures

are often used in experiments, it is easier to find existing data with which to compare.

The different integral lengths for the three velocity components are presented in Figure

4.15, together with available experimental and numerical experiments. In boundary layers,

Cuu grow through the buffer and logarithmic regions until the outer region is reached,

at y′ ≈ 0.2δ, location for which the integral length Λx,u is maximum. That location

agrees with the value reported back in the late sixties,180 and later confirmed by several

authors.47,144,97 We have included the data from Pirozzoli & Bernardini144 for a low Mach

number boundary layer, that compares well with ours, both for Λx,u and Λx,w.

In channels, the maximum integral length is located at the middle of the outer part, at

y′ ≈ 0.5δ. In contrast to boundary layers, a substantial part of the outer region behaves as

logarithmic in channels,47,73 furthermore, there are not inrushes of potential flow coming

from the free stream. These two facts seem to favor the growth of Cuu, until the location

in which the structures coming from the opposite half-channel becomes significant188,47

to disrupt their growth. That could be interpreted, to some extent, as the analogy of

the effect of intermittency in boundary layers. Hence, the maximum difference for the

coherence length between the two flows happens around y′ ≈ 0.5δ, suggesting that the

main difference is due to a large-scale structure of u that fills the whole flow thickness in

the channels, but not in the boundary layers.

With regards to Cvv and Cww, it can be said that they exhibit similar features; their

integral lengths are bounded by Λx < 0.5δ, and Λx,v is slightly shorter than Λx,w. This

confirms the behavior of the sections in Figure 4.9. Similar conclusions are reached for

the correlations along the wall-normal and spanwise directions. Figures 4.15(b,c) present

Λy and Λz, highlighting the slightly taller and wider sizes of the channel structures in

relation to those in boundary layers. Their integral lengths satisfy Λy ≈ Λz < 0.5δ, and

both Λz and Λy increase monotonically with the distance to the wall for the three velocity

components. The results obtained for Λz,u and Λz,w agree remarkably well with the

available data from Pirozzoli & Bernardini. Note that the decrease of Λy above y′ ≈ 0.5δ

is an artifact of our definition, that does not incorporate the information for regions at

y > δ. The definition of integral length has other limitations as well, failing to capture

both the inclination of the correlation and the significance of its negative lobes. The first

effect can be remedied, by integrating along inclined lines and looking for its maximum.

In fact, this is a valid method to infer the maximum inclination of the correlations, that
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Figure 4.15: Integral lengths for boundary layers and channels at δ+ ≈ 2000. (a) Λx. (b)

Λy. (c) Λz. For all the panels: and #, u; and �, v; and O, w. Lines without

symbols (black) are the present boundary layer, those with open symbols (red) are channels,

and closed symbols (gray) are for the compressible boundary layer in Pirozzoli & Bernardini.144

although not shown, provides similar results to the ones discussed below.

The average inclination α of the different structures is characterized in Figure 4.16,

for the correlations of a CH950. Similar results are obtained for CH2000. The inclination

α is defined as the angle between the principal major axis of the ellipse having the same

second-order tensor of inertia than the correlation, and the positive x axis. We do this

by assuming that the correlation represents a “density constant solid plate” for a given

correlation value. Figures 4.16(a-c) present, firstly, contours of constant inclination α as

a function of the streamwise length Lmx and wall-normal height y′ (shaded region), and

secondly, contours of Lmx for constant correlation value (dashed-line) as a function of y′.

The value α for each of the points in the figure is computed as follows: for a given height

y′, the two-dimensional correlation Cψψ(∆x, y; y′) is computed, and for each threshold

we compute both, Lmx and α. Following that procedure we can construct complete maps

(Lmx , y
′)→ α for each of the correlations.

The angles extracted with this methodology must be interpreted with particular care,

since we are assuming that the correlations can be described as elliptical objects. There

are situations in which clearly this is not the case, for instance, close to the wall (see Fig.

4.6c). Therefore, the following discussion is intended to describe, in a first approximation,

the average inclination of the velocity structures.

In accordance with the visual inspection of the correlations in the streamwise (xy)
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Figure 4.16: Inclination angle α for BL6600 at δ+ ≈ 2000, and CH950. (a-c) Inclination angle

for CH950 as a function of Lmx /δ and y′/δ for Cuu, Cvv and Cww, respectively. Shaded contours

are (0:1:13) degrees in (a), (86:2:100) degrees in (b), and (0:5:15, and 17:2:40) degrees in (c).

Dashed contours are correlation isolevels, (0.1:0.05:0.3, and 0.4, 0.5, 0.6). See text for details.

(d) Maximum inclination angle as a function of y′/δ: , αu; , αv; , αw. Lines

without symbols are BL6600, and those with empty symbols (red) are CH950. • (gray) is a

numerical compressible boundary layer,144 and • (blue) are experimental smooth and rough

boundary layers.196

plane, Figure 4.16(a-c) shows that Cuu and Cww increase their inclination as the correlation

threshold is increased, whereas Cvv becomes more vertical. The direct effect of increasing

the threshold is that the structures rapidly decrease their coherence (dashed line), and as

a result, they are probably less sheared by the mean flow as they evolve. Thereby, weakly

correlated structures are expected to be linked with lower inclination angles than those

that are strongly correlated. The maximum inclination for Cuu and Cww is achieved for

correlation values of C ≈ 0.3-0.5, in which αu ≈ 10o and αw ≈ 32o. Higher correlation

values seem to have little effect on αw, while αu decreases. The maximum angle is achieved

at different heights, close to the wall for Cuu at y′ ≈ 0.1δ, and in the outer region for Cww
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and Cvv, at y′ ≈ 0.7δ and y′ ≈ 0.6δ, respectively.

The behavior of Cvv is particularly interesting, since there are two characteristic re-

gions. Close to the wall these structures are blocked because of the impermeability, and

the structures align in the direction of the flow because of the intense shear. At that

region, αv ≈ αu ≈ αw. This is the white shaded contour in Figure 4.16(b), correspond-

ing to angles αv < 75o. As we move further away from the wall a second characteristic

region appears, in which the structures start getting more inclined, reaching αv > 75o for

y′ > 0.15δ (y+ ≈ 140). The maximum angle is achieved at y′ ≈ (0.5 − 0.6)δ, in which

αv ≈ 100o for weakly correlated structures.

A characteristic inclination angle, defined as the maximum angle found at a given

height over the range of correlation levels C ∈ 0.1−0.85 (to avoid numerical inaccuracies),

is given as a function of y′ in Fig. 4.16(d). For completeness, we have supplemented our

data with a supersonic boundary layer from Pirozzoli & Bernardini,144 and a smooth and

rough boundary layer from Wu & Christensen.196 The angles αu reported in those works

agree reasonably well with our data, although minor differences are observed for y′ < 0.3δ.

Several reasons can lead to these differences. In the first case, the observed differences

might be attributed to compressibility effects. Another reason can be the method used to

compute αu. For instance, Pirozzoli & Bernardini uses a least-square fit of the correlation,

whereas in Wu & Christensen a line is placed through the point at each contour level that

exists farthest away from the reference location. For both of our flows, αv and αw grow

as we move far from the wall. In the case of αw, a plateau is observed at y′ ≈ (0.2−0.7)δ,

in which αw ≈ 32o. In contrast to channels, boundary layers do not show a maximum for

αv, that grows until αv ≈ 95o is reached. At the centerline of a channel, the structures

must be statistically symmetric, which turns out to be approximately true for Cuu and

Cww.

It should be emphasized that the maximum angles for each velocity component are

remarkably uniform across most of the flow, although different from each other. They

agree much better between boundary layers and channels than other measures, probably

because, as seen in Figs. 4.16(a–c), the maximum inclinations correspond to relatively

small structures controlled by local, rather than global, processes. In fact, using channels

ranging from δ+ ≈ 550−2000 and boundary layers ranging from δ+ ≈ 1300−1990, it was

checked that the inclination of the structures at the near-wall region scaled in wall-units.

Instantaneous streamwise (xy) sections of the velocity fluctuations in BL6600 are pre-

sented in Figure 4.17. The angles of the instantaneous structures agree with those com-

puted from the correlations, and also the extent of the structures. It can be observed that
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Figure 4.17: Instantaneous streamwise (xy) sections of the velocity fluctuations in BL6600 for

Reθ = 5800− 6600. (a) u+, (b) v+ and (c) w+. The thickness δ is taken at Reθ = 5800, and the

fluctuations are normalized with the x-dependent friction velocity. In all the panels the dark

grey areas are below −0.5 wall units, and lighter areas above +0.5.

the structures of u′+ are clearly longer and thicker than those of v′+ and w′+, extending

in some cases all the way from the edge of the outer layer to the wall.

4.4 Reynolds shear stress correlations

To characterize how coupled the u and v motions are, we will now analyze the cross-

correlation of these two variables, either Cvu or Cuv. Those cross-correlations are often

used as indications of the structure of the momentum transfer in the form of Reynolds

shear stress, −〈uv〉.180,102 However, it should be stressed that Cuv actually expresses the

statistical dependence of u at one point on the value of v at another. True momentum

transfer is associated to fluctuations at the same location, i.e., r = r′.

Figures 4.18(a-d) present the characteristic sections of Cvu at the near-wall region

y′+ ≈ 15, where the intensity of u′ is at its maximum, and at the outer region y′ ≈
0.6δ. No differences are found between the two flows at the buffer layer, neither in their

spatial organization nor in their maximum correlation value. Interestingly, the maximum

correlation between the u and v motions does not occur at zero-distance, but beneath, at

y+ ≈ 6 and x+ ≈ −6, as can be seen in Figures 4.18(b-c). The stress-structure coefficient

derived from the one-point statistics, cuv = −〈uv〉/u′v′, would indicate a value cuv ≈ 0.40
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at this location, whereas the maximum value using two-point statistics is |Cvu|max ≈ 0.52,

which is 30% higher. As we move further away from the wall the difference in the intensity

value decreases, and at y′ ≈ 0.8δ we obtain cuv ≈ 0.26 and |Cvu|max ≈ 0.32 in channel

flows, whereas cuv ≈ 0.40 and |Cvu|max ≈ 0.43 in boundary layers. It can be shown

that the stress-structure coefficient decreases with increasing Reynolds numbers along the

buffer, logarithmic and outer layer, because of a more rapid increase in the magnitude of

the streamwise fluctuations than in either the Reynolds shear stress, or the wall-normal

fluctuations.163,107
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Figure 4.18: Contours of Cuv at δ+ ≈ 2000 at: (a-b) y′+ ≈ 15, and (c-d) y′/δ=0.8,. (a,c)

Cross-plane (zy) sections. The left half of the figure is the boundary layer, and the right half

is the channel. Contours are ±(0.05:0.05:. . . ). Positive contours are black, and negative ones

are red. (b,d) Streamwise (xy) sections. , Channel (red); , boundary layer (black).

Contours are (-0.05:-0.05:. . . ). The flow is from left to right.

At the outer location, the spatial coherence of the Reynolds shear structure is quite

different between the two flows. As perhaps could be expected, the coherence in the

streamwise direction of the Reynolds shear stress is shorter than that of u, which can be

explained as a result of the interaction of the latter with the much shorter v structures.

In fact, Cuv looks like a shorter version of Cuu, while Cvu (not shown), looks like a longer

version of Cvv. This suggest that Cuv should be interpret as the segment of the streamwise-

velocity streaks associated to a single sweep or ejection of v. For instance, these structures
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extend over Lmx > 2δ, even if Fig. 4.8 shows that there is very little energy in v at those

scales (Cvv ≈ 0). However, these long correlations have been interpreted in a different way

by other authors,102,47,183 to mean that there are very long structures carrying a significant

fraction of the Reynolds stresses at δ-scale. Thereby, motions of u longer than those of

Cuv would carry essentially no stresses, and would be merely passive structures from the

point of view of the momentum transfer. Nevertheless, Lozano-Durán et al.105 studied

the geometry of individual structures of strong uv in channels, and found that they are

generally only three times longer than they are high (see Fig. 5.6d), which is roughly the

extent of the correlations in Fig. 4.18(d). Closer to the wall, Jiménez et al.71 and Jiménez

& Kawahara75 analyzed the spatial relation between instantaneous v- and u-structures

in the buffer layer of channels, and found that each low-velocity streak is associated to a

number of smaller v structures, separated by an average streamwise distance x+ ≈ 300.

The functional form of the cross-correlation over the section in the zy-plane is, as in

the case of the velocities, not arbitrary. Proceeding in a similar manner as in (4.3) it

follows that, x
Ruv dz dy =

x
Rvu dx dz = 0, (4.6)

The resulting positive secondary lobes of Cuv are clearly seen in the cross-flow (zy) section,

presented in Figs. 4.18(a,c).

4.5 Pressure Correlations

Pressure fluctuations are of interest in many fields of engineering related to noise reduc-

tion, vibrations, and material fatigue. For that reason, more or less accurate turbulence

models have been developed in the last decades, in which pressure plays an important

role in the intercomponent energy transfer, as the main redistribution mechanism among

the different velocity components.58,172,110 However, our knowledge regarding the pressure

has slowly increased because of the technical difficulties in measuring without introducing

disturbances in the original flow. Moreover, this problem is amplified as a consequence

of the global character of the pressure that requires the consideration of relatively large

regions of the flow. Fortunately, DNSes do not suffer from this problem, and accurate

descriptions for the pressure behavior in wall-bounded flows have started to appear in the

literature.110,84,61,74

Using the databases listed in table 4.1, we have computed the kinematic pressure p

and the three-dimensional two-point spatial correlations Cpp. The pressure is computed

using the associated velocity field, from which a Poisson equation is derived and solved.
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Further details on this procedure can be found in Mansour et al.110 for channel flows, and

in Simens et al.164 for boundary layers.

Figure 4.19: Three-dimensional correlation of the pressure fluctuations, Cpp, for BL6600 at

δ+ = 1530 and y′/δ = 0.6. The flow is from left to right. Several isosurfaces are shown at

Cpp = −0.06 (white), +0.1 (turquoise), +0.2 (yellow) and +0.6 (blue). In the plane sections

through the correlation origin, the contour lines of positive and negative correlations are colored

red and white respectively, ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 and from -0.01 to -0.06. The plane sections

are also colored by the correlation, ranging from positive red near the center to negative blue at

the two streamwise ends of the figure. White is zero.

Figure 4.19 is a three-dimensional representation of Cpp for the boundary layer, cen-

tered at y′/δ = 0.6 and δ(x′)+ = 1530. The domain in the figure is 3δ × 1.2δ × 4δ in

the streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise direction, respectively, which spans only the

central part of the full correlation box. The positive region of Cpp can be described as a

tall structure aligned in the wall-normal direction and extending farther in the spanwise

direction than in the streamwise one. For example, in the wall-parallel (xz) plane its

section is elliptical, with major axis of sizes ax ≈ 0.75δ and az ≈ 1.8δ for Cpp = 0.1. The

negative lobes of Cpp are located at ∆x ≈ ±δ downstream and upstream of the origin and
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similar to those of Cvv far from the wall (Fig. 4.8d).

4.5.1 Characteristic sections

Analogous to the discussion of the velocity correlations, Figure 4.20 shows charac-

teristic cross-flow (zy) sections of Cpp at three representative locations: the wall, the

logarithmic layer at y′ ≈ 0.1δ, and the outer region at y′ ≈ 0.8δ. These correlations reveal

that the large scales of the p structures, associated with weakly correlated structures, are

of size O(δ) and extend across the whole flow thickness.
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Figure 4.20: Cross-flow (zy) sections of Cpp. (a) y′=0. (b) y′/δ=0.1. (c) y′/δ=0.8. In each

panel, the left half is BL6600, and the right half is CH2000. , δ+ ≈ 2000; , δ+ ≈ 1313.

Contour levels are (0.05:0.1:0.95).

Despite the global nature of the pressure fluctuations, very localized regions for strongly

coupled structures are found around the correlation reference point, especially as we ap-

proach the wall, in accordance with the conclusions of Jiménez & Hoyas73 for the pressure

fluctuations in channel flows. Using the two-dimensional pressure spectra at different wall-

parallel planes the authors concluded that the structures of p near the spectral peak are

fairly local with a characteristic length of the order of the Kolmogorov scale, and away

from the peak they are more global with a scale O(δ) along the three directions. Since

the correlations and spectra contain the same information in the wall-parallel planes, the

above conclusions should also be applied to our correlation results. Figure 4.21 shows

precisely that. The strongly correlated structures become more localized as the wall is

approached, with roughly equal wall-parallel sizes, Lx ≈ Lz, suggesting that those struc-

tures are isotropic.

The pressure structures located at the wall and at the logarithmic region (y′ ≈ 0.1δ)

are very similar for each flow and for weak correlation contours Cpp < 0.2, suggesting
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Figure 4.21: Wall-parallel (xz) sections of Cpp, as in Fig. 4.20. In each panel, top is CH2000

and bottom is BL6600. The outermost red dashed negative contour in (c) is Cpp=−0.05.
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Figure 4.22: Streamwise (xy) sections of Cpp for (a-c) BL6600 and (d-f) CH2000. (a,d) y′=0.

(b,e) y′=0.1δ. (c,f) y′=0.8δ. Contours as in Fig. 4.20. The outermost red dashed negative

contour in (c) is Cpp=-0.05.

that they represent the same wall-attached structure. This can be seen in any of the

Figs. 4.20(a,b), Figs. 4.21(a,b) or Figs. 4.22(a-b,d-e). The last figure presents streamwise

(xy) sections of Cpp at the same heights and streamwise stations as in the other figures. At

the near-wall region the small-scale structures are very similar in both flows, whereas the

large-scale structures differs substantially depending on the type of flow. This behavior is

characteristic of the dual nature of the pressure fluctuations, with a small-scale component

and a global one.

In order to test the effect that the Reynolds number has on pressure, a case at a lower
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Reynolds number has been added for the boundary layer flow in Figs. 4.20-4.22, obtaining

generally a poor collapse. This behavior is different from that observed with the velocity

fluctuations, that were shown to collapse for the same Reynolds numbers (Fig. 4.6). The

easiest interpretation is that due to the dual character of the pressure fluctuations all the

scales are mixed. Another option, that will be discussed later, is the role that the width

of the computational domain may have in the structure of Cpp.

At the outer layer the only noticeable difference in Cpp is the extent of the weak

correlation contours across the flow thickness. While both flows remain attached to the

wall (Figs. 4.20c and 4.22c) only boundary layers crossed all its domain into the potential

flow region, whereas the channel crosses its half-channel heights but does not reach the

opposite wall. This penetration length into the outer region resembles that of Cvv in

Figure 4.7(b:iv).
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Figure 4.23: Single-height (y=y′) sections of Cpp, as functions of y′/δ. (a) BL6600, δ
+ ≈ 2000.

(b) CH2000. The left half of each panel is the upstream streamwise section (∆z=0). The right

half is the spanwise section (∆x=0). For all panels, the shaded contours are positive, (0.1,0.2,

0.3:0.2:0.9), and the line contours are negative, (-0.01:-0.01:. . . ).

Further insight on the structure of the pressure is provided by the one-dimensional

sections of Cpp in Figure 4.23. They are displayed in the same format as the velocities in

Figure 4.9, with the upstream length in the half-left panel and the spanwise one in the

half-right one. No major differences are observed between the two flows. In the buffer

and logarithmic regions boundary layers extend slightly farther than channels, as well

as in the spanwise direction. The length of Cpp increases as we move further from the

wall, resembling the behavior of the transversal velocities. According to the data, the

p structures are wider in boundary layers than they are in channels. We will now show

(Fig. 4.24c) that the size of the computational box has an effect on how the structures
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located at the outermost region decorrelate in the spanwise direction. Another interesting

feature is that the upstream negative lobe of Cpp is more intense in boundary layers than

in channels, getting more intense as we move into the free stream. Both the streamwise

and spanwise lengths increase almost linearly away from the wall. Despite that, it should

be stressed again that this representation is an incomplete view of the Cpp. For instance,

we showed that the weaker correlation contours are roughly independent of y′, because of

their global character, suggesting that the outermost contour in Figure 4.23(a) is in fact

a similar pressure structure intersected at different heights.
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Figure 4.24: (a,b) Integral correlation lengths for Cpp as a function of y′/δ. Lines without

symbols are BL6600 at δ+ =1990; without symbols are CH2000. (a) Λx,p. (b) Λy,p (c) Effect of

the width of the computational box Lz/δ on the one-dimensional pressure correlation, Cpp(∆x=

0, y= y′,∆z) at different heights. Three stations of the boundary layer are presented: ,

δ+=1313; , δ+=1530; , δ+=1990. , CH2000. Correlations are offset vertically

by 0.4, for clarity.

The integral correlation lengths of Cpp are shown in Figure 4.24(a-b). We only present

results for Λx,p and Λy,p, that were computed as in section §4.3.2. In the streamwise

direction the two flows are roughly equal and increase almost linearly, as it could have

been anticipated from Figure 4.23. In the wall-normal direction Λy,p is slightly larger

in channels than in boundary layers, and presents an “artificial” maximum at the outer

region. As explained in §4.3.2, this peak is due to the truncation of the integral (4.5).

Note that neither Λx,p nor Λy,p vanished at the wall, emphasizing the attached nature of
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the pressure structures.

We do not present results for Λz,p because it was found that the computational box

is too narrow for Cpp to decay to zero at the edge of the box, ∆z = Lz/2. The relation

between the extent of Cpp(∆z) with the width of the computational boxes is compared

in Figure 4.24(c) for several heights. The three available Reynolds numbers for BL6600

are included in the figure, together with the CH2000. Different ratios Lz/δ(x) are found

within our simulation box as a consequence of the growth of the boundary layer in the

dowstream direction. Based on the experience with the velocity correlation in channels

BL6600 was designed to reach Lz/δ ≈ 8 by the end of the computational domain, as

discussed in chapter §2. For the three Reynolds numbers δ(x′)+=1313, 1530 and 1990

the ratios are Lz/δ ≈ 12, 10 and 7.5, respectively. No major Reynolds number effects are

found below y′ < 0.8δ, but as we move farther away some discrepancies start to appear

in Cpp when measured at different downstream stations. For example, at y′ ≈ 0.4δ the

Cpp(∆z = Lz/2) ≈ 0.0016, 0.005 and 0.02 for the three δ(x′)+. The corresponding values

at y′ ≈ 1.3δ are Cpp(∆z = Lz/2) ≈ 0.05, 0.2 and 0.28.

This seems to also be the case for the CH2000, which does not decorrelate completely

within its box of width Lz=3π, obtaining a value of Cpp(∆z = Lz/2) ≈ 0.14 at the

centerline. The fact that the pressure structures in the CH2000 are in fact constrained

by its box width was already noted in Jiménez & Hoyas73 after the examination of its

spectra. Note that even though the effect of those constrained pressure fluctuations on the

velocity field must still be clarified, minimum differences were found by Lozano-Durán &

Jiménez107 in the one-point statistics of the velocity and pressure fluctuations considering

boxes of size (Lx, Lz)/δ = (8π, 4π) and (60π, 6π) for a channel at δ+ ≈ 550.

4.6 Velocity conditional correlations

Because of the definition used for the correlation in (4.1), the information regarding

the specific sign of the turbulent structures and its contribution to the correlation cannot

be inferred. For instance, it is not possible to discern how the different streamwise low

or high momentum structures are correlated among themselves, or what the effect is of

one component on velocity over another one. To address this question, we define the

autocorrelation in the wall-parallel (xz) plane conditioned to a generic event as follows,

C⊕ψφ(r, r′)|ξ =
〈ψ(r) · φ(r′)〉|ξ(r′)>Γ

σψ(r) · σφ(r′)|ξ(r′)>Γ

C	ψφ(r, r′)|ξ =
〈ψ(r) · φ(r′)〉|ξ(r′)<−Γ

σψ(r) · σφ(r′)|ξ(r′)<−Γ

(4.7)
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where ξ is a velocity component that must satisfy that its magnitude is greater than a

given constant Γ, chosen as a fraction of the standard deviation σξ(y
′).
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Figure 4.25: Wall-parallel (xz) sections of the conditional correlation Cuv|v at y′/δ=0.6 and

Γ=0. (a) CH2000. (b) BL6600 at δ+ ≈ 1530. For all the panels: correlations conditioned to

positive events C⊕uv|v are shown at the top half, and those conditioned to negative events C	uv|v,
on the bottom. See text for details. Contours are ±(0.02:0.03:. . . ). , positive; ,

negative.

The conditional correlations for Cuv|v in a wall-parallel plane located at y′ = 0.6δ

are presented in Figure 4.25 for Γ = 0. It clearly shows that the Q2 ejection events

(v′ > 0 and u′ < 0) exhibit the largest coherence, especially in the case of channel flows.

On the other hand, the Q4 sweeps events (v′ < 0 and u′ > 0) are much shorter than

the former, and roughly of the same length than in boundary layers. These findings

agree with the results in Lozano-Durán et al., who extracted individual structures of

strong −〈uv〉 in channels, and found that, although Q2s and Q4s were of comparable

size throughout the inner and logarithmic layer, the ejections became much longer than

the sweeps farther from the wall. As in the case of Cuv, the conditional structures are

biased downstream from the reference point. With this information we can now interpret

that firstly, the average Reynolds shear stress appears as the interaction of v structures

predominantly located near the front of the streak71 at the outer layer. And secondly,

that the differences discussed in §4.3 between the lengths of Cuu in both types of flows

are most probably due to the low-speed structures of the outer layer. Note that the
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difference between the conditional correlations of inwards and outwards motions is not

unexpected, because the events associated to those quadrants contribute differently to

the Reynolds stress depending on the distance to the wall, even at r=r′, as it was shown

in Fig. 3.10. That difference increases in the outer layer, and at y′ = 0.6δ and for zero

separation, the fractional contribution to the Reynolds stress of the outward (Q1 and Q2)

and inward (Q3 and Q4) events are respectively, R⊕uv|v/Ruv ≈ 0.78 and R	uv|v/Ruv ≈ 0.22

in the case of the channel flow, and 0.64 and 0.36 in the case of the boundary layer.

Note that the value of the denominator in (4.7) differs little between the two conditional

correlations, because the probability distribution of v is roughly symmetric at that height

(see Fig. 3.9d). Therefore, the differences observed can be attributed firstly, to the much

weaker inwards motions at the middle of the outer layer, and secondly, to the much larger

low velocity streaks in channel flows.
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Figure 4.26: Length of the conditional correlation, Cuu|u = 0.3, as a function of y′/δ. (a)

Streamwise. (b) Spanwise. ◦ , CH2000; 4 , BL6600 at δ+ =1530; �, pipe at δ+ =934.97 ,

Γ=0; , Γ=1.5σu. Open symbols are C⊕, and closed ones are C	.

Lee & Sung97 recently used the conditional Cuu|u in the wall-parallel sections of a

pipe (Γ = 0) to differentiate between the structure of high- and low-velocity streaks,

and found very little difference between the two. Baltzer et al.12 repeated their analy-

sis with a slightly more complicated condition, and got similar results for the low-speed

streaks. They did not analyze in detail the high-speed structures, citing Lee & Sung97 to

justify the assumption they are similar to the low-speed ones. On the other hand, previ-

ous visualizations had found that, at least near the wall, low-velocity streaks are longer

than high-velocity ones.151,71 One reason for this discrepancy is probably the conditioning

threshold. Both correlation studies used Γ=0, while visual analyses,66 or segmentation al-
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gorithms,71,8,75,105 usually rely on a higher threshold to separate high from low speed. For

example, the streaks in Jiménez et al.71 and Jiménez & Kawahara75 were characterized as

connected regions in which the streamwise velocity is more than one standard deviation

away from its mean (Γ = σu). Both papers found that the low-momentum streaks differ

most from the high-momentum ones at y+ ≈ 10, where they are 85% longer.

The analysis in Lee & Sung97 is repeated and compared in Fig. 4.26 for boundary

layers and channels, using two different thresholds. It is found that the threshold changes

substantially the correlation length, although in different ways for different flows and

locations. Most visible in the figure are the changes for the channel away from the wall,

where a high threshold tends to make the two conditional signs more equal. Although

hard to see in the figure, the opposite is true below y′+ =15. The low-speed correlations,

C	uu|u, are longer in that region than the high-speed ones, and the ratio of the lengths

at y′+ = 10 changes from 1.15 at Γ = 0 to about 1.5 for Γ = 1.5σu. However, the largest

difference in Fig. 4.26 is between the channel and the other two flows. Not only is the

channel much longer than both the pipe and the boundary layer, in agreement with

the results for the unconditional correlation, but it is also the only flow for which low-

speed structures are substantially longer than the high-speed ones far from the wall. The

widths in Fig. 4.26(b) have a complicated dependence on y′. In the three flows, high-speed

structures are wider than low-speed ones below y′/δ ≈ 0.5, and narrower above that level,

although the differences are not great.

To study the meandering of the velocity structures along the spanwise direction, as

suggested by Hutchins & Marusic,66 we analyze the effect of the spanwise velocity w over

itself and over the streamwise velocity u. The conditional correlations for Cww|w at y′=0.1δ

and y′=0.8δ are presented in Fig. 4.27(b,d). Because of the symmetry of the problem,

those correlations are symmetric in the spanwise direction, and we only presents results

for one conditional case. The wall-parallel sections of the unconditional correlations Cww,

which were not included in Fig. 4.8, are presented in Figs. 4.27(a,c). As in the case of the

cross-flow (zy) sections, their shapes are characteristically squarish, suggesting that they

are the superposition of two diagonals, presumably associated with the sign of w. This is

confirmed in Figs. 4.27(b,d) for the wall-parallel sections.

At the logarithmic layer, y′=0.1δ, C⊕ww|w is organized along lines at approximately

+20o with the flow direction. As we move away from the wall C⊕ww|w changes its orien-

tation, and the correlation is now aligned to the +45o diagonal, most clearly seen in the

boundary layer case. It can be shown that the diagonal structure is associated with rela-

tively strong w. The elongated shape of the conditional correlation is accentuated when
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Figure 4.27: Wall-parallel (xz) sections of the correlation of the spanwise velocity at y′/δ=0.1

(shaded) and y′/δ=0.8 (lines). (a,b) CH2000. (c,d) BL6600 at δ+ ≈ 1530. (a,c) Unconditional

correlations. Positive contours (black solid lines) are Cww=(0.1:0.2:. . . ). Negative contours (red

dashed lines) are Cww=-(0.02:0.1:. . . ). The shaded contours are Cww=0.1,0.3. (b,d) Conditioned

to w > 0, C⊕ww|w. Contours are twice smaller than in (a,c). The dashed diagonal is inclined at

45o to the mean velocity.

the threshold is chosen as w(r′) > 1.5σw. It becomes more circular when only considering

weak conditioning velocities, |w(r′)| < 1.5σw, but it never completely disappears. This

configuration is compatible with the quasi-streamwise rollers discussed in §4.3, that im-

plies the change of sign of w along the wall-normal direction, as shown in Figure 4.7(c,f).

Similar results to the ones presented here are obtained at lower Reynolds numbers, which

are not shown.

An instantaneous wall-parallel section of w′ is presented in Figure 4.28 for BL6600 at

the same outer location than in the conditional correlation, y′ ≈ 0.8δ. We can visually

recognize the patterns derived from C⊕ww|w and hence C	ww|w, regions aligned along the

±45o directions, shown in Fig. 4.28(a) and Fig. 4.28(b) respectively. Its scale is also large

enough for visible stripes to cross the whole spanwise simulation domain, O(10δ). This

peculiar organization seems to be characteristic of the rotational turbulent flow, because

beyond y′ > 1.05δ is no longer observed. Weak diagonal structures of roughly similar

orientation have been reported as well in smoke visualizations of a boundary layer at very

low Reynolds numbers.34

Encouraged by those results, we proceed to compute the conditional correlations Cww|w
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Figure 4.28: Instantaneous wall-parallel (xz) section of the spanwise velocity fluctuation w′+

for BL6600 at y = 0.8δ and Reθ = 3040− 5870 (δ+ ≈ 1050− 1810). (a) w′ > 0 (b) w′ < 0. The

thickness δ is taken at the middle of the box, Reθ = 4500, and the fluctuations are normalized

with the x-dependent friction velocity. In all the panels the grey shaded regions range correspond

to ±(0.2− 0.7)σw (white to black). The dashed red lines correspond to ±45o.

for BL6600 in cross-flow (zy) sections, discovering that along these sections w also config-

ures itself along diagonal directions. That is presented in Figure 4.29(a) for three different

heights ranging from the logarithmic layer to the edge of the outer region, showing that as

we move away from the wall the inclination of w becomes more evident. Note that at the

edge of the layer the inclination of C⊕ww|w is similar to the one observed at the wall-parallel

plane. In the absence of the conditional and three-dimensional correlations to get a clear

picture of its spatial organization, these results suggest that the intense positive and neg-

ative w structures are organized along cross-flow planes rotated around the y-axis ±45o,

respectively. The instantaneous organization of w is presented in Fig. 4.29(b), showing

positive and negative large-scale velocity structures O(δ) inclined away from the wall.

How the spanwise velocity meanders the u velocity streaks is quantified using the

conditional correlation Cuu|w, presented in Figure 4.30 for the same heights than in Cww|w.

At y′=0.1δ, the u streaks remains essentially aligned in the flow direction, and they are

shorter in boundary layers as concluded from previous sections. Interestingly, at y′=0.8δ

both flows align along the +7o directions.12 It can only be clearly seen when conditioning

by relatively strong velocities, Γ = 1.5σw, but it suggests that the meandering of u is a

consequence of the more obvious diagonal organization of w.

At this moment we cannot offer an explanation for the spatial organization of w. Fur-

ther research is needed to clarify the mechanism that leads to that particular organization.
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Figure 4.29: (a) Cross-flow (zy) sections of the correlation of the spanwise velocity for BL6600

at δ+ ≈ 1530 at y′/δ=0.1, 0.5 and 1. Contour lines are C⊕ww|w=(0.05:0.1:. . . ) conditioned to

w > 1.5σw. Shaded regions are the unconditional correlations, Cww=0.1,0.3. (b) Instantaneous

cross-flow (zy) section of the spanwise velocity fluctuation w′+ for BL6600 at Reθ = 5200 (δ+ ≈
1625). The dark areas are below -0.5 wall units, and lighter areas above +0.5. In all the panels

the diagonal line is inclined at −45o to the wall.

4.7 Summary and Conclusions

Fully three-dimensional two-point statistics of a new zero-pressure-gradient turbulent

boundary layer163 up to Reθ ≈ 6600 (δ+ ≈ 2000) have been presented and compared

with turbulent channels at similar Reynolds numbers. We considered very large domains

O(20δ) to observe the largest scales present in the flow and to educe the average spatial
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Figure 4.30: Wall-parallel (xz) sections of the conditional correlation Cuu|w with w(r′) >

1.5σw. (a) CH2000. (b) BL6600 at δ+ ≈ 1530. Lines and contours as in Fig. 4.27(b).

structure of the velocity and pressure fluctuations along the buffer, logarithmic and outer

regions.

We have shown that the streamwise velocity correlations are coherent over longer

distances in channels than in boundary layers, especially in the direction of the flow.

Along that direction, weakly correlated structures present a maximum length of O(18δ)

in channels and O(7δ) in boundary layers, attained at the outer and logarithmic layer,

respectively. We argue that those correlation lengths do not change significantly from

the near-wall to the outer region, because essentially they reflect different aspects of a

common large-scale structure, evincing that the energy from the larger outer structures

reaches the near-wall. Integral correlation lengths carried along the streamwise direction

suggest that the main difference between the two flows is a large-scale structure that fills

the whole flow thickness and peaks at around y′ ≈ 0.5δ. That structure is only present in

channel flows, most likely because the intermittent character of boundary layer prevents

its formation. We have shown its link to the global modes identified by del Álamo et al.,7

whose intensity fails to scale either in outer or wall units. Such large-scale structures are

absent in the spanwise and wall-normal velocity components, whose maximum streamwise

lengths, O(δ − 2δ), change little with the type of flow and Reynolds numbers. On the

other hand, the three velocity components exhibit similar spanwise lengths, O(δ). These

correlations are shown to be inclined to the wall with different angles that depend on the

distance to the wall and on the level used to define them. Despite that, the maximum

angle for each velocity component is remarkably uniform across most of the flow, differing

little between channel and boundary layers. That is explained because those angles are

associated with smaller structures that are probably controlled by local processes rather

than by global ones. The maximum inclination angle of the velocity structures is αu ≈ 10o,
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αw ≈ 32o, whereas Cvv is essentially vertical.

The functional form of the velocity correlations is not arbitrary, because the incom-

pressibility condition must be exactly satisfied. A direct consequence is that the correla-

tion flux over any plane orthogonal to a given velocity component vanished, as was shown

by Townsend179 for free-shear flows. This cancellation is clearly seen in the cross-flow

(zy) plane of Cuu as low- and high-momentum streaks organized at δ-scale, and in the

streamwise (xy) plane of Cww as alternating thin layers stacked in the wall-normal direc-

tion. However, the return flow in the wall-parallel (xz) plane of Cvv is not as clear, but

it is shown to be organized as a central compact down(up)-wash surrounded by a more

diffuse counter-flow. This flow configuration suggests that channels and boundary layers

organize themselves into inclined quasi-streamwise rollers of size O(δ), at least along the

logarithmic and part of the outer region. Two different transitions take place beyond the

middle of the outer region in boundary layers, that are either absent or weak in channel

flows. The first transition is at y′ ≈ 0.6δ, in which the negative lobes of Cvv switch from a

spanwise side-to-side configuration to an upstream-downstream one, whereas in channels

an incomplete version of that switch occurs at y′ ≈ 0.8δ. The second transition is exclu-

sive of boundary layers and is located at its edge, y′ ≈ δ, where all the correlations grow

rapidly in size to reflect the larger potential structures. Similarly to the case of Cvv, the

spanwise negative lobes of Cuu are replaced by streamwise ones, suggesting that the flow

is organized into a more isotropic or spanwise-oriented configuration rather than into a

streamwise-oriented one.

We have studied the cross-correlation for the Reynolds shear stress, Cuv, and argued

that they should be interpreted as the segment of the of the streamwise-velocity streaks

associated to a single sweep or ejection of v rather than as the organization of the true

momentum transfer. At y′+ ≈ 15 there are no differences between internal and external

flows, whereas at the outer layer they differ considerably because of Cuu. Cuv is somewhat

in between Cuu and the much shorter Cvv in length. It also presents a minimum value that

differs both in value and location from the one-point structure coefficient. The aspect ratio

of those structures is roughly similar to the instantaneous Reynolds shear stress structures

found by Lozano-Durán et al.105 using segmentation algorithms, which on average have

lengths three times their height.

Using pressure spectra, Jiménez & Hoyas73 concluded that the structures of p contain

a local component at the Kolgomorov scale and a more global one at δ-scale spanning

along the three coordinate directions. Inspection of Cpp at the wall, at the logarithmic and

at the outer layer, reveals a similar behavior. Weakly correlated structures are almost
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identical below the outer region for each of the flows, but not between them, suggest-

ing that they represent the same large-scale structure in each case. On the contrary,

strongly correlated structures are similar in both flows, emphasizing the local character

of the pressure fluctuations. Cpp fails to collapse at different Reynolds numbers, probably

because the global effects mix contributions from the whole range of scales. The major

difference between the two flows is shown to occur for the spanwise width of Cpp, which is

almost twice wider for the boundary layer. Nevertheless, it is unclear whether that result

is reliable, since above y′ ≈ 0.8δ the correlation of the pressure fluctuations seems to be

constrained by the box width of the simulation.

Finally, we have defined correlations conditioned on the intensity of the perturbations

at the reference point to further investigate the functional relation between arbitrary ve-

locity components. The cross-correlation of Cvu conditioned to the sign of the v structures

reveals that the ejections in channel flows became much longer than the sweeps farther

from the wall, whereas in boundary layers that difference is moderate. That suggest that

the differences observed in the length of Cuu are mostly due to low-momentum structures

at its outer layer. The correlation length of the low- and high-momentum streaks with the

wall distance was computed by considering Cuu conditioned to different intensities of u′,

and compared with the pipe flow simulation of Lee & Sung.97 We obtained that channels

are the only flow in which the low-momentum structures are substantially longer than

the high-momentum ones far from the wall, whereas the streaks in pipe and boundary

layers present similar correlation lengths. The spatial organization of the w structures was

shown to be especially interesting, because of its striking squarish shape. Conditioning

Cww with the sign of w revealed that w is aligned respect to the flow at ±45o diagonal

lines at the outer layer, and that intense events of w are able to distort the u structures

to ≈ ±7o at that region, but not at the near-wall. That suggest that the meandering of u

is a consequence of the spatial organization of w. Nevertheless, further research is needed

to clarify the mechanism that leads to that particular spatial organization.



Chapter 5

Velocity Structures

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a method to identify and to classify instantaneous three–dimensional

coherent streamwise velocity structures, in a manner analogous to the method used by del

Álamo et al.7 to study clusters of vorticity, or by Lozano-Durán et al.105 to study clusters

of Reynolds shear stress.

We apply this methodology to the new zero-pressure-gradient boundary layer simula-

tion to study the statistical properties of these coherent structures. Note that this ap-

proach is different from the characterization of the streamwise velocity by the two-point

spatial correlations presented in the previous chapter. Spatial correlations, by definition,

provide only information regarding the average organization of the flow, whereas with

the present approach a collection of velocity objects, that satisfy a specific criterion, are

characterized individually. This allows us to construct two-dimensional joint probability

density functions of the lengths along the different coordinate axis, which are useful to

characterize, not only its mean value properties, but also its complete distribution.

This chapter is necessary due to the disagreement between the measurements of the

length of the structures using tools such as the one- or two-dimensional spectra and

correlation functions, with those inferred from visual identification. For instance, Hutchins

& Marusic identified very long meandering high- and low-momentum streamwise velocity

fluctuations in experimental boundary layers at high Reynolds numbers, extending to

at least over O(20δ) in the streamwise direction. This study was limited however to

consider only two-dimensional wall-parallel (xz) sections, obtained using a spanwise hot-

wire rake and PIV measurements. Dennis & Nickels later performed three-dimensional

measurements in a thick boundary layer at δ+ ≈ 2500, using stereoscopic PIV in a cross-

105
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Figure 5.1: High-momentum velocity structures in a zero-pressure-gradient turbulent boundary

layer centred at Reθ = 4000 and ranging from Reθ ≈ 3580 − 4410 (δ+ ≈ 1200 − 1415). The

structures are visualized as the isosurface u′+ > 2. Structures with streamwise length ∆x < δ/2

have been removed. The flow goes from left to right.

flow (zy) plane and applying Taylor’s hypothesis in the streamwise direction.

Three-dimensional structures were extracted from the flow using a threshold based on

the mean velocity that was extracted by the naked eye, in order to obtain a clear picture

of the structures. Even though this study is interesting in itself, it has two clear disad-

vantages. Firstly, the validity of Taylor’s hypothesis to extract very-large structures can

be questioned, because of the different convection velocities associated with the different

length scales.5 In that regard, Dennis & Nickels suggested that Taylor’s hypothesis can

be considered valid up to a projection distance of O(6δ), and recommended caution when

projecting over longer streamwise distances. The second, and more important disadvan-

tage: a very limited number of samples were extracted to compute the one-dimensional

histograms of the structures lengths. In particular, they extracted 333 low-momentum

structures and 289 high-momentum ones with streamwise lengths larger than 0.5δ.

With modern day computing capabilities, it is not only feasible to extract individ-

ual structures from three-dimensional DNS databases such as ours,162 but also to track

them in time.106 Figure 5.1 is an example of an instantaneous flow realization of BL6600,
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similar to the constructed three-dimensional structures of Dennis & Nickels. Note that

the domain displayed is about 20 times smaller than the available dataset, and around

O(210) statistically independent flow realizations are available. Even though the present

simulation was not designed to follow structures in time, which would require viscous

times t+ = O(1), it still provides a decent number of objects to accumulate statistics.

This chapter is organized as follows: in the next section we present the methodology to

extract and characterize the velocity structures, in section §5.3 the results are presented

and discussed. Section §5.4 concludes and summarizes.

5.2 Velocity identification and classification

We will now describe the procedure used to identify and classify clusters of the stream-

wise velocity fluctuations in a boundary layer. The methodology is simple, we define a

threshold for the velocity fluctuations, allowing us to extract and study individual struc-

tures that are present in the flow. We consider that a point r belong to a velocity clusters

if u′+(r) > ζ, where ζ is a thresholding parameter to be determined. The points verifying

the above relation define connected regions in the three-dimensional space, denoted as U ,

whose connectivity is defined in terms of the six orthogonal neighbors of each grid point.

In a first approximation, we consider a velocity threshold that does not vary nei-

ther with the wall-normal direction nor with the streamwise direction. Assuming a con-

stant threshold in the streamwise direction can be easily justified, since the maximum

fluctuations change little (≈ 2%) in the range of Reynolds numbers here considered,

Reθ ≈ 4170− 5820 (δ+ ≈ 1350− 1800). In the wall-normal direction, even if the velocity

fluctuations clearly change, they remain of the same order of magnitude u′ = O(uτ ).

Hence, our identification criterion select instantaneous velocity structures based on their

turbulent intensity, without introducing any weighting function to compensate for the

existence of inhomogeneous directions, except for subtracting its wall-normal dependent

mean velocity, U(y;x). Other criteria to threshold the structures are possible as well. For

instance, Dennis & Nickels36 identified streamwise velocity structures in an experimental

boundary layer using a fraction of the mean velocity as a threshold. With this defini-

tion, structures close to the wall were amplified, whereas those far away were increasingly

damped.

We determine the value of ζ based on the percolation behavior of the equation u′+(r) >

ζ, as first used to identify vorticity and dissipation structures in isotropic turbulence by

Moisy & Jiménez,119 later extended to channels by del Álamo et al.8 and Lozano-Durán
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Figure 5.2: Percolation diagram for the identification of U objects. (a) Ratio of the volume of

the largest object to the volume of all identified objects, Vlar/Vtot. (b) Ratio of the number of

identified objects to the maximum number of objects, N/Nmax. For all the panels, lines stand

for: δ+ ≈ 1300, δ+ ≈ 1600, and δ+ ≈ 1900. Black and red lines denote U⊕ and

U	 structures, respectively. The vertical line marks the chosen threshold, ζ = 2.

et al.105 to study clusters of vorticity and of Reynolds shear stress, respectively. Figure

5.2 presents the percolation analysis for low- and high-momentum velocity structures

longer than ∆x = 0.1δ, and for three different Reynolds numbers. We will refer to these

structures as U	 and U⊕, respectively. Because the percolation analysis is expensive from

a computational point of view, reduced domains are used –only for this analysis– in the

streamwise and wall-normal directions. For each of the Reynolds numbers a domain of

size (Lx, Ly) ≈ (6, 1.2)δ is considered, and percolating properties are accumulated over

the number of flow realizations specified in table 2.1. Figure 5.2(a) shows the ratio of the

volume of the largest object extracted from the flow, Vlar, to the total volume Vtot. A ratio

for the number of structures is shown in Figure 5.2(b), where the number of structures,

N , is normalized with its maximum over ζ, and denoted as Nmax.

For values of ζ < 1, most of the U⊕ and U	 objects essentially percolate into a

single large structure, and the volume ratio is close to unity. The remainder of the

structures, while being numerous (20% and 40% of Nmax), are marginal in volume. The

original structures start breaking into smaller pieces as the threshold is increased, and

as a consequence, the ratio of the number of structures increases while the volume ratio

quickly decreases. The different Reynolds numbers collapse fairly well for the ratio of the

number of structures, whereas for the volume ratio the curves are slightly offset towards

bigger values of ζ as δ+ is increased. This behavior could have been anticipated, since we

are using a constant threshold over a wide range of Reynolds numbers. Hence, even if the
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standard deviations of fluctuations do not change significantly, their probability density

function become increasingly intermittent (see Fig. 3.9), thus increasing the probability

of finding instantaneous events that satisfy the percolation criterion for a given ζ.

The maximum number of structures in which the flow can be broken occurs for ζ ≈ 3

for the U⊕ clusters and for ζ ≈ 4 for the U	 ones, whereas Vtot is roughly the same in

both cases (not shown) and Vlar ≈ 0.2Vtot. From these observations we can conclude that

for a given value of ζ, clusters of U	 are less fragmented than those of U⊕. This aligns

with the fact that the high-momentum structures are very dissipative at the near-wall

region, due to higher wall-normal velocity gradients that in the case of the low-momentum

structures (see chapter 6 in Jiménez & Kawahara75), and therefore, more likely for the

velocity regions to disconnect from each another, thus generating smaller objects for a

given threshold. Note that as long as the maximum number of objects is not reached,

the ratio N/Nmax of the U	 and of the U⊕ clusters is approximately offset by a constant

value, independently of ζ. Once the maximum number of objects is reached, structures

extracted with higher values of ζ correspond to the strongest velocity clusters, until a

threshold in which only few of those remain intense enough to be detected. In view of

these results, we chose as a threshold the value of ζ for which the slope of the volume

ratio is approximately maximum, ζ = 2. From now on, we use that value to extract the

velocity clusters from our domain, which extends over Lx ≈ 26δ (measured with δ taken

at the middle of the box).

5.3 Velocity clusters

Table 5.1: Number (Ñ) and volume fractions (Ṽ ), with regards to the total number and total

volume of all the identified structures. The symbols 	 and ⊕ stand for the low- and high-

momentum velocity structures.

Case Ñ	 Ñ⊕ Ṽ 	 Ṽ ⊕

All 0.511 0.489 0.5263 0.4737

Detached 0.373 0.361 0.0251 0.0220

Attached 0.139 0.128 0.5012 0.4517

Tall-attached 0.032 0.017 0.4996 0.4496

Using the above velocity threshold, clusters are extracted from the flow and are char-
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acterized geometrically. Each object is circumscribed within a box aligned to the coordi-

nate axes, whose streamwise and spanwise sizes are denoted by ∆x and ∆z. The minimum

and maximum distances of each object to the wall are ymin and ymax, respectively, and

∆y = ymax − ymin. These lengths are made non-dimensional using the value of δ or ν/uτ

at the streamwise position of the center of gravity of each individual cluster. Structures

with volumes smaller than 303 wall units are discarded to avoid grid resolution issues, and

therefore, not included in the present study. Even though they account for about 89% of

the original number of identified clusters, they contain less than 0.4% of the volume. The

total number of identified structures for ζ = 2 is of O(106). A summary of the properties

of these structures is listed in table 5.1.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Volume distribution pv of the streamwise velocity clusters as a function of their

minimum y+min and maximum y+max wall distance in BL6600. The line contours contain 20, 40

and 70% of the data. The shaded contours are spaced logarithmically. The vertical dashed line

is y+min = 20, the diagonal line is y+max = y+min, and the horizontal dashed line is the average

thickness δ+ = 1575 in the domain. (b) Contours of constant probability for the streamwise

velocity fluctuations as a function of the wall distance at δ+ ≈ 1800. The dashed lines stand for

ζ = ±2, and the shadowed areas correspond |u′+| > | ± U+|. Contours are, from left to right:

0.1, 1, (10:20:90), 99 and 99.9%. The horizontal dashed line is δ+ = 1800.

Figure 5.3(a) presents the joint p.d.f. of the volume pv contained in velocity clusters as

a function of their minimum and maximum wall-distances, showing that the population

of the clusters may be classified into two families according to their wall-normal position

and to their height. The first family correspond to structures that are “attached” to the

wall, and whose y+min < 20. The second family correspond to the inclined band, that

in fact extend along most of the boundary layer thickness. It corresponds to structures
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with y+min > 20, located far from the wall. This band is narrow, and roughly independent

from the wall-normal location in which the clusters were originated. By definition, all

the structures must be located above the diagonal line, since ymax > ymin. A similar

separation was found to exist for clusters of vorticity7 and cluster of Reynolds shear

stress.105

Most of the volume of the identified clusters correspond to attached structures that

are born within the viscous sublayer (y+min < 5), and can reach y+max > δ+. As shown in

table 5.1, attached U	 and U⊕ clusters account for 50% and 45% of the total volume,

whereas in number they only account for 14% and 13%. It is still surprising to find

velocity clusters originating at heights as low as y+min < 1, since the velocity must be

strictly zero right at the wall. Figure 5.3(b), which was discussed in chapter §3.5, shows

contours of constant probability for the streamwise velocity fluctuations. For instance,

the probability of finding instantaneous events that satisfy u′+ > ζ increases from ≈ 0.1

to 24% when we move from y+ ≈ 1 to y+ ≈ 12, where the maximum probability is found.

Figure 5.4: Three-dimensional tall-attached U⊕ cluster extracted from BL6600 at δ+ ≈ 1800

with ζ = 2. The dimensions of the structure are (∆x,∆y,∆z) = (2.42, 0.89, 0.90)δ. Each of the

tiles in the figure has edges of length 0.25δ. A video of this structure is hosted on our YouTube

Channel.161

The attached velocity clusters can be further decomposed into those that are located

within the buffer layer (y+min < 80), and those that penetrate into the logarithmic and
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outer regions, termed as tall-attached clusters.7 The former clusters are more numerous

than the latter ones, but their volumes are marginal compared to the tall-attached clusters.

Throughout the rest of the paper, we will focus on the attached clusters, that are analyzed

and discussed next.

Figure 5.4 is an example of a medium complex instantaneous tall-attached U⊕ cluster,

taken from a snapshot of the boundary layer at δ+ ≈ 1800. This particular cluster

extends over ∆x ≈ 2.5δ, and is approximately three times as long as it is wide or tall.

The appearance of this particular structure clearly suggests a composite character. The

first type of object is the base of the U⊕ cluster at the near-wall region, in which several

streaks can be observed to form without reaching the wall. In particular, the minimum

distance of these streaks to the wall is y+min ≈ 1.15, whereas the maximum height for this

region is bounded to y < 0.2δ. The second type of object is its upper part that connects

with the base, forming a ramp of approximately 13o with the wall, from the upstream

to the downstream direction. The height of the structure within a cross-flow (zy) plane

is therefore increasing as we move downstream, at which point the maximum occurs. In

addition, this structure is not aligned in the flow direction, but tilted towards increasing

spanwise distances. Even though a single structure is statistically not relevant, it agrees

with the findings in section 4.3, in which we showed that firstly, the coherence of the u

structures, characterized on average by Cuu, starts decreasing in the downstream direction

for y > 0.2δ (see Fig. 4.9a), and secondly, that Cuu throughout the outer region is inclined

on average by 12o within the streamwise (xy) plane.

To statistically describe the tall-attached structures, p.d.f.s of the sizes of the boxes

and their volume distributions pv are computed for the U	 and U⊕ clusters, which are

shown in Figure 5.5. The distribution of ∆x is shown in Figure 5.5(a), revealing that most

of the structures are relatively short. In particular, the value of the mode is ∆x ≈ 0.4δ.

The mean values of the structures are considerably larger, due to the positive skewness

of the distribution, obtaining lengths of ∆x ≈ 3.1δ and ∆x ≈ 5.3δ for the U	 and U⊕

clusters, respectively. Structures as long as the box can be found at the end of the

distribution tails, accounting for an important fraction of the total volume, as seen in

Figure 5.5(d). For instance, the probability of finding a large-scale structure (∆x > 2δ) is

about 35% for U⊕ clusters and 16% for U	, whereas they account for 97.4% and 99.2% of

the total volume. A similar behavior is observed for the distribution of ∆z, presented in

Figure 5.5(c,f). The mean value for the width of these structures is ∆z ≈ δ, whereas its

mode is at ∆z ≈ 0.08δ. As in the case of the streamwise length, structures as wide as the

box can also be found, with a larger probability for the U⊕ clusters than for those of U	.
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Figure 5.5: Probability density functions of the the logarithms of the sizes of the boxes cir-

cumscribing tall-attached U	 and U⊕. (a-c) p.d.f.s of the sizes, (d-f) volume distribution pv as

a function of the sizes. In all figures: U⊕; U	. The dotted-dashed lines in (b) are,

p.d.f ∝ (∆y/δ)
−2.8 and p.d.f ∝ (∆y/δ)

−2, and those in (e) pv ∝ (∆y/δ)
−1.4 and pv ∝ (∆y/δ)

−1

The height of the clusters is presented in Figure 5.5(b,e), with mean values of ∆y ≈ 0.16δ

and ∆y ≈ 0.3δ for U	 and U⊕ clusters, respectively. The density of these U⊕ and U	

clusters decay as p.d.f ∝ ∆−2y and p.d.f ∝ ∆−2.8y , respectively.

Figure 5.6(a-b) shows the joint p.d.f.s of the logarithms of the sizes of the circumscrib-

ing boxes for the U	 and U⊕ attached clusters, p(∆x,∆y) and p(∆z,∆y). They roughly

follow the linear laws ∆x ≈ 5∆y and ∆y ≈ ∆z, except for the structures that are as tall

as the boundary layer thickness, ∆y ≈ δ, which can only grow in the wall-parallel direc-

tions. Those correspond to the largest structures in our flow, with sizes of ∆x ≈ 25δ and

∆z ≈ 10δ for the U⊕ clusters and for the contour line that contains 90% of the data. The

probability of having U	 structures as long as those of U⊕ is lesser, and as a consequence,

the “overhang” of the p.d.f.s for U	 is missing. Lozano-Durán et al.105 reported shorter

streamwise sizes for the Reynolds shear attached structures, ∆x ≈ 3∆y, but the same

distribution of sizes for the cross-section of the structures. Their original data has been

added to the figure for comparison. These results agree qualitatively with the two-point

correlations, in which it was shown that Cvu was clearly shorter than Cuu for both internal
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Figure 5.6: Joint probability density functions of the the sizes of the boxes circumscrib-

ing attached U	 and U⊕. (a) p(∆x/δ,∆y/δ). (b) p(∆z/δ,∆y/δ). (c) p(∆x/δ,∆z/δ). (d)

p(∆x/∆y,∆z/∆y) for clusters in the logarithmic layer. In all figures: U⊕; U	 and

the contour lines contain 20 and 90% of the data. For all the panels, the solid and dashed

straight lines are ∆x∆y = 5∆2
z and ∆x = 5∆z = 5∆y, respectively, and the horizontal dashed

ones are y = δ. Shadow contours correspond to attached clusters of Reynolds shear stress (Q2)

identified by Lozano-Durán et al.105 for the same contour levels.

and external flows (compare Fig. 4.18 with Fig. 4.8). However, since the correlations

describe the average of the structures, motions as long as those identified here were not

captured, not even for very weak correlated structures. The sizes of the boxes of the U⊕

and U	 are generally larger in the former case, as can be seen in Figures 5.6(a-c) for the

contour that contain 20 and 90% of the data. Other differences between the low- and

high-momentum structures can be observed as well. For instance, U⊕ structures reach

closer distances to the wall than those of U	, in agreement with the results for the p.d.f

of u′+ presented in Figure 5.3(b).

The distribution of sizes in the wall-parallel directions, p(∆x,∆z), is presented in
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Figure 5.6(c) for all the attached clusters, and in Figure 5.6(c) for those located at the

logarithmic layer. Similar to the distribution of sizes of the Reynolds shear stress struc-

tures, the relationship between ∆x and ∆z for a given ∆y is not linear, being aligned along

∆x∆y ∝ ∆2
z. It can be observed that for a given ∆y, the U⊕ clusters are slightly shorter

than those of U	, whereas the spanwise size is essentially the same. This is consistent

with the results presented in Figure 5.6(a) for distances ∆y within the logarithmic layer,

and explains why the volume reported in table 5.1 for U	 clusters are larger than those

of U⊕.

5.4 Conclusions

We have presented a method to identify and characterize the geometry of the instan-

taneous streamwise velocity structures in boundary layers. The method is similar to the

one presented in Moisy & Jiménez119 to study vortical structures in isotropic turbulence.

Two different families of structures were clearly identified. The first family correspond to

attached structures, that while being marginal in number, contain most of the volume.

They form a hierarchy of self-similar structures with characteristic size ratios of ∆x = 5∆z

and ∆z = ∆y, except for structures as tall as the boundary layer thickness. Those are

shown to expand to at least Lx ≈ 25δ and Lz ≈ 10δ, which are the maximum dimen-

sions of our analysis domain. These very large-scale structures were not captured when

studied using two-point spatial correlations, since correlations are useful to describe the

average properties of the flow in a neighborhood region. The second family was shown

to correspond to detached structures, that are located far away from the wall and are

roughly independent of their distances to the wall. In contrast to the attached structures,

those are the majority in number, but their total volume is marginal. The separation in

these two families seems to be characteristic of wall bounded flows, since the vortical7

and Reynolds shear stress105 structures identified in channel flows were shown to separate

in these two same families.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and future work

One of the main contributions of the present thesis is to provide to the scientific

community with a new high-quality DNS database of a zero-pressure-gradient turbulent

boundary layer at moderately-high Reynolds numbers, Reθ=2780 − 6680 (δ+ ≈ 1000-

2000). To our knowledge, this is the largest simulation of an incompressible boundary

layer available to date. The full database consists of O(200) statistically independent

flow realizations with a total size of 70 TB. Roughly a 10% of the database together with

the post-processed one- and two-point statistics is publicly available for downloading

on our website.162 To distribute the raw data over the Internet, we used the peer-to-peer

BitTorrent protocol, which has some attractive advantages over traditional methods, such

as high content integrity and easy of use.

To perform this new simulation, a hybrid OpenMP-MPI parallel Fortran code has

been developed from its original MPI version. The main reason to add a new layer

of parallelism was driven by the relatively-low available memory (512 MB per core) of

the target computer architecture, that prevents us of using the existing code because

of its large memory footprint. The code was modified to run two simultaneous and

synchronized boundary layers, after discovering that the parameters linked to the large-

scales, such as the shape factor or the wake parameter of the mean velocity profile, only

relax to its asymptotic state after x̃ ≈ 4–5. Other studies in the past have considered the

problem of the initial development of the velocity statistics in numerical or experimental

tripped boundary layers, but considered instead Reθ as the controlling parameter. An

experimental work is the one of Erm & Joubert,40 and a numerical one is Schlatter &

Örlü.157 Both studies consider boundary layers initiated at low Reynolds numbers that

undergo transition to turbulence, concluding that tripping effects persist until Reθ ≈
2000–3000. This result is consistent with ours, but we have shown that x̃ collapses the

116
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initial recovery much better than Reθ over larger ranges of Reynolds numbers, especially

for those simulations tripped at high Reynolds numbers. The definition of the turnover

length was first introduced by Simens et al.,164 however, he concluded that the relaxation

of most flow scales requires at least x̃ = 1, most probably because at that time there were

no other DNSes to compare x̃ with. We have shown that this estimate is only true for

the parameters related to small-scales, such as the maximum Reynolds stresses. Since the

eddy turn-over length increases with the Reynolds number, simulations initiated at higher

Reynolds numbers become increasingly expensive. To avoid this penalty, we have used a

double-simulation-box strategy to maximize x̃ within reasonable cost. The first auxiliary

box runs in low resolution, and is intended to provide a realistic turbulent inflow for the

larger scales of the main simulation box, that runs in high resolution.

The production code was extensively tuned and tested in a Blue Gene/P computer

using up to 8192 nodes for MPI processes, and four threads per process for OpenMP, show-

ing excellent scalability for both MPI and OpenMP. To achieve a sustained liner scaling,

we have examined and incorporated a series of factors in the early design stage of the

simulation such as: data locality, false sharing, memory reuse, and L1 cache size. These

considerations are shown to be key factors when programming for any cache-coherent

shared memory system with NUMA architecture, and are often the reasons behind the

poor scalability of OpenMP codes. To distribute the computational domain data among

the different MPI processes, we considered two different data layouts, consisting off cross-

flow (zy) planes and x-lines, that we termed as a “plane-to-pencil” decomposition. This

configuration is shown to be a tradeoff between the available memory per MPI process

and the required communication time to switch from one decomposition to another. Col-

lective communications are used to efficiently perform those global transposes, allowing

us to operate in each of the three-coordinate directions using data that is locally stored in

memory, and contiguous along the wall-parallel directions. The result of this decomposi-

tion is that roughly 40% of the total time is spent in transposing and communicating data,

and the remaining 60% is spent in computing the Navier-Stokes equations. Customized

mappings of processes onto physical processors have been used for each of the two MPI

groups, speeding communications up by a factor of two. Using this result, the auxiliary

simulation was designed to maximize its span in Reynolds numbers while keeping almost

perfect work-load balance with the main simulation.

Future simulations of new boundary layers experiments will require minor modifi-

cations of the present code, given its versatility in accommodating different box ratios

together with the fine granularity of the domain decomposition, making it possible to run
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a broad-wide range of experiments. The only restriction imposed by the present DNS

code is the use of at least one cross-flow plane per MPI process, which in general will not

be an issue due to the long aspect ratios, Lx/Lz, commonly used to simulate evolving

flows.

The second contribution of this thesis is the comparison of internal and external flows

across the buffer, logarithmic and outer regions, using two different approaches. The first

approach is based on the analysis of the one-point statistics. We have compiled statistics

for a variety of variables using a vast number of DNSes and experimental datasets, span-

ning from δ+ ≈ 180–4000, that will let us to explore the universality and scaling of the

velocity and pressure fluctuations. The second approach is based on the analysis of the

three-dimensional two-point spatial correlations. We have used numerical simulations of

channels and boundary layers for the same range of Reynolds numbers than in the case

of the one-point statistics.

The analysis of the one-point statistic confirms the existence of logarithmic profiles

for the spanwise w′2+ and pressure p′2+ fluctuations, both for internal and external flows,

but not for the wall-normal v′2+ or the streamwise u′2+ velocities. These findings support

the observations at lower Reynolds numbers made for w′2+ and p′2+ in the simulations

of channel flows by Jiménez & Hoyas,73 and in boundary layers by Jiménez et al..74 Our

results are also consistent with the “attached eddy hypothesis” of Townsend,178,179 at

least for the range of Reynolds numbers explored, and for w′2+ and p′2+. An attempt was

made to confirm the existence of the logarithmic profile proposed by Marusic et al.113

for u′2+, using channels up to δ+ ≈ 4100, but even this Reynolds number seems too low

to corroborate or reject its existence. The experimental results of Hultmark et al.65 and

Marusic et al.113 have confirmed however its existence at Reynolds numbers, of at least,

one order of magnitude larger than ours.

One of the consequences of having logarithmic profiles is that firstly, the maximum

value of their fluctuation intensities is reached at the near-wall, and secondly, that this

maximum depends on the Reynolds number. This implies that these variables at the

near-wall region are not “universal”, failing to scale strictly in wall units.33 This has been

confirmed after comparing a broad number of experiments, showing that the maximum

of u′2+, w′2+, and the value of p′2+ at the wall, grow with log(δ+). On the other hand,

we have shown that the coefficients of the logarithmic formulas for the increase of the

profile p′2+(y), and for the value at the wall p′2+w , are roughly equal, indicating that if the

location of the maximum fluctuations is known, then the evolution of its maximum with

δ+ is related to its logarithmic profile in y/δ. We applied the same procedure to u′2+,
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and found that those coefficients differ roughly by a factor of two, suggesting that in the

limit of δ+, the maximum intensity is reached at y+ ∼ δ+
1/2

. While this is not true, it is

consistent with the conclusion in Marusic et al.113 that the logarithmic fluctuation profile

only exists above a mesolayer extending up to y+ = 3 δ+
1/2

. The maximum of u′2+ can

probably only be understood only if we accept the existence of such layer.

Comparison of internal and external flows confirms that the transverse velocities and

pressure fluctuations are more intense in boundary layers, as originally found by Jiménez

& Hoyas,73 and we have shown that the same is also true for the streamwise velocity

fluctuations. The excesses of the three velocity components with respect to channels are of

the same order, and reach a maximum around y/δ = 0.35−0.5, essentially independently

of the Reynolds number. This has been argued to be consistent with the notion that those

differences originate as a consequence of the entrainment of irrotational fluid in boundary

layers,74 which is absent from internal flows.

Further insight about the differences between internal and external flows, and about

the extent of their largest scales, was obtained using spatial correlations over fairly large

streamwise domains O(20δ). An important finding is that the functional form of the

velocity correlations in wall-bounded flows is not arbitrary, because the correlation flux

over any plane orthogonal to a given velocity component must vanish due to the continuity

equation. Even if this was shown originally by Townsend179 for free-shear flows, we have

not found evidence of its derivation for wall-bounded flows in the literature. This helped

us to explain the evident streaky pattern of Cuu in the cross-flow (zy) plane, or the

alternating thin layers stacked in the wall-normal direction for Cww in the streamwise (xy)

plane. Even if in principle it may be harder to observe, Cvv also exhibits a return flow in

the wall-parallel plane to satisfy continuity, representing a central compact down(up)-wash

surrounded by a more diffuse counter-flow. The organization of the velocity correlations

has been shown to be similar in boundary layers and channels, and to be consistent with

a pair of inclined quasi-streamwise rollers of size O(δ). These configuration can be found

until y/δ ≈ 0.6–0.8, and beyond that location, boundary layers start to organize into

spanwise rollers, whereas this change of flow topology is weaker in channels flows. These

correlations are also inclined to the wall at angles that depend on the distance from the

wall, on the variable being considered, and on the correlation level used to define them.

Above the buffer layer and independent of the Reynolds numbers and type of flow, we

found that the maximum inclination of Cuu is about 10o, Cvv and Cpp are roughly vertical,

and Cww is inclined by 35o.

While the functional form of the correlations is similar in both flows, their sizes are
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clearly not. We have shown that Cuu is coherent over longer distances in channels than

in boundary layers, especially in the direction of the flow. Along that direction, weakly

correlated structures present a maximum length of O(18δ) in channels, and O(7δ) in

boundary layers, attained at the outer and logarithmic layer, respectively. We argue

that those correlation lengths do not change significantly from the near-wall to the outer

region, because essentially they reflect different aspects of a common large-scale structure

that spans across all the flow thickness. The integral correlation length of Cuu reveals

that boundary layers and channel differ the most at y ≈ 0.5δ, which is precisely the

height identified for the maximum differences in the velocity fluctuations using one-point

statistics. We argued that this large-scale structure is only present in channel flows, most

likely because the intermittent character of boundary layer prevents its formation, and its

existence is shown to be linked to the global modes identified by del Álamo et al.,7 which

fail to scale either in outer or wall units. While the different velocity correlations have

been shown to scale very well in outer units for lower contour values, Cuu in channels does

not. After examining this correlation in the range of Reynolds numbers, δ+ ≈ 350-2000,

we arrived to the conclusion that those large-scale structures will keep growing as we keep

pushing the Reynolds numbers. Such large-scale structures are absent in the spanwise

and wall-normal velocity components, whose maximum streamwise and spanwise lengths

are O(δ − 2δ), changing little with the type of flow and Reynolds numbers.

Inspection of Cpp across the flow thickness reveals the dual character of the pressure

fluctuations, containing scales that range from the Kolmogorov scale to the outer δ-scale,

in agreement with the findings of Jiménez & Hoyas.73 Nevertheless, Cpp fails to collapse

for different Reynolds numbers, probably because the global character of the pressure

mix contributions from the whole range of scales. The major difference between the two

flows was shown to occur for the spanwise width of Cpp, which is almost twice wider in

boundary layers. However, it is unclear whether that result is reliable or not, since above

y′ ≈ 0.8δ the p structures seem to be constrained by the box width of the simulation.

It turned out that the velocity correlations, when conditioned to intense events of

velocity, contain very valuable information. We investigated the effect of the intensity

of the conditioning event over the correlation structure, obtaining that intense events of

w′ can meander the streaks of u′, especially away from the wall. While the meandering

of the u′ structures was visualized using an instantaneous velocity field by Hutchins &

Marusic,66 it is the first time in which this pattern has been revealed using correlations,

that are specially well-suited to educe persistent patterns in the flow. The reason behind

this meandering seems to be the underlying organization of w′ in alternating diagonal
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stripes.

The last contribution of this thesis is the preliminary analysis of the streamwise ve-

locity fluctuations in boundary layers, using a structural approach instead of a statistical

one. The method we used to identify and characterize the geometry of the instantaneous

velocity structures is similar to the one presented in Moisy & Jiménez119 to study vorti-

cal structures in isotropic turbulence. We have clearly identified two different families of

structures. The first family corresponds to structures that are attached to the wall, which

form a hierarchy of self-similar structures with characteristic size ratios of ∆x = 5∆z and

∆z = ∆y. The second family was shown to correspond to detached structures, that are

located far away from the wall and are roughly independent of their distances to the wall.

In contrast to the attached structures, those are the majority in number, but their total

volume is marginal. These two families of structures seems to be characteristic of wall

bounded flows, since vortical7 and Reynolds shear stress105 structures, were shown to

separate in the same manner in channel flows.

The present thesis has not only shed light on the similitudes and differences between

internal and external turbulent flows, but it also opened new research lines that require

further clarification. The first question is the existence and role of the mesolayer in the

structure of u′2+, and its implication in defining an inertial range unaffected by viscosity.

This layer at the present moment has a very limited scale separation, even at δ+ ≈ 4000,

since this region scales with δ+1/2. Although DNSes at the “extreme” Reynolds numbers

listed in Marusic et al.113 will have to wait for at least a few decades, it will be possible

within the next one to examine wall-bounded flows at δ+ ≈ 10000, featuring almost two

decades of logarithmic behavior in δ+, and close to a decade in δ+1/2. Even a decade

of scale disparity was shown to be very useful for finding scaling laws for w′2+ and p′2+,

therefore it should be possible to answer these questions to finally decide if the mesolayer,

after all, is or not of utility to explain the structure of turbulence.

The second set of questions to be answered is regarding the flow field structure revealed

by the conditional correlations. In particular, why does the velocity w′ organize itself along

diagonals in the wall-parallel and cross-flow planes? Which mechanism or mechanisms

lead to this configuration? What are the possible implications of this peculiar organization

in the rest of the flow? The answers to these questions will certainly clarify the reasons

behind the meandering of the u structures, and help us to get a better understanding of

the turbulent structure of wall-bounded flows.
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